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Preface to the ACTFL Edition

Since its organization the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages
(ACTFL) has been interested in and concerned with the education of Americans for
whom English is not the mother tongue. This interest and concern have led ACTFL
to study several instructional programs in this area.

One set of materials which came to our attention is the Michigan Oral Language
Series produced under the direction of Ralph Robinett and Richard Benjamin with

Lr% E.S.E.A. Title I-Migrant funds provided by the Michigan Department of Education
r.4 to the Washtenaw County Intermediate School District and the Foreign Language

Innovative Curricula studies (E.S.E.A. Title III). The series consists of struc-
cy tured oral language lessons for use with four, five and six year old children who
peN need to learn English as a second language or standard English as a second dialect;

the lessons are accompanied by evaluation and teacher training materials.

CM The series gives the teacher a detailed sequence of oral language activities which
LU are not only linguistically controlled but also emphasize and reinforce the

conceptual development of the child.

ACTFL has made these materials available for several reasons:

1. So that you can see what one project has been able to produce with competent
staff.

2. So that you will appreciate--if you do not already--what materials development
means.

3. So that you can use these materials for training personnel in your institution.

4. So that you may consider adapting or adopting them--in whole or in part--for
your program.

The series consists of six components:

1. Bilingual Conceptual Development Guide--Preschool
2. English Guide--Kindergarten
3, Spanish Guide--Kindergarten
4. Interdisciplinary Oral Language Guide-- Primary One
5. Michigan Oral Language Producti!it Tests
6. Developing Language Curricula: Programed Exercises for Teachers

If you wish to order multiple or single copies of these texts please consult Lie
catalogue published by ACTFL.

This ACTFL Project has been made possible by CONPASS (Consortium of Professional
Associations for Study of Special Teacher Improvement Programs), under a grant
from the U. S. Office of Education, and it is intended to extend the work of CONPASS
initiated at its conference in Grove Park, North Carolina on 10-15 June 1969. ACTFL
extends its appreciation to CONPASS for the grant which makes the distribution of
these materials possible and to the staff of FLICS and the Migrant Worker Program
for their willingness to share the fruits of their work.

F. Andre-Paquette
Executive Secretary
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FOREWORD

THE PURPOSE AHD TARGET POPULATION

The Michigan Eigrant Primary Interdis-

ciplinary Project is charged with cre-

ating an oral language program for use

with primary age Spanish-background

children who have limited control of

standard English. The resulting Inter-

disciplinary Oral Language Guide: Pri-

mary. One is designed to help provide

these children with the oral language

they need for the school setting. The

materials here included comprise Part

One of the Primary One Guide.

THE CONTENT

The referential content for the les-

sons is drawn from social science,

science, and mathematics. Basic con-

cepts and processes from these areas

are integrated with linguistic fea-

tures identified through a contras-

tive analysis of Spanish and English.

Within the sequence of lessons, the

linguistic and conceptual targets

are carefully presented and system-

atically revisited. It should not

be assumed, however, that the use

of these lessons will guarantee

mastery of either the conceptual or

the linguistic content. Much ad-

ditional practice of both will us-

ually be necessary.

TYPES OF LESSONS AND MATERIAL INCLUDED

Part One of the Guide consists of

forty oral language lessons. Five of

these are review lessons, and five

are evaluation lessons which also

serve as review. The other thirty

lessons are designed to present a

limited, carefully selected body of

linguistic and conceptual content.

A Spanish support activity is provided

for each lesson. The art supplement

section contains pictures which may be

used with the lessons, and a sewing

pattern for making the two puppets

suugested for use with the program.

In addition, a vocabulary list is

included so that you may quickly

identify where particular words and

meanings are introduced.
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THE UNIT OVERVIEW PAGE

The UNIT OVERVIEW page at the begin-

ning of each unit provides a synthe-

sis of the linguistic and conceptual

content contained in the unit. Read-

ing the OVERVIEW PAGE will familiar-

ize you with the general lanotmga and

conceptual content to be covered in

that unit. This will help you keep

the central goals of the unit in mind

as you adapt the activities to the

needs of your particular group.

THE SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

The concepts in the SPANISH SUPPORT

ACTIVITIES are key concepts in science,

social science, and mathematics which

the pupils will encounter in the cor-

responding English ORAL LANGUAGE LES-

SONS. Presenting each of the Spanish

activities before implementing each

of the corresponding English ORAL LAN-

GUAGE LESSONS will ensure that the

concepts are familiar to the learner

before they are practiced in the new

language. The SPANISH SUPPORT ACTI-

VITIES are also intended to reassure

the pupil that his home language is a

valuable asset which is respected as

a legitimate means of dealing with

intellectual tasks. These activities

are commonly carried out by the Span-

ish-speaking aide under the teacher's

supervision.

The English translations of the SPAN-

ISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES are not to be

taught as English lessons. The trans-

lations are given only to provide un-

derstanding of the activities for

teachers who do not speak Spanish.

The activities themselves are de-

signed to be taught in Spanish.

SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES precede each

bloc of five lessons. Each of these

activities takes approximately 10-min-

utes implement. The specific con-

cepts to be used and the materials nec-

essary for implementing the SUPPORT AC-.

TIVITIES are listed in the BASIC CON-

CEPTUAL FOCUS and MATERIALS boxes on

the top of the left hand page of each

set of SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES.



THE ORAL LAUGUAGE LESSON

The left hand page of each ORAL LAR-

GUAGE LESSON provides you with impor-

tant pre-lesson information. In the

LINGUISTIC FOCUS box, you will find

the language structures and vocabu-

lary that are being reviewed as well

as the structures and vocabulary that

are to be introduced for the first

time in the program. In the LIN-

GUISTIC COMMENTARY box, you will

find a list of language problems that

Spanish-speakers typically have with

tne English used in the lesson. The

activities in the lesson have been

designed to help the pupils overcome

those typical language prOlems. In

the CONCEPTUAL FOCUS box, you will

find the relevant concepts that have

already been used in the program as

well as the concepts that are to be

used for the first time in the ORAL

LANGUAGE LESSON. The CONCEPTUAL COP-

MENTARY box lists conceptual problems

that any first grader might have. The

activities in the lesson have been

designed to use the concepts in easy-

to-understand situations. The MATER-

IALS box lists the items you need to

prepare and use for each activity in

the lesson. Pictures referred to in

the MATERIALS box are found in the

ART SUPPLEMENT in the-back of the guide.

Familiarizing yourself with the actual

lesson format on the right hand page

before teaching each ORAL LANGUAGE

LESSON will enable you to implement

the lesson with a clear understanding

of its content and teaching strate-

gies. The right hand page of each

ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON contains three

activities and a box entitled TAKE-OFF

IDEAS. The first two activities con-

tain new vocabulary items within old

language structures and old vocabulary

items within new language structures.

The third activity is primarily a re-

view of the structures and vocabulary

contained in the first two activities

of the same lesson. Each of the acti-

vities has conceptual input drawn from

one or more of the three content areas:

social science, science, or math.
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The narrative of each activity contains

suggestions concerning the actual teach-

ing of the activity. Each dialog is an

example of the narrative and reflects

the natural language that teachers and

pupils typically use.

Each of the activities is designed to

take approximately 10 minutes. Allow-

ing about 10 minutes for a SPAPIISH SUP-

PORT ACTIVITY and 30 minute for an

entire ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON, you should

be able to cover one of each in a

school day. Since each ORAL LANGUAGE

LESSON is divided into three activities,

you may wish to teach the activities

during different periods of the day

rather than all at once.

The situations listed in TAKE-OFF IDEAS

are suggestions for lesson reinforce-

ment at other times during the day.

You may wish to use them regularly

with those pupils who need additional

practice on the linguiitic and concep-

tual content of the ORAL LANGUAGE LtS-

SONS.

THE REVIEW LESSON

Notice that ORAL LANGUAGE LESSONS 5,

15, 25, and 35 are REVIEU LESSONS.

The left hand page of these lessons

points out the language and concepts

from the previous four lessons which

are re-visited in the REVIEW LESSON.

The left hand page also lists the ma-

terials you need to prepare and use

in Implementing the lesson. You can

teach the right hand page of each

REVIEW LESSON just as you did each of

the preceding four ORAL LANGUAGE LES-

SONS, recognizing that the only dif-

ference between the REVIEW LESSON

and the ORAL LANGUAGE LESSONS is that

there are no new structures or new

vocabulary in the REVIEW LESSON.

Taking your class on the field trips

suggested in the SUGGESTED FIELD TRIPS

box at the end of each REVIEW LESSON

provides you with an opportunity to

help your pupils use the ORAL LANGUAGE

LESSON structures, vocabulary, and

concepts in situations less controlled

than those included in the lessons.
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THE REVIEW-EVALUATIOd LESSON

Notice that the last lesson in each

unit, 10, 20, 30, and 40, is a REVIEW-

EVALUATIOH LESSON. The REVIEW-EVAL-

UATION LESSON is designed to help you

determine, in modified language sit-

uations, how well your pupils can use

the strictures and vocabulary of the

unit just covered. The left hand page

of the lesson lists the main language

structures and concepts to be evalu-

ated and also lists the materials you

need to prepare and use. You can

find suggestions for implementing

the lesson on the right hand page of

the REVIEW-EVALUATION LESSON. This

lesson, like the ORAL LANGUAGE LESSONS,

is divided into three activities and

can be taught in the same way. How-

ever, the responses suggested in the

dialogs do not represent the only

structures the pupils might use;

these are only sample responses.

Immediately following each REVIEW-

EVALUATION LESSON is a RECORD SHEET

which is designed to assist you in

determining which language structures

from the previous unit are success-

fully or unsuccessfully controlled

by your class.

ACKNOPLEDGMENTS

We are grateful for the contributions

to Part One of the Primary Guide made

by Janet Hammond, John Larson, and

Harender Vasudeva who, with other mem-

bers of the Project's evaluation staffs

served as a review committee to pro-

vide formative evaluation of the les-

sons as they were being produced.



The diagram below illustrates the sequence of the lessons for two weeks, or one
unit. There are four units in Part one of the Primary One Guide, each containing
ten lessons, laid out as illustrated.

Unit
Overview

:1.

Spanish
Support
Activities

.1.

Lessons 41-44

.1.

Lesson 45

Review

I

4

Spanish
Support
Activities

Lessons 46-49

10
.11=11171.

Lessfn 50

Evalu tion

ji

The Unit Overview synthesizes the linguis-
tic and conceptual input of the unit.

S anish Su ort Activities introduce major
concepts in Spanish be ore they are dealt

with in English.

Oral Language Lessons with interdisciplin-
ary content introduce English structures
and concepts from social science, science,
and math.

Review lesson reviews language and con-
cepts from the preceding four lessons.

Spanish Support Activities introduce major
concepts in Spanish before they are dealt
with in English.

Oral Language Lessons with interdisciplin-
ary content introduce English structures
and concepts from social science, science,
and math.

The Review-Evaluation enables teacher to
measure pupil progress while reviewing
language and concepts from preceding
lessons in the unit.
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INTERDISCIPLINARY

ORAL LANGUAGE LESSONS: UNIT I

The first grade child enters the school
setting with many questions. Be typically
wants to know what his teacher andelassmateJ
are like. He wants to know ifhe can learn to
read and write. For the Spanish-speaking child,
these questions may remain unanswered for a long time
unless he quickly acquires the English language structures

Yi4\
to ask answer questions.

LIACUISTIC FOCUS

Unit One basically contains auestinn and answer structures in the negative and

affirmative Ilhich deal with:

NA14.E ADDRESS AGE

(-RADE SC IOOL

HEEDS WATS P)SSESSIONS

CoFiCEPTUAL FOCUS

Unit One contains activities rthich are basically designed to help the first grade

child understand:

SELF MARENESS-IDEN-
TIFYING SELF MD OTHERS

SATISFYING CLASSROOM PANTS
MD NEEDS

IDEHTIFYING MD GROUPING
ROOM RESOURCES BY THEIR
FUNCTIONS

CORRESPNDINC, ONE-TO-ONE

SEQUERUNG NU" EPS

IDENTIFYING AREAS IN
A SCHOOL meDEL

DISCRIMINATING- LIKE MD
UNLIKE OBJECTS



NTERD f SC I PL I NARY ORAL LANGUAGE
SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

I

,BASIC CONCEPTUAL FOCUS: designed to be introduced in Spanish:
Identifying self and others by name, school, class, grade, address and age
Matching, one-to-one, the number names one ten with the corresponding

series of people and bail bounces

MATERIALS:

Activity 2:
Activity 3:
Activity 4:

Use a ball.
Use the puppets Wink and Blink.
Use five ball

1. CONOCIENDOSE (to accompany lesson 1) GETTING ACQUAD1TED

Haga su presentaci6n personal diri-
gigndose a un niflo cada vez pero usan-

do voz suficientemente alta para que
todos oigan. Pregunte al niflo el nom-
bre de el e invite a la clase para que
lo repitan con Ud. Cuando todos los
nifios hayan dicho su nombre rer.caelos

valigndose del siguiente ejercicio:
Ayude a la clase a contar los nifios en
grupos de tres, al llegar a tree, se-
flalando al niflo correspondiente pre-

gunte su nombre. Ayude a la clase con
la respuesta.

2. EN LA ESCUELA

Introduce yourself, cddressing one
child at a time but sneaking loudly
enough so that all can hear. Ask the
child his name and invite the class
to repeat it with you. When all the
children have said their names, review
them using the following activity:
Help the class count the children in
groups of three pointing to each child
when you ask that child his name.
Help the class with the answers.

(to accompany lesson 2) IN SCHOOL

Diga a los nifios en qug escuela, en
qug grado y en que clase estgn ellos.

Hggalos repetir con Ud. el nombre de
la escuela, de la maestra y del grado.
Colove los niflos en un semicirculo
frente a Ud. Invftelos para que todos
cuenten con su ayuda hasta cinco. Al
terminar tire la bola a un niflo, pregun-
tgndole su nombre. El niflo dart la
respuesta y devolverg la bola. Inte-
rrogue otros niIlos de uno en uno sobre
en cull escuela estgn, el nombre de

Tell the children what school and
grade they are in, and who their teach-

er is. Have them repeat with you the
name of the school, the teacher, and

the grade. Place the children in a
semicircle in front of you. Invite

them to count with your help to five.
When finished, throw the ball to a
child and ask him his name. The child
answers and returns the ball. In the

same way, ask the pupilss one at a
time, which school they are in, the



su maestra o en qug grado estgn. Re-
pita is actividad mitmtras pueda man-
tener el inters dando oportunidad al
mayor nfimero posible de niiios de in-
tervenir.

name of their teacher or what grade
they are in. Repeat the activity,
giving as may children as possible
a chance to participate.

3. CONOCIENDO A BLINK Y WINK (to accompany lesson 3) METING BLINK AND WINK

Explique a los nifios que los dos nue-
vos amiguitos que conocieron aver quie-
ren saber los nombres de cada
Presente a Blink, salfidelo, preglintele

su nombre y presgntelo a cada uno de
los nifios de la clase interroggndolos
de uno en uno para que digan su nombre.
Cuenteles que Blink tiene ademgs una
amiguita y presente a Wink. Los tfte-
res se saludargn entre sf y Blink hares
la presentaci6n de Wink en la misma ma-
nera que Ud. hizo la de el. Wink y
Blink interrogargn a diferentes nifios
sobre el lugar donde viven. Invite a
distintos nifios para clue sean Wink y
Blink y pagan preguntas a otros niflos.
Gufelos para que interroguen y respon-
dan sobre sus nombres y el lugar don-
de viven.

4. ADIVINANDO LA EDAD

Explain to the pupils that the two
new friends they met yesterday
want to know. the name of each child.
Greet Blink, ask his name, and intro-
duce him to each one of the children
in the class, asking each one to give
his own name. Tell them that Blink
has a friend, and introduce Wink. The
puppets will greet one another and
Blink will introduce Wink the same way
you introduced him. Wink and Blink
will ask different children where they
live. Invite different children to be
Wink and Blink and ask questions of
other children about their names and
addresses.

(to accompany lesson 4) USING THE AGE

Haga que los nihos se coloquen de pie
formando un cfrculo. De a un nib una
bola. Explfqueles que lanzarg la bola
hacia el suelo, palmefindola tantas ve-
ces comp aflos tenga el nift al que le
preguntargn la edad. La clase. con su
ayuda, cuando sea necesaria, pregunta-
rg a un nil() la edad y el primero pal -
meart la bola el r4mero indicado de ve-
ces de acuerdo con la respuesta. Re-
pita la actividad varias veces, dando
oportunidad a distintos niffos de pal-
mear la bola. Cuando los niffos ha-
yan omprendido la idea y sepan relacio-
nar el nfimero dado en la edad con el
lAmevo de veces que palmean la bola,
pidatun nino que le diga en secreto
cugntes aflos tiene. Ud. le preguntar
a la Clue cuentos altos tiene el y pal-
mearg la bola el nfimero de veces indi-

cado. La clase contarg los saltos de
la bolt para adivinar la respuesta.

Repita varias veces con la edad de dis-
tintos nifios.

Have the childien stand up in a circle.
Give one pupil a ball. Explain that he

is going to bounce the ball on the floor,
one for each year of the age of the
child being questioned. The class, with
your help when necessary, will ask a
child his age and the first pupil will
bounce the ball the same number of
times according to the answer. Repeat
the activity several times, giving
different pupils an opportunity to
bounce the ball. Continue until the
children have understood the idea and
know how to relate the age number with
the number of times they bounce the
ball. Then, ask a child to tell you
in a whisper how old he is. You will
ask the class how old he is and bounce
the ball the same number of times. The
class will count the times the ball
bounces to guess the answer. Repeat

several times with the age of different
children.
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Review

None

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

What's (your, her, his) name?
(My, His, Her) name is (___.).

one, two, three

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: confusion of
his and her; difficulty pronouncing /m/ in
name; omission of is; difficulty pronouncing
vowel sound of is and his, the /ts/ combina-
tion in what's, and tine initial sound in

three.

Review

None

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS IntrodUce

Identifying self and others by name

Matching, one-to-one, the number
names one-three with the corres-
ponding series of people

Matching, one-to-one, objects and
people

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

Typical conceptual problems are: difficulty
matching names with faces, ordering numbers
and comprehending the quantity represented
by the number names.

MATERIALS

Activity 3: Prepare a paper bag filled with enough envelopes for everyone.



1. MY, HIS;MR NAME
Have the pupils sit id a circle in
their chairs. Tap one pupil at a
time, ask what his name is, and model
the appropriate response for him to
use. As each child says his name,
ask the whole class what the child's
name is Model the answer and guide
the class to repeat it.

T: /tapping a pupil/
What's your name?
/modeling response/
My name is (Carl).

Pl: My name is (Carl).

T: /to whole class and pointing to

the same pupil/
What's (his) name?
/modeling response/
(His) name is (Carl).

C: (His) name is (Carl).

Continue the activity, tapping other
pupils in the circle.

2. NUMBER-NAME GAFF
Have the pupils sit in a circle in

their chairs. Consecutively point
to three pupils, saying, "One, two,
three," and guiding them to stand

up. Guide the class to count the
three standing pupils with you. Ask
the pupil pointed to on number three
what his name is. Guide the class

to ask the same question, and then,
guide the pupil pointed to on number
three to respond.

T:

T&C:

C:

P3:

/pointing to three pupils/
One, two, three.
/repeating with same pupils/
One, two, three.
/pointing to Pupil 3 and mod-
eling question for class/
What's your name?

/to Pupil 3/
What's your name?
My name is (Maria).

Ccntinue the activity, having other
pupils answer the question.

3. MAIL NAME GAME
Have the pupils sit at their own
desks. Take a bag filled with un-
addressed envelopes to one pupil and

ask what his name is. As soon as
he responds appropriately, give him
a ``pretend letter".

T: /to a pupil/
Uhat's your name?

Pl: My name is (Paul).

Continue until all of the pupils have
received a letter. Then guide one
child to be the mailman who will pick
up a letter from a pupil. Guide the
class to ask the mailman the name of
the pupil who has the letter. Guide

the mailman to respond appropriately,
and to put the letter in his bag.

C: /to mailman/
What's (his) name?

PI: (His) name is (Paul).

The activity continues as above until
the mailman misses a name. The child

whose name was missed becomes the
mailman.

Tararrrint-
WriiiiiFeBii, structures from the

lesson may be used with vocabulary
that you feel the pupils are already
familiar with, as well as the vocab-
ulary presented in the lesson. Ex-

amples of such times are given below.

*As you pass out materials, ask the
class what each pupil's name is be-
fore you give him the supplies. Lat-

er, have a child take your place.

*As you-call each pupil to line up
for recess, ask the class what his
or her name is.

*As the pupils line up to go home,

ask each child if he knows what your

name is. Then name each child your-
self for practice.

*During recess, play a circle tag
game, having "It" randomly tap and

count three pupils. The third pupil

chases "It" back to "Its" original
circle place and then, becomes "It".

*At snack time, have the class count

out the cookies, three at a time.

LESSON 1
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Review LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

What's (your, his, her) name? What (grade) (are you) in?
(My, His, Her) name is ( ). (I'm, He's, She's) in (first grade,

Miss 's room, School).

J

one-three
room, grade, school; Wink, Blink
four-five

LincuisTic COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: the produc-
tion of the (sounds of m in I'm, st in first,
sch in school, and sh in she cciau,sioiriii-

use of Ei-Washe; and omission of 's in
he's and she's.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS

Matching, one-to-one, the number names
one-three with the corresponding
series of people

Identifying self and others by name

Introduce

Relating location of classroom to
other areas of the school

Matching, one-to-one, the number
names four-five with the corres-
ponding series of people

Identifying self and others by school,
room, and grade

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

Typical conceptual problems are: under-
standing the abstract notion of a room's
location in Telationthip to other rooms,
places, etc.; understanding the quantity
that a number or number name represents;
and understanding the ordering of numbers.

Activity 1:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Prepare a model of the school, using colored blocks and pictures
of a cafeteria, playground, classroom, etc. Prepare 2 puppets,
the boy, Blink, and the girl, Wink.

Use a picture of a bus.



1. 3-D MAP

As preparation for this activity, take
the pupils on a tour of the building
and playground. As you pass each room
or area, identify it for the class.
After the tour, use blocks on_ the floor
to make a ?Nei of the school. With
each area set off with blocks, place
appropriate pictures to identify the
cafeteria, playground, etc. Have the
pupils stand around the model and guide
them to identify the room, grade, and
school.

T: /pointing to the model/
(Baker) School.

C: (Baker) School.
T: /touching their room area/

(Miss B's) room.

C: (Miss B's) room.
T: First grade.
C: First grade.

The puppet, Wink, is introduced and
placed in the model.

/pointing to the puppet/
Her name is Wink.
She's in (Baker) School.

C: Her name is Wink.
She's in (Baker) School.

Repeat the activity with Blink and
practice the statements He's in first
grade and He's in (Miss B's room.

2. CIRCLE-TALK
Seat pupils in a circle. Walk around
the circle lightly tapping each pupil,
counting aloud with the class from one
to four. On four, stop and stand be-
hind that pupil. Ask the class What
gragmluminy, and help them re-
spond appropriately. Then, ask Pupil

4 the same question.

T&C: /as teacher walks around
outside of the circle/
One, two, three, four.

T: /stops and asks class/
What grade are you in?

C: /with teacher's help/
I'm in first grade.

T: /to pupil/
What grade are you in?

P: I'm in first grade.

Count to five and ask the same ques-
tion. Continue the activity asking
the room and school.

3. ON THE BUS.

Show the class a picture of a bus, and
then place chairs in two rows for an
imaginary bus. One pupil is the
driver. With your help, he asks the
name and grade of each pupil who gets
on the "bus ".

T&Pl: What's your name?
P2: My name is (John).

T &P1: What grade are you in?
P2: I'm in first grade.

Continue questions and answers, asking
What school are you in? and What room
are you in?

Choose one pupil to act as if he is

sleeping. The "driver" asks the group
that pupil's name and room.

P1: What's (his) name?
C: (His) name 4s (John).
Pl: What room is (he) in?
C: (He)'s in (Miss B's) room.

Continue the activity, asking the
grade and school. Repeat several

times with other pupils.

ITAkE:OFF IDEAS
*When meeting other adults in the
school, let pupils tell their names,
grade and room.

*During arithmetic class, give each
pupil five stones, nuts, tongue de-
pressors, etc. Have the pupils count
out sets of one-five objects.

*During music class, pupils can count
and clap, or just count, as they walk,
run or skip to music.

*When standing in line at the door,
ask pupils their names, grade, room
or school.

*During free play when pupils are
playing house or using toy telephones,
help them use the dialog from the les-
son.

LESSON 2
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Review

What's your name?

My name is ( ).

one-five

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

1 Where do you live?
I live on ( Farm, Street).

1

six-eight

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: substitu-
tions of en for on, omission of do; adding
the before street names (the Elm Street);
pronunciation of live as leaf and street
as estreet.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying self and others by name
Matching, one-to-one, the number
names one-five with the corre-
sponding series of people

Matching, one -to -one, objects and

people

Identifying self and others by address
Matching, one-to-one, the number names

six-eight with the corresponding
series of people

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

Typical conceptual problems are: visual-

izing abstract spatial relationships (under-
standing where someone lives without seeing
the house); ordering numbers; and under-
standing the quantity each number represents.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the puppet, Wink, and a blindfold.
Activity 2: Use the puppet, Blink.
Activity 3: Use the puppet, Blink.



1. WINK WANTS TO KNOW
Have the class seated in a circle.
Tell what street you live on. Then
choose a girl to be Wink and tell
her to name anyone in the circle.
When a pupil is named, have him stand
and ask him where he lives. Have the
class repeat the question. Then help
the pupil respond. Continue the ac-
tivity having Wink name all the chil-
dren.

T:

W:

T:

C:

P:

I live on (Market Street).
/naming a pupil/
(Maria)

Where do ycl live?
Where do you live?

/with teacher's help/
I live on (Grove's Farm).

Select a new Wink and blindfold her.

Have her touch any pupil in the cir-
cle. As she touches the pupil, he
rises and answers the question,
Where do you live? Continue the ac-
tivity.

2. BLINK THE COUNTER
Line the class up in two lines, one
facing the other. Choose a boy to be
Blink and have him walk between the
lines, helping him and the class
count the pupils in one line as Blink
touches them. When he covnts to six,
guide the pupils in the other line
to ask the sixth pupil where he
lives. After the response, Blink
continues down the line stopping at
every sixth pupil.

C: /with teacher's help/
One, two,...six.

T &Gl: Where do you live?
P: I live on (Elm Street).

Ask for new volunteers to be Blink.
Repeat the above activity, but this
time count out seven pupils. Repeat
again, counting out eight pupils.

3. BLIIIK HELPS

Arrange the class in a seated circle.
Give each pupil a cut out of a house.
As the class counts with you, tap
eight pupils and guide them to leave
their "house" by walking a few steps

away from the circle with you. With
Blink on one hand, help the eight pu-
pils return "home" by asking each one
his name and where he lives. Have
the class help Blink ask the questions.

C: /with teacher, counting out
eight pupils/
One, two,...eight.

C: What's your name?
P: My name is (Mary).
C: Where do you live?
P: I live on (Sunnybrook Farm).

As each pupil replies, Blink escourts
him back to his seat.

Continue the activity until everyone
returns hage. Count eight different
pupils and select a pupil to be Blink
to help the children return home.

TAKE-OFF lira
*During the number period, have tie
class count the books or work sheets
in sets of eights as ney are passed
out. This may also be done with
other objects, such as pencils, cray-
ons, and pieces of paper, when they
are distributed during the day.

*At lunch time or recess, encourage
the children to ask other pupils
and people they come into contact
with, their names and where they live.
Have your pupils be prepared to re-

spond to similar questions.

*As the children line up for recess,
lunch, or to leave for home, have
them count off by sixes, sevens, or
eights.

*During penmanship, have the children
count the number of lines on the paper.

*During recess or excercise4 have the
children count the number of times
they bounce or throw a ball.

*During art, have the pupils color and
cut out pictures of their houses. Put
the houses on a simple map, showing
the school and the general location of
each child's house in relation to the
school. Discuss the address of each
child as you point to his house.

LESSON 3
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Review

(My, His, Her) name is (

one-eight

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

).

1

nine-ten

How old (is, are) (he, she, you)?
(I'm, He's, She's) (six) years old.

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: use of I

have (six),years for I am (six) ears ad;
pronunciation of final is in what

rs /rz/ in years; and substitution
of "cheese" for she's.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Matching one-to-one, the number
names one-eight with the corre-
sponding series of people

Identifying self and others by
name

Matching, one-to-one, the number
names nine-ten with the corre-
sponding series of people and

objects
Identifying self and others by age
Ordering the numbers one-ten by rote
counting

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

Typical conceptual problems are: ordering
of numbers, understanding the quantity that
a number or number name represents, and
matching facts about pupils with pupils.

MATERIALS

Activity 3: Use a blindfold.



1. COUNT TO ER
Tap pupils and send them to the front
of the room. Guide the class to count
each pupil as he is tapped. Continue
this until eight pupils have been
tapped and counted. Then send the
ninth pupil up front and model the
word nine, having the class imitate
you. Introduce ten in the same manner.

'MC: One, two, three,...eight.
T: /tapping ninth pupil/

Nine.

C: /with teacher's help/
Rine.

T: /tapping tenth pupil/
Ten.

C: /with teacher's help/
Ten.

When ten pupils are standing, have one
pupil count the vacated chairs. Have
another pupil tap and count the group
of pupils standing. After eac punil

is tapped and counted, have him take
his seat. Continue the activity, using
numbers from one through ten.

27401
Tell the class that they are going to
help you listen. Point to a pupil
and ask him how old he is. Guide him
to give the correct response. Then
ask the class how old the pupil point-
ed to is.

T: /pointing/
How old are you?

P: /with teacher's help/
I'm (six) years old.

T: /to class/
How old is (he)?

C: /with teacher's help/
(He)'s (six) years old.

Alternate asking the question How old
are you? between boys and girls several
times. Then vary the procedure, letting
pupils ask each other's ages. Then
guide them to ask individuals How old
is (he, she)?

3. GUESS WHO?
Have the class join hands and walk in
a circle while a blindfolded volunteer
stands inside and counts to ten. When

ten is reached, the class stops walking.
The blindfoldee pupil then touches a
pupil in the circle .1nd asks him how
old he is. Help the pupil touched to
give the correct response. The vol-
unteer then tries to guess the name of
the person who answered his question.
If he does not guess correctly, then
the pupil touched gives his name.

V: /with teacher's help and touching
a pupil/
How old are you?

P2: I'm (six) years old.
V: /guessing/

(His) name is (Jerry).
P2: Ry name's (Jack).

Continue the activity, blindfolding the
pupils who was touched.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
i*Encourage members of the class to
!count objects as they help you pass
them out, or collect them to be put
away.

l*As individuals are called on to read,
they may also be asked hew old they
are.

*Have the class count off by tens when
they leave the classroom. Ask every
tenth pupil how old he is.

*Place two sets of masking tape numbers
from one to ten on the floor near the
classroom door. Encourage the class
to step on the numbers and count as
they go in and out.

*Have a pupil cout aloud the number
of pupils in his reading group and
pass out the correct number of books.
Collect the books in the same way.

*At recess, have each pupil collect
ten acorns,or pebbles, or twigs.
During art, have each pupil glue
!his ten objects in the shape of a
iface on a piece of cardboard.
'Crayons may be used to fill in
'missing details such as hair, mouth,
letc. Discuss the number of items
(used and riee up a rine and a^1. for

each face.
1

LESSON 4
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REVIEW

LINGUISTIC FOCUS - REVIEW

Asking and answering questions of identity, using
irfcrmation about:

name school
age room
address grade

one-ten

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS - REVIEW

Matching, one-to-one, the number names one-ten with the
corresponding series of people or objects

Identifying self and others by name, grade, age, room,
school, and address

Matching, one-to-one, objects and people

MATERIALS

Activity 2: Prepare 10 pieces of colored cardboard in a bag.
Activity 3: Use the hand puppet, Blink.



1. HIS NAME IS
Arrange the class in a circle. Walk
around the outside, tapping five pupils
and counting to five. After tapping
the fifth pupil, stand in front of that
pupil, saying his name and telling
what school he is in.

T: /tapping
Five.

His name
He is in

fifth pupil, a boy/

is (John).
(Baker) School.

Take the place of the fifth pupil who
was tapped, and have him walk around
the circle, counting to five and tap-
ping five pupils. He stops and tells
the fifth pupil's name and school.

The activity may be repeated, telling
the child's grade, age, or room after
telling his name. To help the pupil
who is making the statements !live cues

to suggest the kind of stateEnt he
should make.

Pl:

T:

P1:

T:

Pl:

T:

Pl:

T:

Pl:

/tapping fifth .pupil, a girl/
Five.

Name.
Her name is (Mary).
What grade.
She is in first grade.
How old.

She is (six) years old.
Uhat room.
She is in (Miss B's) room.

Continue the activity with several
pupils.

2. BAG HOLDER
Place ten pieces of colored cardboard
in a bag. Arrange the class in a
circle on the floor and stand in the
center with one pupil who will be the
bag holder. Cover your eyes and take
out some of the pieces. Count them
aloud and then be the bag holder, re-
turning your pieces to the bag.

T: /taking out four pieces/
One, two, three, four.

Have the first pupil then cover his
eyes and take out several pieces and
count them. Then he becomes the bag

holder and another pupil stands up,
taking out pieces. After counting
them he becomes the bag holder for
another pupil who stands up while the
first pupil returns to his place.

P1: /taking out five pieces/
One, two, three, four, five.

Continue the activity until several
pupils have had a turn at being the
bag holder.

3. WHAT'S YOUR NAME?
Have the class sit in four rows. Blink
asks the first pupil in row one his
name and grade. The first pupil an-
swers each question and then this pupil
holds Blink. He asks each pupil in
the first row his name and grade.

B: What's your name?
Pl: My name is (Paul).
B: What grade are you in?

Pl: I'm in first grade.

Continue, asking different questions
in each row. In row two use What's
your name? and What school are you in?
In row three use What's your name? and
What room 5rex2Lini In row four use
T_t'syoin-naUtme? and How old are you?

UGGESTED FIELD TRIPS
rrange to ride the homeward bound bus
lith your class one afternoon after
essons 1-4 have been completed. In-

tead of dropping off each pupil as
he bus reaches his home, have the
river stop briefly while you and the
lass talk about the child's address
nd family. If time permits, have the
river stop at his home and at your
owe also for similar discussions.
fter the 'class has seen each child's
ouse, have the driver make the re-
urn trip, dropping off each pupil
t the.usual stop.

ake a return trip to the principal's
ffice, the cafeteria, the nurse's
room, etc., as in Lesson 2. Reinforce
he location of the various places,
e names of the people revisited,
nd the identification phrases from
essons 1-4.

LFFSON 5
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I

BASIC CONCEPTUAL FOCUS: designed to be introduced
Identifying classroom resources that one has and
Identifying like objects and distinguishing them
Identifying and matching classroom supplies with

and their uses

identifying hidden pictures

Identifying and matching personal hygiene objects with their uses

in Spanish:
does not have
from unlike objects

pictures, both of the supplies

MATRIALS:
Activity 1:
Activity 2:

Activity 3:
Activity 4:

Use cars, balls, dolls, trucks, and two bags.
Prepare pictures with children doing activities with school objects.
Use a box with scissors, pencils, paper, books, etc.
Prepare pictures with cutouts of pencil, guitar, iron, scissors.
Use a box of kleenex, one of band-aids, and a roll of paper towels.

le LQUE HAY MI LA BOLSA? (to accompany lesson 6)

Muestre juguetes coma carros, bolas,
mufiecas y camiones. Ayude a la clase
a contarlos. Cuente nabs en igual
ndmero hacigndoles pararse al frente.
Hagales notar que necesita determinado
nfimero de nifios Torque tiene ese nfime-
ro de juguetes. Reparta los juguetes
demostrandoles que alcanza un juguete
pare. cada nifio sin sobrar nada. Inte-
rrogue individual y colectivamente a
los nifios sobre lo que cada uno tiene.
Haga a veces la pregunta de manera que
la respuesta sea negatives. Pida a los
nifios con juguetes, que los pongan en
bolsas y se sienten. Llame dos niDos
al frente y nregunte a otro si ellos
tienen juguetes iguales o diferentes.
Cuendo la respuesta sea dada los nifios

sacaran los juguetes de la bolsa. Re-
pita la actividad haste que todos los
objetos estgn fuera de la bolsa.

WHAT'S II= THE BAG?

Show toys, such as cars, balls, dolls,
and trucks. Help ine clasfs to count
them. Count the same number of pu-
pils and have them stand in front.
Show the class that you need a cer-
tain number of children because you
have that number of toys. Distribute
the toys, showing that there is just
one toy for each child standing. Ask
individuals and the class what each
child with a toy has. Ask in such a
way that some responses are negative.
Have the pupils with toys put them
in nags and sit down. Call two pu-
pils to the front and ask another pu-
pil to recall if their toys were the
same or different. When the answer
is given, the children take the toys
from the bag, Repeat the activity
until all the objects are outside
the bags.

2. BUSCANDO LO QUE SE USA (to accompany lesson 7) FINDING WHAT IS nbEDED

Muestre laminas con nifios que ejecutan Show pictures of children performing



actividades usando utensilios escola-
res, cono recortar, dibujar o leer.
Interrogue a la.clase sobre qu6 hate
el nifio de cada cuadro y qu6 usa para
hacerlo. Reparta las laminas entre los
niffos. Como si cada nifio estuviera e-

jecutando la atcif5n de su lamina, pre-
eintele que usa. Muestre una caja con
tijeras, lgpices, papel, libros, etc.
Seffalando una de las acciones pida a

otro nifio que saque de la caja lo que
necesitarfa para ejecutar esa acci6n.
Repita la actividad con cada cartel.

3. IMITANDO

actions with classroom objects, such
as cutting, drawing, or reading. Ask
what the child in each picture is do-
ing and what he is wing. Distribute
the pictures. Ask each child what he
would use if he were performing the
action in his picture. Show a box
with scissors, pencils, paper, books,
etc. Showing one of the pictures,

ask another pupil to pick out of the
box the object he would need to per-
form that action. Repeat the activity
with each picture.

(to accompany lesson 8) IMITP_TING

Reparta laminas en donde ha pegado re-
cortes de objetos como: lipiz, tijeras,
plancha, guitarra, etc. que sugieran
acciones. Cada nifio tratarg de que
ninguno otro vea su lamina. Un nifio

imitarg la acci6n sugerida en su papel,
sea escribir, recortar, aplanchar, etc.
Otro miff() la identificarg para contes-
tar. Si no logra identificarla se mos-
trail el papel y la clase responderg.
Repita la actividad mientras los ninos
est& interesados.

4. LO QUE NECESITAMOS

Distribute pictures on which have
been pasted cutouts of objects such
as a pencil, scissors, an iron, a
guitar, etc. Have each pupil keep
his picture hidden. One pupil panto-
mimes the action suggested by his
picture, such as write, cut, iron,
etc., and another guesses what the
action is. If he can't identify it,
show the picture and have the class
respond. Repeat the activity as long
as the pupils are interested.

(to accompany lesson 9)- WHAT WE NEED

Muestre una caja de klinex, un rollo
de toallas de papel y un paquete de
curitas. Interrogue a los nifios para
asegurarse de que conocen el uso y el
nombre de cada cosa. D6 a algunos
nifios curitas, toallas y klinex procu-
rando que cada uno tenga solo dos de
esos artfculos. Invite a un nifio a
que imite la seal& de lavarse. Pre-
gunte a la clase 4u6 objeto necesita-
rg pars secarse y pldaselo a otro ni-
Bo; si 6ste no lo tiene ayude a la"
clase para clue digai que 61 no tiene
toallas de papel, solo curitas y kli-
nex. Interrogue a otro nifio que si
tiene lo necesario. Ayude en la res-
puesta. Repite la actividad con nifios
imitando alguien que se ha cortado y
alguien llorarldo. D6 oportunidad pa-
ra que los niftos hagan imitaciones

creando situaciones en las qt ellos
crean necesario el uso de un klinex,
una curita o una toalla de papel.

Show a box of kleenex, paper towels,
and band-aids. Question the pupils
to make sure they know the use and
name of each item. Give some pupils
band-aids, towels, and kleenex, giv-
ing each pupil two of the three types
of articles. Invite a pupil to pan-
tomime washing his face and hands.
Ask the class what the pupil would
need to dry himself and ask another
child for it. If the pupil asked
doesn't have it, help the class to say
that he doesn't have paper towels;
that he has only band-aids and
kleenex. Ask another pupil if he has
what is needed. Help with the answer.
Repeat the activity with children
pantomiming somebody who has been cut
or somebody crying. Give opportuni-
ties to the pupils to pantomime the
situations in which it will be
necessary to use a kleenee., a band-
aid, or a paper towel.
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Review

None

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

What do you have?
(I, You) Have a (car).
I don't have a (car).

car, truck, doll, ball

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are:
use of I Lo have rather than I
don't have; pronunciation of the
vowel sound of truck and the /v/

sound in have.

Review

None

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying classroom resources
that one has and does not have

Identifying like objects and dis-

tinguishing them from unlike ob-

jects

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

None

Activity 1: Use a car,
Activity 2: Use a car,
Activity 3: Use a car,

MATERIALS
truck, ball,
truck, ball,
truck, ball,

or doll for each
and doll.
doll, box, and a

pupil.

paper bag.



1. ANSWER GAW
Set a bill. doll, car, and truck Where
the class can see them. Hold up one
and tell the class what you have.

T: /holding up a car/
I have a car.

/holding up a ball/
I have a ball.

Continue the activity, introducing the
names of all four toys. Then pass out
toys so each pupil has either a car,
truck, ball, or doll. Have all the
pupils with the same toys stand. Ask
them, "What do you have?" and guide
them to answer correctly. After an-
swering, the group sits down and an-
other group stands. Guide the first
group to ask a second group what they

have, and help the second group answer.

T: /to group with cars/
What do you have?

Gl: /with teacher's help/
have a car.

/sitting down, to G2 with
teacher's help/
What do you have?

G2: /standing/
I have a (doll).

Continue the activity with smaller
groups and individuals.

2. WHAT DO YOU HAVE?
ZiTTiVfaunteer up front and give him
a toy. Have one yourself that is dif-
ferent from the one the pupil has. Ask
him what he has and guide him to an-
swer. Tell him that you don't have the
same toy he has, that you have a dif-
ferent one.

T: /to pupil with a car/
What do you have?

P: I have a car.

T: /showing her truck/
I don't have a car.
I have a truck.

Now have the pupil ask you what you
have. Guide him through the pattern
of asking and then telling you he has
something else. Continue the activity
with pairs of pupils asking and answer-

itig the question.

3. WHAT'S IN frinriZY
Place a ball, del-, car, and truck in
a box. Have a pupil choose one of the
toys and place it in a paper bag so
that the rest of the class cannot see
which toy was chosen. Guide volunteers
to make a correct statement about the
object in the bag. If the statement
is not correct, the pupil with the bag
replies negatively. The pupil con-
tinues making statements until one is
correct,

ni.
rt.

P2:

Pl:

P2:

PI:

P2:

/guessing. to a pupil who has
chosen a ball/
You have a truck.
/with teacher's help/
I don't have a truck.

You nave a car.
I don't have a car.
You have a ball.
/showing the ball/
I have a ball.

The pupil who made the correct state-
ment then chooses a toy to put in the
bag and the activity continues.

TAKE:UFFIDEXT
*During the day, structures from the
lesson may be used with vocabulary
that you feel the pupils are already
familiar with, as well as the vocab-
ulary presented in the lesson. Ex-

amples of such times are given below.

*At eating times ask pupils the ques-
tion What do you have? using familiar
foods and utensils.

*During recess ask children the
question What do you have? Encourage

them to question each other about
familiar toys as well as the new toys
introduced.

*During clean-up, have "helpers"
stationed at various cupboards.
Guide the "helpers" to tell pupils
who do not have an item that belongs
in their cupboard You don't have a
(car) so that ihe pupil will not
put his item away in an inappropriate
place.

LESSON 6
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Review LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

I (want, need) a (book).
I want to (read).
I don't want to (read).
I don't need a (book).

book, crayon, pencil, piece of paper

one-ten read, draw, write

LINGUISTIC COMNENTARY

Typical language problems are: difficulty
in pronouncing the oo in book and the
Iron, and a tendency to oafBe do in W_ hat
do you want?

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Matching, one-to-one, the number Identifying and matching classroom

names one-ten with the corre- supplies with pictures, both of the

sponding series of objects supplies and their functions
Demonstrating how to exchange re-

sources
Identifying and satisfying pupil
needs in the classroom

QbNCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

Typical coni;eptual problems are: difficulty

understandfng the relationship between
classroom supplies and their functions, and
difficulty understanding the quantity re-
presented by a number name.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use books, crayons, pencils, pieces of paper, and prepare pic-

tures of the objects; use the puppets Wink and Blink.

Activity 2: Prepare pictures of pupils reading, writing and drawing; use
books, pencils, crayons, pieces of paper, and Wink and Blink.

Activity 3: Prepare a picture of a store; use books, crayons, pencils,

pieces of paper, and Wink and Blink.



1. MATCH THE PICTURE
Seat the pupils in a circle, with
books, crayons, pieces of paper, and
pencils in the center. Count to ten
with the class. As you say each number
name, use Blink to give a pupil a
picture of one of the above items.
Repeat the counting until each pupil
has one picture, Tell Blink to ask
a pupil who has a picture of a book
what he wants. Using :!ink, 1his;er

the name of the object corresponding
to the pupil's picture and help him
to answer the question.

C: /counting pictures with teacher,
as Blink hands them out/
One, two, three,...ten.

T: /to Blink/

Ask (Paul) what he wants.
B: /to P1/

What do you want?
W: /whispering to P1/

A book.
P1: /with Wink's help/

I want a book.

Blink hands P1 a book to match his
picture.

Continue the activity, matching the
pencils, crayons, pieces of paper, and
other books with the pictures the
pupils are holding.

2774-1HY?
Seat the pupils in a circle and place
objects in the center as in Activity 1.
Distribute pictures of pupils reading,
drawing, and writing, Have Blink
go to a pupil and, following your
directions, ask the pupil what he
wants and why. Have the pupil
tell what he wants, using the object
in his picture as a cue. Wink helps
him to tell why he wants-the object.

T:

B:

Pl:

T:

B:

/to Blink/

Ask (P1) what he wants.
/to Pl, who has picture of some-
one reading/
What do you want?
I want a book.
/to Blink/
Ask him why.

/to Pl/
Why do you want a book?

W: /whispering to Pl/
To read.

Pl: /with Wink's help/
I want to read.

Continue the activity with write and
draw, and the other objects the pupils
can name.

3. AT THE STORE
Show a picture of a store. Using a

table as a "store", place pencils,
crayons, books, and pieces of paper
on the table. With Blink on one hand
and Wink on the other, help one pupil
to be the storekeeper and another to
be a customer, and carry out a dialogue
such as the following:

W:

P1:

B:

P2:

P1:

/whispering to P1/

You want to draw.
I want to draw.
/whispering to P2/

Ask him what he needs.
What do you need?
/whispering to P1/
You need a crayon.
I need a crayon.

Blink hands Pupil 2 a book and he
it to Pupil 1.

W: /whispering to P1/
You don't want to read.
You don't need a book.
You need a crayon.

P1: I don't want to read.
I don't need a book.

I need a crayon.

hands

Pupil 2 hands Pupil 1 a crayon and
pretends to receive money. Repeat the

dialogue until several pupils have had
a turn being the storekeeper and the
customer.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*When beginning classroom activities
using the materials in this lesson,
use the lesson dialogues in handing
out materials or in having pupils hand
out materials.

*During music have the seated class
sing, "Ten Little (Indians)", count-
ing ten pupils, pencils, crayons, etc.

LESSON 7
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Review

I want to (read).

I (need, have) a (book).

read, draw, write

book, pencil, piece of paper,
crayon
ball, car, truck, doll

Ar
LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

(He) wants to (read).

(He) (needs, has) (scissors).
What does (he) (haves need)?

cut, paste; scissors, paste

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: use of
simple forms (want, need, have) in place
of s form Owanlit'heia317hainTomission of
auxiliary does in thequestion, and the
pronunciadof rs /rz/ in scissors.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying wad matching classroom

supplies with pictures, both of the
supplies and their function

Identifying and satisfying pupil needs
in the classroom

Demonstrating how to exchange
resources

Identifying and matching classroom
resources by their functions

Recalling hidden pictures
Identifying activities by their
parts

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

Typical conceptual problems are: difficulty
with visual recall of the content of pic-
tures being held by specific pupils, diffi-
culty predicting the nature of a complete
task on the basis of seeing only a partially
completed task.

Adtivity 1:

Activity 2:
Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use paste, scissors, pencils, crayons, pieces of paper, books,
and pictures of these objects.

Prepare pictures of a ball, car, truck, and doll.
Prepare pieces of paper on which are illustrated the idea of
writing, cutting, pasting, drawing.



1. SUPPLY MAU
Show the class paste and scissors
while naming them and telling their

use. Demonstrate how they use paste

to paste and scissors to -.mt. Have

the class repeat the word zind phrase.

T: /showing how to use
Scissors, to cut.

C: Scissors, to cut.

T: /showing how to use
Paste, to paste.

C: Paste, to paste.

Set up a table as a "supply office",
with pictures on the side facing the
class and objects on the side where
the "supply 73n" is standing. Have a

pupil go to the "supply office", select
a picture illustratini, the object he

wishes to use, and tell what he wants
to do and what he needs, Tell what he

needs, and have the class repeat. Then

have the "supply man" exchange the
picture for an appropriate object.

Pl: /to "supply man", selecting a
picture of a child reading/
I want to read.
I need a book.

MC: He wants to read.
He needs a book.

The "supply man" takes the picture and
hands Pupil 1 a book.

Continue the activity, using pictures
of children writing, drawing, cutting,

and pasting.

scissors/

paste/

2. CAN YOU REMEMBER?
Place along the chalktray a picture
of a ball, a car, a truck, and a doll.
Call four pupils to the front, have
each select a picture, show it to the
class, ad tell what he has. Then

have the pupils hold their pictures
close to them so the class cannot see,
and shift their position several times.
Give the names of pupils and objects
as cues and have the class use the
cues to guess what each pupil has.
If the guess is wrong, the pupil being
referred to shakes his head no. If

the guess is correct, the pupil shakes
his head yes and tells the class what

he has.

The pupils identify their pictures
and shift positions.
T: /referring to Pl, with truck/

(Nary), car

C: /with teacher's help/
(Mary) has a car.

Pupil 1 shakes her head no.
T: (!1ary), truck

C: (Mary) has a truck.

P1: /shaking her head yes/
I have a truck.

3. LET'S REHM
Distribute to the pupils pieces of
paper on which there is a cue, such as

letters to suggest writing, a partial
picture to suggest drawing, a pasted
circle to suggest pasting, and a pair
of scissors to suggest cutting. Have

a pupil pantomime the action suggested

by his piece of paper. Guide the

class to ask questions with have and
need and call on volunteers to answer.

Pupil 1 pretends to write.
T: /referring to Pl/

What does he have?

C: Phat'does he have?

V: He has a piece of paper.
T: What does he need?

C: What does he need?

Y: He needs a pencil.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*At tie beginning of periods when fam-
iliar objects are passed out, tell the!

class about the activities that they '

are going to do and then have them say

mhat they need and which activity they
want to do.

*When materials are distributed, call
on volunteers to ask other pupils what

they need, and to tell you what other
pupils have and what they need.

*During art, have pupils cut out mag-
azine pictures of things they want or

need and paste them on construction

paper. Discuss each picture, contrasts

ing want and need.

*During a free period, help the class
name as many objects in the classroom

as they can. Then help them tell what

each is needed for.

LESSON 8
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Review

What does (he) need?
(He) (has, needs) a (kleenex).
I (have, need) a (kleenex).
I don't need a (kleenex).

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

I

1

(He) doesn't (have, need) a
(kleenex).

kleenex, paper towel, band-aid

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: pronuncia-
tion of /dz/ in needs, /z/ in has, /nt/ in
don't and doesn't; confusion orFas-have,
niiTheedsTIEFT-doesn't; and niiii=iiiiaard
use of s in negative ;doesn't needs).

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS

Identifying and matching classroom
resources by their functions

Introduce

Identifying and matching personal
hygiene objects with their functions

Identifying missing objects

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

Typical conceptual problems are: difficulty
with matching items with names of items, ob-
servation of a situation, identification of
a needed item, and recall of a missing item
when two out of three items are shown.

MATERIALS

Activity 1, 2: Prepare pictures of a girl crying, a boy with a cut on his

leg, and a boy who has spilled some paint.

Activity 1, 3: Prepare small band-aids, kleenex and paper towels (full size

and a small piece of each with a loop of tape on the back).

Activity 3: Prepare ditto sheets with pictures in Activity 1.



1. WHAT DOES HE HEED?
Display a kleenex, a band-aid, an ..! a

paper towel, and have Hink pick them
up one at a time. Ask Blink to iden-
tify the objects, and have him direct
the class to tell what Fink has .

Wink picks up a kleenex.
T: /to Blink/

Uhat does Slink have?
B: A kleenex.

/to class/
Tell (Miss Brown) :fiat link has.

C: /with Blink's help, if needed/
Wink has a kleenex.

Display three pictures: one of a girl

crying, one of a boy with a cut on his
leg, and one of a boy who has spilled
some paint. Point to the pictures one
at a time. Have Pink guide cne half
of the 6-sass to identify the needed

object using doesn't have and have
Blink guide the other half of the
class to identify the needed object

using needs. Have a volunteer place
the appropriate object by the picture.

The teacher displays a picture of
a girl crying.

U: She doesn't have a kleenex.
Gl: She doesn't have a kleenex.
B: She needs a kleenex.

G2: She needs a kleenqx.
A volunteer places a kleenex by the
picture.

Continue the activity, using the re-
maining pictures.

2. GUESS ;MAT HE XEEDS
Divide the class into two groups. Let
a pupil from Group 1 choose one of the
three pictures used in Activity 1, and
pantomime the action. Have Group 1
ask what the pupil pantomiming needs
and call on pupils in Group 2 to guess
I' the guess is correct, have Group 1
confirm the guess. If the guess is
wrong, have the pupil performing the

action say he doesn't need that object
and have Group 1 confirm his statement.
If necessary, help pupils question and
respond.

A pupil from Group 1 pantomimes spill-

ing paint.
Gl: that does he need?
P2: /frcm G2, guessing/

He needs a band-aid.
P1: I don't need a hand-aid.
Gl: He doesn't need a band-aid.
P2: /fro- G2, nusssing again/

He needs a paper towel.
P1: /confirming the guess/

I need a paper towel.
Gl: He needs a paper towel.

Continue with the other pictures,
then reverse the groups.

3. MATCHIMG
Prepare ditto sheets with the three
pictures from Activity 2 on them.
Prepare small pieces of kleenex and
paper towel with loops of tape on
the back, and small band-aids which
are to be stuck to the sheet on the
right picture. Give each pupil a
ditto sheet and only two of the three
items. One pupil is "supply man" and

another is "delivery man". 'Aink asks

pupils what they have and need and
whispers the needed item to the "de-
livery man" who noes and tells the

"supply man". 'Delivery man" gAt the
item and brings it to the pupil.

P1:

Mat do you have?
/with help if necessary, point-
ing to the items/

I have a band-aid.
j. have a paper towel.
'hat do vou need?

Pl: /whispers to "delivery man"/
He needs a kleenex.

DPI: /goes and tells "supply man"/
He_ needs a kleenex.

Repeat until all pupils have com-
pleted their sheets. Use don't and
doesn't anpropriately if errors are
made.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Men distributing materials, have a
"reporter" tell what pupils or groups
in his row don't have and need.

*Throughout the day, as pupils need
kleenex, soap, etc., help them use
phrases from Activities 1, 2 and 3.

LESSON 9
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REVIEW-EVALUATION

This lesson aims at determining how well the pupils incorporate the
structures and vocabulary of Unit I into modified language situations.
It is followed by a record sheet. You should attempt to elicit
individual responses from all pupils in these activities, and keep
accurate records. It is recommended that you use a tape recorder.
Careful use of Lesson 10 should help you to focus on specific problems
your pupils are having.

The dialogs in Lesson 10 do not represent the structures that the
pupils must say. A stimulus is given and the pupil will select his
answer from those structures he knows. The response written is
only an example of a possible response which a pupil may give.

LINGUISTIC PROGRESS CHECK

Asking and answering questions
Use of need and have
Number names one =ten

CONCEPTUAL PROGRESS CHECK

Identifying children by name, age, address, school, grade, and room
Identifying classroom objects
Relating classroom objects to their functions
Matching a series of number names with a series of objects or actions

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use a ball, a phonograph (if no phonograph is available use any
music media).

Activity 2: Use many crayons, pencils, scissors, paste, pieces of paper in
a box.

Activity 3: Use a tape recorder and several children "visitors" from third
or fourth grade classrooms.



1. IDENTITY INFORMATION
In a circle on the

floor. Help the children pass a ball
to one another around the circle while
music is playing. Stop the music and
ask the pupil with the ball to ask his
neighbor how old he is.

T: /to Pupil 1 with ball, while
indicating next pupil in line/
Ask him how old he is.

P1: /to Pupil 2/
How old are you?

P2: I am (six) years old.

Continue the game by starting and
stopping the music again and telling
the pupils to ask questions about name,
school, grade, room and address.
If necessary, when the music
stops help the child with the
ball to keep the ball.

2. WHAT DOES HE NEED?
Have the class sit in their chairs in
a semi-circle. Pass out crayons, pen-
cils, scissors, paste, and pieces of
paper, one object to each pupil. Have

one pupil come to the open end of the
semi-circle. Ask him what he has and
tell him he wants to draw, paste, cut

or write. Ask him what he needs. Ask
Pupil 2 what the first pupil needs.
Then ask individual pupils to tell what
they have until one has the object that
Pupil 1 needs. The pupil who has the
needed object gives his object to Pu-
pil 1 and exchanges places with
Pupil 1.

1% /to Pupil 1/
What do you have?

P1: I have a (piece of paper).
T: /to Pupil 1/

You want to write. What do you
need?

P1: I need a (pencil).

T: /to any pupil in class/
What does he need to write?

P2: He needs a pencil.
T: /to Pupil 2/

What do you have?
P2: I hfive paste.

1% /to another pupil in class/
What do you have?

P3: I have a pencil.

Have the new pupil at the open end of
the semi-circle choose a crayon, pen-
cil, scissors, paste or paper from
the box and repeat the activity. Con-

tinue until several pupils have a pair
of objects; then, ask each of the re-
maining pupils what objects they have
and what object they need. Allow
each pupil to select his object from
the box.

3. QUESTION TIP(: PUPIL VISITOR
Have the class sit in a semi-circle.
Sit at the open end with the visitor,
a child from the third or fourth grade.

Tell the class to help you "interview"
their guest. Get them started by ask-

ing the first question yourself if
necessary.

T: What is your name?

Vl: Maria.

Pl: How old are you?
Vl: I'm nine years old.
P2: What grade are you in?

VI: Fourth grade.

Continue the activity for five or ten
minutes, and have the class interview
other visitors if possible. Make sure
that each question is answered and that
the entire "interview" is taped so that
you can listen to the questions more
carefully at a later time.

TAKE-OFF PROGRESS CHECK
*It is important to determine the pro-
gress which individual pupils have
make in counting. Ask individual pu-
pils to count to ten at various times
during the day. Keep track of the
counting on the record sheet.

*As children are lining up, have
pupil count off ten pupils. Then have
the tenth pupil count another ten.

*Give different pupils sets of ten
items which are needed during an
activity. Have each pupil count them
as he passes them out.

*During recess time, listen to
individual pupils count the
number of times that they bounce
or throw a ball.

LESSON 10



RECORD SHEET - LESSON 10

Following is a list of the main structures checked in Lesson 10. As each pupil
responds to an item, place a mark indicating whether he uses a "Standard" or
"Non-Standard" form. Compute the percentage of times the Standard form was
used by dividing the number of Standard form uses by the total number of times
the structure was used, and multiplying by 100. This is the percent of success-
fully manipulated structures. For example:

Structure Standard Non-Standard Total Percentage

How old are you? )74.4(W44 15 10/15x100=67%

For this structure, there were fifteen responses; 67% of these were in Standard
form.

STRUCTURE STANDARD NON-STANDARD TOTAL
PERCENT
STANDARD

1

11. How old are you?

I'm (-) years old.

What grade are you in?

What room are you in?

What school are you in?

I'm in (-).

Where do you live?

I live (at) (--).

What's your name?

My name is (-).

'. I have....

I need....

He needs....

He has.... 1

C. Questions GOOD FAIR POOR TOTAL
PERCENT
GOOD

Counting ACCURATE NON-ACCURATE TOTAL .iCF.1-

"ACCURATE"



THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION

We are not only interested in the success of our lessons, as indicated on
the other side of this sheet, but we would like to take your comments into
consideration when tie revise the lessons. Tnerefore, please rate each
lesson (1 = low, 5 = high) and return sheet to:

Michigan Migrant Primary Interdisciplinary Program
3800 Packard Road
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Lesson
Clarity of
Instructional
Intent

Teachability
of
Activities

Relation to
Pupils'
Language
Heeds

Relation to
Other Areas

of
Curriculum

----.
1 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

3 1 2 3 4 5 1 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 12345
4 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

6 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

7 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

8 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

9 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

10 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Suggestions for improving objectives:

Suggestions for improving activities:

Other comments :

NAME

POSITION

SCHOOL

cir(

1
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The first grade child seeks indepen-
dence. He wants to do things for himself.
He likes to help in the planning *fed -imple-
mentation of his school activities. Por the
Spanish-speaking child to develop independence
in the classroom, he needs to be able to understand
and use oonmands and to ask and answer questions in English language structures.

LINGUISTIC FOCUS

Unit Two basically contains simple commands and question and answer structures in

the present and past, and negative and affirmative, which deal with:

THE LOCATION OF AND SAFE MANNER OF MOVEMENT FOR

PEOPLE AND ROOM RESOURCES

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS

Unit Two contains activities which are basically designed to help the first grade

child with the following:

MATCHING RESOURCES TO CORRESPONDING, ONE-TO-ONE
ACTIVITIES

LOCATING AND ACQUIRING SEQUENCING NUMBERS,
RESOURCES PRE-ADDITION AND

PRE-SUBTRACTION

MOVING FAST AND SLOWLY

LOCATING OBJECTS AND
PEOPLE IN RELATION TO
OTHER PEOPLE, OBJECTS
AND PLACES

MOVING PEOPLE AND
OBJECTS THROUGH SPACE
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SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

IC CONCEPTUAL FOCUS: designed to be introduced in Spanish:

Identifying and distinguishing locations
Identifying and distinguishing walking and running
Identifying and distinguishing to and away from
Demonstrating that resources can be woved by people to other people

and places

1MATER IALS:

Activity 1: Use small objects on hand, such as a book or a pencil.

Activity 14: Prepare sheets of paper with drawings to color; use a box of crayons.

1. "FRIO, CALIENTE" (to accompany lesson 11) "COLD, HOT"

Digs a los nifios que van a jugar "Frio,

caliente". El juego consiste en es-
conder un objeto, mientras la clase se

tape los ojos. Distintos nifios ten-

drgn la oportunidad de indicar un lu-

gar en donde ellos creen que el objeto

podrfa ester. El niio que lo escondi6
dirt si estg o no est& en el lugar in-
dicado, agregando la palabra trio si

el sitio nombrado estfi muy distante

del objeto y caliente si estg cercano.
Gufe a los niAos Para que escondan el
objeto dentro de una caja o una gave-
ta a veces, y sobre otro objeto otras,
pars hacerles notar que la palabra en,

puede significar dentro o sobre. Re-

pita el juego varies veces.

Tell the children that they are going

to play "Cold, Hot". The game begins

by hiding an object while the class
covers their eyes. Different children

then have the opportunity to tell
the place where they believe the ob-

ject might be. The child that hid

it will say if it is or is not in
or on the pointed place, adding the

word cold if the place named is very
far from the object and hot if it is

near. Guide the children to hide the
object in a box or a drawer, or on
other objects, to lead them to observe
that the word en may mean inside or

on. Repeat the game several times.

2. LOS ESCONDIDOS (to accompany lesson 12)

Invite a los niflos a jugar escondido.
Todos se cubrirgn los ojos excepto dos

que Ud. esconder&, uno detr6s de la

puerto, y otro al lado del armario. Al
destepar los ojos otro flint) dirt donde

estgn los escondidos y la clase repeti-

THE HIDERS

Invite the children to play hide-and-

seek. All will cover their eyes

except two: one you will hide behind

the door and the other beside the cup-

board. When the pupils look, a third

child will tell 'where the hidden clan.-

1



rg. Pregunte a los nifios d6nde es7
tgn los que se escondieron usando y
haciendo que usen apropiadamente de-
lante de, detrgs de y al lado de. Al-
gunas veces al hacer la interrogaci6n
nombre un lugar donde no estgn para
obtener respuestas negativas. Repita
esta actividad varias veces.

dren are and the class will repeat.
Ask the children where the hidden chil-
dren are, using and making them use
correctly in front of, behind, and
beside. Sometimes, when asking the
question name a place where they aren't,
o elicit negative answers. Repeat

this activity several times.

3. CORRIENDO (to accompany lesson 13)

Pida a los nifios que formen un cfrculo
colocgndose uno detrgs del otro. Pi-
rese Ud. con Blink en el centro, e in-
vitelos a seguir las indicaciones que
Blink dart. Al iniciar el juego pedirg
que caminen muy despacio. Cuando hayan
dado anos pasos indicarg que lo Kagan
mgs ligero y continuarg pidigndoles que
aumenten la velocidad hasta que corran.
Pedirg luego que no corran y vayan mgs
despacio cada vez hasta quedar paredos.
Blink darg luego indicaciones a nifios

o a grupos como; Algjate del circulo,
Ve a is mesa, Yen act, Trgeme la tiza,
etc. Distintos nifios tomargn el lugar
de Blink dando las indicaciones.

4. WINK TRAE Y LLEVA

RUNNING

Ask the children to form a circle
placing one behind the other. Stand .

with Blink-in the center and invite
them to follow the directions Blink is
going to give. To start the game ask
them to walk very slowly. When they
have gone a few steps, tell them to
go faster. Continue asking them to in-
crease their speed until they are run-
ning. Then ask them not to run and to
go slower until they have stopped.
Blink then gives directions to children
or groups, such as Go away from the
circle, Go-to the table, Come here,
Bring me the chalk, etc. Ask dif-
ferent children to take Blink's place.

(to accompany lesson 14) WINK BRINGS AND TAKES

Divida la clase en tres o cuatro gru-
pos que se colocargn a cierta distan-
cia unos de otros. Una nifia serf
Wink. Invitelos a colorear un dibujo
cada grupo pero usando una sola cajh
de crayolas. Expliqueles que Wink les
darg la crayola del color que necesi-
ten si ellos levantan la mano y espe-
ran su turn para pedirla. Un nifio

del grupo donde Wink fue a entregar
la crayola debe dar permiso a Wink de
pasar a otro grupo cuando otra crayo-
la le sea pedida. Gufe los nifios pa-
rs que usen las formas trae y neva,
al dirigirse a Wink ya sea para pedir-
le la crayola que necesitan o autori-
zgndola para que lleve is crayola que
ha pedido otro grupo. Sugiera a, los
nigos que usen diferentes colores ani-
mgndolos para que los pidan. Guielos
para que el mayor nfimiro de nifios par-
ticipen en el diglogo. Cambie con fre-
cuencia a la nifia que hace de Wink pa-
ra dar oportunidad a varios nifios.

Divide the class in three or four
groups that will be placed at a certain
distance from one another. A girl will
be Wink. Invite each group to color
a drawing, but using only one box of
crayons. Explain that Wink will hand
them the crayon of the color they need
if they raise their hands and wait for
their turn to ssk for it. A child of
the group where Mink went to hand a
crayon must wore Wink permission to go
to another group when another crayon
is asked for. Guide the children to
use the forms bring and take when they
ask Wink for the crayon they need or
to authorise her to take the crayon
that the other group asked for. Sug-
gest to tte children that they use dif-

ferent co:_ors, encouraging them to ask
for them. Guide them so the largest
number o' children possible can parti-
cipate in the dialogue. Change the
girl thet is Wink frequently to give
chances to several children.
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Review

one-four
he, she
car, truck, doll, ball

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

Where's (the ball)?
(It's, It's not) (on, in) the (box).
(In, On) the (cupboard).

box, table, cupboard, floor

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: substitu-
tion of en for in and on; pronunciation of
/ts/ in it's and /rz/ in where's.

ReView CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Matching, one-to-one, the number
names one-our with the corre-
sponding series of objects

Identifying and distinguishing in and
on positions

Identifying resource locations
Obtaining and using resources

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
discriminating the physical difference be-
tween on and in positions.

Activity 1, 2: Use a box,
Wink and

Activity 3: Use books,

MATERIALS

table, cupboard; ball,
Blink.

pencils, paper, paste,

car, truck, doll, and

scissors, and Wink.



IT-mirrow-ruirgruf
Have the pupils sit fiit semicircle,
facing a cupboard, a table, and a box

on its side. Put a truck on the table,

a doll in the cupboard, a ball on
the floor, and a car on the box.
Use Blink and have him look around, re-
peatedly asking where the car is. Have

Wink tell him where it is. Then
have Blink a!* the class where the car
is and have Wink help the class re-
spond.

B: /repeatedly asking question
and looking around/
Where's the car?

%4: /pointing to car/
It's on Vae box.

6: /to class/
Where's the car?

W &C: It's on the box,

Put the car in the box and repeat the
dialog !sing in. -Continue the acti-
vity with the other toys placed in the
cupboards, on the floor, and on the ta-

ble.

2. WINK FINDS FOUR TOYS

facing a cupboard, a table, and a box

on its side. Hold up a ball, a car,
a truck, and a doll and count them.
Hold Wink behind your back and help a
pupil hide the toys, placing the ball
in the box, the car in the cupboard, .

the truck on the floor, and the doll on
the table. Have Blink and the
class ask Wink where the ball is As

Wink bogins to look on the table and
floor, have Blink and-the class tell
Wink that the ball is not in either of
these places, but that it is in the
box. As Wink looks in the box have
her exclaim that the ball is there.
Then, have Wink hold up the ball and
guior: the class to say 101, indicat-
ing that Wink has found one of her

four toys.

B: /to Wink and modeling for
class/
Where's the ball?

B &C: /to Wink again/
Where's the ball?

B: /as Wink looks on table/

It's not on the table.

B &C: It's not on the table.
B: /as Wink looks on floor/

It's not on the floor,

B &C: It's not on the floor.
B: /helping Wink/

It's in the box.

BAC: It's in the box.

H: /looking in the box/
It is in the box.
/hoTaing up the ball/
One.

C: One.

Continue the activity, having Wink find
the-other toys and having the class re-
count the toys as each one is found.

YT
Have the pupiiiifFiiiheir desks.
Sit at a desk and have Wink on your

hand. Have Wink say that she wants

to read. Ask the class where a book
is and help the class reply. Take

Wink to get a book and return to 'her"

dtsk.

W: I want to read.

T: /to class/
She wants to read.
Where is a book?

C: /with teacher's help/
In the cupboard.

Continue the activity, having one vol-
unteer at a time tell that he wants to
read., cut, or paste. Have other volun-
teers tell him where to find the re-
soomes he needs. Have the pupil who
wants to do something get his resources
before continuing the activity.

T*During an art period, have each pu-
pii paint or color pictures' of familiar
objects on the inside and outside of
a box. Throughout the period encourage
the class and individuals to use the
on and in phrases from Activities 1

and 2.

*During eating times, encourage the
pupils to talk about where the dishes,
silverware, and foods are located.
Have the class and individuc:is use the
in and on phrases with familiar words.

LESSON 11
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Review

one-ten
box, table, cupboard

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

It's (beside) the (window).
Where are you?

beside, in front of, in back of
chair, door, window

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: use of is
for am and are; saying "in fron of" for
in front ofc-112" for EA and "-shaleforai r.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Ordering the numbers one-ten Identifying and distinguishing

by rote counting in front of, in back of, and
beside positions

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficult

discriminating the physical difference be-
tween beside and in front of or in back of
positions.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use Blink, a table, and a chair.
Activity 2: Use Blink, Wink, a table, chair, box, cupboard, paper and books.

Activity 3: Use Wink.



1. $R:TYTIIW
Take one cupil from his seat, skip 4/ith

him to a position beside a chair and
have hiM stand there. Skip with a
second pupil to a position in front

of the chair. Repeat with a third
pupil, having him stand in back of
the chair. Have Blink ask where
one of the three pupils is. Answer the
question and have the class repeat
the answer.

B: /to teacher/
!there's (John)?

T: Beside the chair.
C: Beside the chair.

Pepeat with the two other pupils, us-
ing in front of the chair and in hack
of the chair. Peturn the standing
pupils to their seats.

rhoose three other pupils and skin
with each of them, leaving one beside
the table, one in front of a windmil
and one in hack of a chair. The dia-
logue is repeated, adding he's and
she's.

B: /to teacher/
!there's (Maria)?

T: (She)'s- beside the table.

C: (She)'s beside the table.

Continue, using in front of the window
and in back of the chair.

2. MOVING MAN
Select a pupil to be the "moving man".
Guide him to place a chair beside a
box. Ask the class where the chair
is. Use slink to help them reply.

T: /to class/
IMIere's the chair?

1': It's beside the box.
C: It's beside the box.

Repeat, placing the chair beside a
table and then beside the door. Next
help the "moving man" place some paper
in back of the table, and a book in
front of a cupboard. Ask the class
uhere the paper is, and have Blink give
them the wrong answer. Use !link to

correct him and give the right reply,

Nhich the class repeats.

T: /to class!
"here's the paper?

ft: It's in front of the table.
F: It's not in front of the table.

It's in back of the table.
C: /to Blink/

It's not in front of the table.
It's in back of the table.

Continue, `eking for a book, with
It's not in back of the cupboard.
It s in FErif6?fhe cupboard.

3. THE CIRCLE GAME
Have the class in a circle. Holding
,-!ink, stand inside the circle. Tell

the class to vialk around in a circle,
each pupil following the pupil in
front of him. Tell the class to count
to ten as they walk. "hen they reach

ten have 'Link call out a pupil's name.

guide the class to ask the pupil
where he is. Help the pupil respond

who he is in back of and in front of.

C: /as they ualk in a circle/
()ne, two, three...ten.

": /as the class counts ten/
(P.obby)!

Phere are you?
C: !there are you?

/with help if necessary/
I'm in back of (Jane). I'm in

front of (Juan):

Call on volunteers to be Pink and
continue the activity several times.

TARE-OFF IDEAS

*when having pupils put away objects,

guide them to use lesson phrases and

vocabulary in giving directions as to
the correct place for items.

*During free nlav, or when standing in
line to Q0 out or in, ask individuals
the location of other pupils and/or
classroom objects.

*In Physical education, during rhyth-
mic names or dancing, use dialogues to

heln pupils recall team, game, and

dance set posttions.

LESSM 12
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Review

It's (on) the (table).
Where is the (box)?

on, in, beside, in front of,
in back of

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

(Go) (to, away from) the (door).
Don't (go) (to, away from)
the (door).

go, come, run, walk

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: the substi-

tution of no (go) or don (go) for don't (go),
and difficulty with the vowel sound in come

and ran.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS

Identifying and distinguishing in
and on positions

Identifying resources by their uses
Identifying resource locations
Obtaining and using resources
Matching, one-to-one, number names
with the corresponding series of
objects

Introduce

Identifying and distinguishing to
and away from

Identifying and distinguishing
walking and running

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

Typical conceptual problems are: confusing

to and two as meaning two objects or places;
UffficuliYunderstanding that to go away
from does not mean to go in a specific

direction

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use tAo balls, dolls, cars, trucks, and boxes; a table, a cup-
board, and Blink.

Activity 2: Use pencils, paste, pieces of paper, table, cupboard, chair,
books, crayons, and Blink.

Activity 3: Use Uink and a table.



1. FIND THE BOX

Hide, in separate places, two boxes,
each containing a ball, doll, car,

and truck. Stand with Blink beside
a table and say, "Come to the table."

Beckon the class to come to you. Then
point to the door and say, "Go to the
door." Help the class follow your
instructions. Tell the class that
Blink is playing a game and has hidden
some of their toys. Blink will help
them look for their toys by giving
them directions, but he needs some
helpers. Divide the class into two
groups, one at the door and one at
the table. Guide_ the second group

to repeat the modeled directives
as the first group carries them out.

B: Come to the table
G2: /with teacher's help/

Come to the table.
B: Go away from the table.

Go to the cupboard.
G2: /with teacher's help/

Go away from the table.
Go to the cupboard.

When one box is found ask the class
about the box and its contents, Guid-
ing them to make the correct response.

B: Where is the box?
62: It's on the floor.
B: /while showing inside of box/

Where is the ball?
G2: It's in the box.

Repeat with the other box, having
Group 1 give the directives.

2. WALK AND RUN
pencils and paste on a table,

pieces of paper on a chair, and books
and crayons in the cupboard. Show
pictures of children walking or run-
ning, and call on volunteers to demon-
strate. Choose a pupil to be Blink.
Tell the class that Blink wants to
write and they are going to help him
get the things he needs. With your
help, the class directs Blink where
to go to get the appropriate objects.

T: Run to the table.
C: Run to the table.

T: /after Blink has run to the table
and picked up a pencil/
Go away from the table.
Walk. Don't run.

C: Go away from the table.

Walk.

T: Walk to the chair.
C: Walk to the chair.

After collecting the objects nepdpd

have Blink count them, With a
new pupil as Blink, repeat the acti-

vity collecting the things needed to
paste, and then to read.

3. WINK SAYS
Divide the class in two groups and
say that Wink wants to play a game.

Have Wink give some directions that
Group 1 is to repeat. Group 2 carries

out
the

only those
VIII;rsiso=chIf

the expression Wink says does not
occur then Group 1 uses don't with the
directives and Group 2 stands still.

W: Wink says, "Run to the door."

Gl: /with teacher's help/
Run to the door.

' :1: /after class has run to the door/

Go to the table.
Gl: /with teacher's help/

Don't go to the table.

Vary the directives to include walk,
run, come, 925 to, and away from,
having Group 2 give the directions to
Group 1. Have Group 1 respond appro-

priately to the directions.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Encourage the class to play Wink
Says and similar games, such as Simon
Says, during play times.

*When lining up the class play a game
similar to that in Activity 1.

*During music class, have one group
tell another group wtather to walk
or run according to whether the
music is slow or fast.

*During reading times, let pupils
gather the members of their reading
groups using the new directives.

LESSON 13
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Review

paper, paste, scissors
truck

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

(Put) the (ball) (here, there).

put, bring, take

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: pronuncia-
tion of the vowel sound in put and the th
sound in there; and establishing the re-
lationship between take-there and 1,1ing7
here.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Matching, one-to-one, the number
names one-ten with the corre-
sponding series of strides

Demonstrating that resources can be
moved by people to other people
and places

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
In establishing the positional relationship
of the speaker to two places of unequal dis-
tance from the speaker.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use 2 pieces of paper, 2 pairs of scissors, pencils, and 2
crayons.

Activity 2: Use chalk, a picture of a garage, a picture of a school, and
a truck and Blink.

Activity 3: Use a truck containing 1 pair of scissors and 1 jar of paste.



1. THE EXCHANGE
Have the class seated in a semicircle,
leaving the middle chair empty. Place

another chair ten strides in front of

and facing the semicircle. Have the

pupils count the strides with you; Se-

lect a girl to sit in the middle chair

and a boy to sit in the front thair.
Give the girl two pieces of paper and

the boy two pairs of scissors. Stand

next to the girl and explain to the
class that the girl wants to cut but

has no scissors. Tell the class that

the boy will give scissors to the girl.
Point to the girl and say to the boy,
"3ring the scissors here." Have the

class repeat the directive with you.

T: /while pointing to the girl/

3ring the scissors here.

T&C: Bring the scissors here.

Have the boy return to his seat after

he delivers the scissors. next, ex-

plain to the class that the boy wants
to cut but has no paper. Tell the

class that the girl will take paper to

him. Point to the boy and say to the

girl, "Take the paper there." Help

the class repeat the directive.

T: /while pointing to the boy/

Take the paper there.

TIC: Take the paper there.

Repeat with other pupils, using dif-
ferent sets of objects such as pencils

and paper or crayons and paper.

2. BLEW THE TRUCKMAH
Divide the class into two semicir-
cles having the groups face one an-

other. On the floor, inside of the
first semicircle, place a picture of

a school. Inside the second semicircle,
place a picture of a garage.
First show the picture and explain
that a garage is where trucks and
other vehicles belong. Select a boy

to be Blink, Place a truck in the
school telling the class that it is
the wrong place to keep a truck and
that they can help Blink put it in the
right place. ith Blink, stand by
school, point to garage, and say
"Put the truck itert. Help the first

group repeat the directive. Next

put the truck in school again -
and stand by garage. Ohne point-
ing to garage say to Blink, "Bring

the truck here." Have the second

Group repeat the directive.

1: /standing by school while
pointing to garage/

Put the truck there.

T&Gl: Put the truck there.
T: Bring the truck here.

T&G2: Bring the truck here.

Repeat the activity, selecting dif-
ferent boys to be Blink.

3. THE TRUCKDRIVER
paste)

P2 (truckdriver)

P1 (cut)

Class

Arrange the class and three pupils as

in the diagram above, Give Pupil 2

a truck containing scissors and paste.

Explain that he is the "truckdriver"

who will deliver to the other two pu-

pils the things they need. Say that

Pupil 1 wants to cut, he needs scis-

sors, and Pupil 3 wants to paste, he

needs paste. Standiitg with the class,

help them direct the "truckdriver"to
deliver the objects to the pupils.

TIC: Bring the scissors here.

Take the paste there.

Repeat, pointing at tnd cuing Pupil 3

and Pupil 1 to direct the truckdriver.

T: /pointing at P3/

Bring...

P3: Bring the paste here.

T: /pointing at Pl/

Take...

P1: Take the paste there.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS

*During the day, point out to the

class people who bring or take things

to them or others. Have one pupil

direct and another panterlime

or taking things. 1

LESSON 14
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REVIEW

LINGUISTIC FOCUS - REVIEW

Telling where people and objects are located by using
in, on, beside, in front of, in back of, here, and
there

Giving commands of direction using to and away fro_ m

Using the number names one through Nye

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS - REVIEW

Demonstrating that people can move in directions and manner
Demonstrating that objects and people can be located in many

places

Ordering the numbers one-ten by rote counting
Demonstrating that resources can be moved by people to other
people and places

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use a ball and a row of chairs.
Activity 2: Draw a chalk circle on the floor.
Activity 3: Use two erasers and two pieces of chalk.



77ffrarinTrunE
Have the class sit in one corner of
the room. Using a row of chairs, make
a "corridor" extending from the class,
along the side of the roam. Ask one
pupil to cover his eyes while another
pupil hides a tiny ball somewhere along
the "corridor". Uhen the "hider* re-
turns to the group, have the fint
pupil look for the ball. Guide the
class to give the "searcher" threi!
hints. As he walks away from the group
and toward the ball, say with the class.
"Go. go, go..." If he goes beyond the
place where the ball is hidden, say
with the class, "Come, come, come..."
and motion him back toward the class.
If he stops near the ball say with the
class, "You're there." !Men the pupil
finds the ball, help the class ask him
where it is. After he responds, ask
the class where the pupil is.

MC: /as "searcher" goes toward
hidden ball and away from class/
C-73, go, go go.

/if "searcher" goes beyond hidden
ball/
Come, come, come....come.
/when "searcher" stops near ball/
You're there.
/with teacher's help/
Where's the ball?

P: /standing by ball/
It's (in the cupboard).

T: /to class/
Where's (Paul)?

C: (He)'s beside the cupboard.

Continue the activity, choosing other
pupils to hide and find the ball
in different places along the "corridor"

2. THE SING AND WALK SONG
Have the class stand on a chalk cir-
cle around one pupil. Have the pupils
join hands and walk toward the child
in the center and then backward to
the chalk circle. Sing, "Walk to
Robert. Walk away from Robert," to
the tune of "Jimmy Cracked Corn".

T: /singing the following lines
three times as class walks/
Walk to Robert.
Walk away from Robert.

/singing the following once to
end the song/
Don't run. Don't run.
Don't run.

Repeat the activity several times,
having the class sing while different
pupils stand in the center area.

3.REWEITEOW
Divide the pupils into two equal re-
lay lines, facing a chalkboard. Hand

an eraser to each of the two line
leaders, explaining that after the
class counts to five, each of the two
leaders must run to the ledge

with an eraser, touch the ledge, and
return to the line. The leaders
give the erasers to the front pupils
who repeat the run to the ledge
without the counting. Continue the
relay giving each pupil a turn to
run until one line has finished.
Have each group repeatedly say to
their runner, 'lake it there. and
"Bring it here," as he goes to the
board and back to the line.

MC: One, two, three, four, five.
G: /as runner goes to ledge/

Take it there....take it there...
/as runner returns to line/
Bring it here...bring it here...

Repeat the relay, having each of the
pupils take chalk to the board, make a

,mark,'"return to the line, and give
the next child the chalk.

!SUGGESTED FIELD TRIP
,Arrange to take the class for a walk

. in the vicinity of the school after
lessons 6-14 have been completed.
Guide the class to point out the
location of houses, garages, cars,
trees, flowers, birds, pets, etc.
Have the class use the phrases beside,
in front of, in back of, in, on, here,
and there. As the pupils walk to
and away from places and objects,
have them respond to and use the dir-
ectives go, come, walk, run, and don't
run. As the pupils discover a leaf,
a rockt'a flower, an insect, etc.
use the phrases, Bring it here, Take
it there, Put it (here, there).

LESSON 15
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SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

BASIC CONCEPTUAL FOCUS: designed to be introduced in Spanish:
Using triangular shapes to construct houses and kites
Using circular shapes to construct faces
Demonstrating that resources may be used up in performing classroom

activities

Demonstrating that walking is slower than running and that distances
can be covered more quickly by running

MATERIALS:
Activity 1:

Activity 2:
Activity 4:

Use a big piece of paper, scissors, magazines, paste, brushes and
pieces of colored paper.
Use pencils, chalk, scissors, paper and sheets of magazines.
Two pictures of train engines, several of houses, one of the school
and one of the train station.

1. HACIENDO MURALES (to accompany lesson 16)

Coloque un pedazo grande de papel en
is pared. Explique que unos niflos re-

cortargn y otros-pegargn los recortes
pars hacer un mural. Muestre varias
revistas y cu6ntelas con los niftos.

Repgrtalas una a una contando cada vez
las que quedan. Proceda igual al re-
partir trozos de papel y goma. Inte-
rrogue a distintos niEos sobre lo que
cada uno va a hacer, lo que tiene y lo
que le bace falta pare hacerlo. Hgga-
les notar que el nino que tiene revis-
ta o trozos de papel necesita tijeras
pare recortar y el que tiene goma ne-
cesita brocha pars pegar. D6 los ob-
jetos que haven falta a los niflos.
Gufe a unos nifios pare que recorten
trigngulos, cuadrados y cfrculos con
los que otros format& casas, cometas
o caras cuando los peguen en el mural.
El mural se completarg con tecortes de
revistas. Interrhuelos y anfmelos
para que se interroguen unos a otros
de modo que obtenga respuestas en pa-
sado sobre que hicieron y qu6 objetos
necesitaron pare hacerlo.

MAKING MURALS

Place a large piece of paper on the
wall. Explain that some children will
cut and some will paste the cutouts to
make the mural. Show several maga-
zines and count them with the children.
Distribute them one by one counting
each time how many are left. Proceed
in the same way while distrilmting
pieces of paper and paste. Ask several
children what each one is going to do,
what he has; and what he needs to do it.
Have them notice that the child that
has magazines or pieces of paper needs
scissors to cut and the one that has
paste needs a brush to paste. Distri-
bute the articles that. the children
need. Guide some children to cut
triangles, squares and circles with
which they will make houses, kites or
faces when they paste them on the mural.
The mural will be finished with cutouts
from magazines. Ask and encourage them
to Question one another to get answers
in past tense about what they did and
what articles they needed to do it.



2. DE DOS EN DOS (to accompany lesson 17)

De a cada uno de varios niflos un obje-
to comp un lgpiz, papel, hojas de re-
vista o tijeras. InterrOguelos sobre
qug tienen y para qug les sirve. Re-
pita con la clase la respuesta. "Juan

tiene un lgpiz, le sirve para dibujar".
Pregunte que le hace falta para hacer-
lo y cugl niflo lo tiene. Repita la
respuesta con la clase. Coloque los
nifios en pares permitiendu que ejecu-
ten la acci6n juntos. Una vez termi-
nada hggales observer con un comenta-
rio como: "Ana y Josg no pueden recor-
tar mgs porque se les termin6 el papel".

Haga preguntas para obtener respuestas
como el ejemplo anterior.

3. HACIENDO MANDADOS

T11/0 BY TWO

Give each of several children an ob-
ject such as a pencil, pages from mag-
azines, or scissors. Ask them what
they have and what it is used for.
Repeat the answer with the class, for
example, "Juan has a pencil. He can

use it to draw". Ask him what else he
needs to do it and who has it. Repeat

the answer with the class. Place the
children in pairs allowing them to per-

form the action together. Once fin-
ished, guide them to observe what has
happened with a comment such as, "Ana
and Jose cannot cut anymore. Their pa-

per is used up". Ask questions to
elicit answers like the example above.

(to accompany lesson 18) RUNNING ERRANDS

Forme zrupos que sergn familias, con
papg, mama e hijos. Dos niflos tendrgn
una tienda y las familias iran a com-
prar objetos que necesitan. Las com-
pras sergn de meatira y los niflos solo
hargn el gesto de coger o pagar. Cuan-
do la mama manda a un niflo, algunas ve-
ces le pedirg que vaya ligero porque
tiene prisa, otros veces le dirt que
vaya despacio y con cuidado. Cuando
un niflo haya ido a un mandado, pregun-
te Ud. a la clase quign fug, adOnde
fug y c6mo fug. Hggales observer que
unos corren para ir ligero y otros cami-
nan para ir despacio.

4. LOS TRENES

Form groups that will be families,
with father, mother and children. Two

children will have a store and the
families will go there and pretend to
buy the objects they need. When the

mother sends a child, sometimes she
will ask him to go fast because she is
in a hurry; other times she will tell
him to go slowly and carefully. When

a child illas gone on an errand, ask the

class Who it was, where be vent and

how. Have them notice that some run
to go fast and others walk to go
slowly.

(to accompany lesson 19)

Forme dos files de niflos colocfindolos

uno detrgs de otro. Cada fila sera
un tren. El primer niflo de cada fila

llevarg una lgmina de una mgquina de
tren, los demgs se cogergn de la cin-
tura del compeller° que ester adelante.

Coloque en diferentes lugares de la
clase lgminas de cases, escuela y es-
taci6n del tren. El atimo niflo de
cada tren escojerg adcinde el tren lo

llevarg y si ire despacio o ligero.
Los trenes caminargn en cfrculo alrede-
dor de la clase y en distinta direcciOn.
Cuando los trenes van a topsrse iran
despacio y con cuidado pare no chocar.

THE TRAINS

Form two "trains" by placing the
children in two-lines. The first child
of each line will have a picture of a
train engine; the others will hold onto
the waists of the children in front of
them. In different places in the
room put pictures of houses, school,
and train station. The last child of
each train will say where the train is
going to take him and if it will go
slowly or fast. The trains will walk
in circles around the classroom and in
opposite directions. When the trains
are going to meet they will go slowly
and will be careful not to crash.
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Review LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

(He) needs (paste). (He) (want)ed (paste, to paste).
Did (he) (cut) the (paper)?
Yes. No.

(He) didn't (cut) the (paper).

paint, cut /present and past/
brush, paint

one-four
want, need, paste
paper, paste

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical languaze problems are: omission of
-ed ending; substitution of Ncuttedm for
cut; substitution of no for dilid7iTpro-

nunciation of the votiiiT'souraTrat and
brush, and min!' for ryes, "dinle-Nr didn't
iiiii-ffbruch" for brush.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying classroom resources

by their functions
Matching, one-to-one, the number
names one-four with correspond-
ing series of objects

Using triangular shapes to construct
houses and kites

Using a circular shape to construct
a face

Recalling past needs, wants, and
actions

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty

remembering all of the needs, wants, or ac-

tions in a recall sequence.

Activity 1:

Activity 2:
Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use the accompanying picture, some paste, paint, and a brush;

prepare 3 paper triangles for the roof and kite.

Use a table, paint, brush, scissors, and 4 paper circles.

Use an easel, brush, paint, paper, paste, and scissors.



kITE Finnyfi
Have the c ass siZ in a group on the
floor in front of an easel. On the
easel place a picture of a house and
a boy flying a kite, three triangles,

and paste. Demonstrate that the
triangles, are to be pasted on the
house and kite. Invite one pupil to

do the pasting. Tell the class what
the pupil wants to do and guide them
to tell what he needs. then the pasting
is completed, tell what the pupil
wanted to do and guide the class to
tell what he needed.

T: /holding up paste/
Paste.
(Bill) wants to paste.
Hhat does (he) need?

C: /with teacher's help/
(He) needs paste.

Pupil 1 pastes one triangle on the
house and two on the kite.

T: /to Pupil 1/
You wanted to paste.
/to class/
!!hat did (Bill) want to do?

C: /with teacher's help/
(He) wanted to paste.

1: /to Pupil 1/
You needed paste.
/to class/
That did (Bill) need?

C: /with teacher's help/
(He) needed paste.

Continue the activity Jsing wants to
paint, needs aint, wanted to paint,
53-ieed mint.

2. COUNTING AND CUTTING
Have the class sit at their desks.
On a table at the front of the roan
have paint, a brush, a pair of scis-
sors, and four paper circles, each
with a heavy line drawn across it.
Have the class count the circles.

T&C: One, two, three, four.

Have a pupil choose one of the circles.
Ask the class to count the remaining
circles. Have a pupil cut the circle
on the line. Ask the class what the

pupil did and guide them to tell what
he cut and didn't cut. Use link and
Blink to model the responses.

H: Hhat did (John) cut?
B: (He) cut the paper.
1: /to class.

Mat did (John) cut?
T&C: (He) cut the paper.

1.!: /holding up the brash/
Did (he) cut the brush?

B: /shaking his head/
Ho. (He) didn't cut the brush.

1: Did (he) cut the brush?
T&C: Ho. (He) didn't cut the brush.

T: /holding up the cut papers/
T &C: (He) cut the paper.

Continue the dialogue substituting
Via___int for brush.

3. MAKE A FACE
Divide the class into two groups and
have them sit on the floor facing each

other. Have an easel, a brush, and
paint. Have one pupil paint a big
circle on the paper. Have Hink and

Blink model questions and affirma-
tive and nelative-answers. Have Wink
and Blink help the groups repeat the
questions and answers.

U: Did (John) paint on the paper?
D: Yes. (He) painted on the paper.

Gl: /with Mink's help/
Did (John) paint on the paper?

E2: /with Blink's help/
Yes, (He) painted on the paper.

U: Did (John) cut the paper?
B: Ho. (He) didn't cut the paper.

Gl: Did (John) cut the paper?
G2: No. (He) didn't cut the paper.

Cut out eyes, nose,and mouth the ap-
propriate size to make a face in the
circle, apply paste and have another
pupil paste them in the circle. Re-

plat the lctiTity usinn past' arcs cut.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
MHiialii77;buting supplies, have more

than necessary. Have the pupils count

them, including the extras. Then have

them count the extras separately. Ex-

plain that we can use only one object
at a time.

LESSON 16
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Review LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

(He) ( ) a (bell
2

s

Illhat did he draw do ?

Yew. No. i Use o a tnth 'er wo s

!

Use of an witri eraser
as object pronouna piece of ( )

i Use of
ball, box I

one, two, three i
erase (d), use (d); drew, wrote

eraser, chalk

LINGUISTIC COMNENTARY

7ypical language problems are: omission
of -ed ending; confusion of /t/ and /d/;
pronunciation of -ed ending; substitution
of "drawee for drew, Nwritedu for wrote;
a for an with eraser, and a chalk for a
piece rchalk.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

1

Demstrating that resources may be
used up in performing classroom

NONE i activities

IRecalling symbols representing

1

objects

CONCEPTUAL COMENTARY

Typical conceptual problems are: difficulty

associating the words ball and box with cir-
cular and square symboTi-Tor the real objects,
recalling the symbol after it is no longer
visible, identifying the differences between
using, writin drawino, and erasing, applying
the genera term do to all activities, produc-
ing a symbol correctly after visualizing it.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use Wink, tiny pieces of chalk and an eraser.

Activity 2, 3: Use pieces of chalk and an eraser.



1. USING CHALK
Have Mink pick up the chalk and draw
a ball on the board. Have the class
ask Wink what she drew, modeling the
question. Wink responds appropriately.

T: /to Wink/

What did you draw?
C: What did you draw?
W: I drew a ball.

Repeat, with What did you use? and I
used a piece of chalk. Then ask the
class what Wink drew.

T: /to class/
What did Wink draw?
She drew...

C: She drew a ball.

Select a pupil, give him a very small
piece of chalk and help him fill in
the center of the ball, using up the
chalk. Ask the class what he used.
Have Wink say-he used up the chalk.

T: /to class/
What did he use?
He used...

C: He used a piece of chalk.
W: He used up the chalk.

Repeat, having a pupil draw a box

on the board. Another pupil then
fills in the center of the box.

2. WRITE AND ERASE
Write the numeral 1 on the board and
say what you wrote, Select a pupil to
come and write the numeral. Help the

class ask him what he wrote and guide

his response.

T: /writing the numeral 1/
I wrote a one.
/helps pupil write the numeral 1/

C: /with teacher's help/
What did you write?

P: /with help/
i wrote a one.

T: /to class/
What did he write?
He wrote...

C: He wrote a one.

Repeat, having two other pupils come

to the board, write a 2 and a 3, and
respond to the class's question.

Select a pupil to erase a numeral.
Repeat the dialogue using What did
lysIALEmpland II) erased a (two).
Continue the activity, with What did
(he) use? and (He) used an eraser.
Repeat, with two other pupils coming
and erasing the other numerals.

3. WHAT DID HE DO?
Divide the class into two groups.
Have Group I stand at the chalkboard
and Group 2 remain seated. Help a
voluLteer from Group 1 draw a square
or a circle, or write a 1, 2, or 3.
Guide Group 1 to ask Group 2 what the
volunteer did. After Group 2 responds,

Group 1 agrees or disagrees with the

answer. Continue until the correct
guess is made. Guide Group 1 to tell

the same volunteer to erase the draw-
Then have Group 1 ask Group 2

what he did.

Gi: /after volunteer draws a square,
with teacher's help/
What did he do?

G2: /with teacher's help/
He wrote a one.

Gi: No.

G2: He drew a box.
Gl: Yes.

/to same volunteer, with
teacher's help/
Erase it.

/to Group 2/
!'hat did he do?

G2: /with teacher's help/
He erased it.

If Group 2 guesses correctly, reverse
the roles, with Group 1 guessing.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*When usiniETissroom resources and
they become used up, discuss this
with pupils, along with directions as
to how to obtain replacements.

*Give each pupil a piece of yarn and
have each make and name a square and
a circle. Next, let the class exper-
iment making new shapes and making up

names for them.

LESSON 17
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(Go) (to school).

go, come, run, walk
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ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 18

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

(He) (walked) (to the bus) (slowly).

Be careful!
(!talk) (slowly).

home, bus; fast, slowly
stop; went, came, ran

LINGUISTIC CORTITARY

Typical linguistic problems are: substitu-

tion of run and on or "runned" and "goed" for
ran and went; r.renunciaTTWR the vr-lo of
sound in bus; the loss of final /t/ in went,
fast, waand lked; and the addition of e
befcre s in school, stop, and slowly.

Review CONCEPTUAL

Matching, one-to one, the number I

names one-ten with the corres-
ponding series of steps

FOCUS Introduce

Recalling nast events
Demonstrating that people can go to
and from places safely to avoid
injury to theFselves or others

Demonstrating that walking is slower
than running and that distances can
be covered more quickly by running

CONCEPTUAL CAMEHTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: diffi-
culty in discriminating between fast
and slog manners of walking.

Activity 1:

Activity 2:
Activity 3:

MATERIALS
Chalk a floor diagram using as labels pictures of a house, a

school, and a street with a sidewalk; and use slink.
Use the diagram in Activity I, a picture of a bus, and Blink.
.Draw and label a picture of a school en tbe chalkboard.

I



1. THE PATHFINDERS
On the floor, chalk a long diagram like
the one beiow placing pictures of a
house, a school, and a street with a

sidewalk at the appropriate places.
x

school street ! home

1 sidewalk LB
Arrange the class in two KINITETFETes,

the first around "school", and the second
around "home". Select a boy to be

slink, having him stand on B. Stand

with Group 2 and have them tell Blink
to go to "school". After Blink reaches
"school", ask Group 2 what he did, mod-
eling the response. Next, have Group 2
tell Blink to come ""acma'-, then tell

what he did. Model the directive

and the response.

G2:- Go to school.
T: /after Blink arrives at "school"!

What did Blink do?

He went to school.
G2: He went to school.
T: Come home.

G2: Come home.
T: What did Blink do?

He came home,
G2: He came home.

Then stand with Group 1 and have them
tell Blink to come to "school* and go
"home" telling what he did after each
command.

Place a car at X. Have a girl be Wink
standing On W. Repeat the activity,
but as she comes to the intersection,
aid the class in telling her to stop
and be careful before going to school.

G2: Go to school.
T: Stop! Be careful!
C: Stop! Be careful!
1: /after Wink arrives at school/

What did Wink do?
T&C: She went to school.

2. TO SCHOOL WITH CARE
Using the above diagram, select a boy
to be Blink and tell the class that
he is late for school. Have the class
tell Blink to run to "school" fast.
Then have them tell what Blink did.
Model the directive and the response.

T: Run to school! Run fast!

C: Run to school! Run fast!

T: /after Blink reaches "school"/
What did Blink do?
He ran to school. He ran fast.

C: He ran to school. He ran fast.

Show the class a picture of a school
bus and place it on the intersection.
Tell the class that Blink will take
the bus to school. With Blink at
"home, have the class tell him to
walk slowly to the bus. Then aid
the class in telling what Blink did.

T: Walk to the bus. Walk slowly.
C: Walk to the bus. Walk slowly.
T: /after slink reaches the bus/

What did Blink do?
He walked to the bus slowly,

C: He walked to the bus slowly.

Continue the activity selecting dif-
ferent pupils to be Blink.

3. FAST OR SLGH
Arrange the class in a semicircle
facing the chalkboard on which is
drawn a picture labeled school. Se-
lect a pupil to walk or run to the
board and touch the picture. Tell the

pupil to keep step with your counting.
Then have the class tell what the pu-
pil did and how he did it.

T: /counting slowly/
One...two...three,ten.
/after pupil touches board/
What did (he) do?

C: /with teacher's help if necessary/
(He) walked to school.

(He) walked slowly.

Continue, calling on pupils to count
as different pupils go to the board.

ITAKE-OFF IDEAS
*On the bulletin board, place pictures
of a school and a home. With a picture
of a child at "home% have the class
direct him to school and home again
as in the above Activities.

*Have Wink blindfolded on your hand. As
you walk toward objects, cue the class
to say stop and be careful.

LESSON 18
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Review

What does (the ) do?
1-What did (the ----do?

take, bring, put
home, bus

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

(Take) (him) (to the store).
(He) (took) (him) (home).

me, him, her
took, brought, put
store, driver

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical languagE problems are: substitu-

tion of take or "taked" for took, bring
or "brIngze for brought,* anirliukted" for

RA; confusion of him and her; addition of
e before s in store; and addition of to or

to the with home.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Matching, one -to -ones- objects Demonstrating that people and objects

and people help in getting to and from places
Demonstrating that one and one more
is two..., seven and one more is

eight

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty

in understanding that combinations of sets
produce new sets.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Prepare pictures of a store, a home; use Blink.

Activity 2: Use 8 chairs, Blink, and Wink.

Activity 3: Prepare a picture of a home, and a bus, and 2 pictures of a

school and a store.



17TOTTrrirCa:
Show the class a picture of a store
and explain uhat it is. Designate one

area of the room to be the store, and

another area to be home by placing pic-

tures in appropriate areas. Have the

class sit in the home area. Choose a

boy to be Blink. Tell the class that

Blink wants to go to the store but
needs a helper. Choose a helper and

then guide the class to tell the help-
er what to do. Ask the class what he

did and guide them to respond correctly.

T: Take Blink to the store.

C: /with teacher's help/
Take Blink to the store.

T: /after helper takes Blink to store/
(He) took slink to the store.

lihat did (he) do?

C: /with teacher's help/
(He) took Blink to the store.

Continue using the same pattern with
bring, brought, and home.

2. THE BUS DRIVER
Hak^ a bus by setting eight chairs in
tiro- rows of four. Give Blink to a boy
and !link to a girl. Explain that Blink
is going to put !link on the bus. Tell

Blink what to do. Guide the class to
ask Wink ' at Blink did. Help her make
the correct respOnse. Then ask the
class what Blink did and guide them to
answer correctly. Before each pupil
sits down in the bus, help him count
those on the bus, including himself.

T: /to Blink!
Put Wink on the bus.

C: /with teacher's help, after Blink
has put !link on the bus/

Phat did Blink do?
V: /with teacher's help/

He put me on the bus.
T: /to class/

!!hat did Blink do?

C: /with teacher's help/
He put her on the bus.

Vii: /counting herself, with teacher's
help/

One.

Continue sonetimes having'? 'ink help

Blink. Guide the class to use him and

her correctly. %hen all but a front.
chair are filled, choose a boy to sit
in the empty chair. Tell the class he is

the bus driver. He brings ink to
school and takes her home. He/p the
boys ask the girls what the bus driver
does, guiding them to respond correctly.

B: /with teacher's help/
'tat does the bus driver do?

G: /with teacher's help/
He brings "ink to school.

Repeat, having the girls ask the boys,
and guiding them to respond. using

takes and home.

TCH E PICTURE
Designate three areas of the room to
be home, school, and a store by hang-
ing pictures of these in appropriate

areas. Have the class stand with you

in the area marked "home". G4ve one
pupil a picture of a bus. Tell the
class he is the bus driver, and he will
take them I.:here they want to go. Have
another picture of a school, and a
store. Give one of these to a pupil
and explain that he must tell the bus
driver where to take him to match his
picture with one in the room. After
the pictures are matched., guide the
class to ask him what the bus driver
did. Help the pupil answer correctly.
Then guide the class to tell the bus
driver to bring him home and then ask
the pupil what the bus driver did.

P:

C:

P:

C:

P:

/taking picture of a store/
Take me to the store.
/after driver takes P to store/
Mat did the bus driver do?
The bus driver took me to the

store.
Bring him home.
/after driver brings P home/
What did the bus driver do?
He brought me home.

Repeat the activity with other pupils.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Nhen giving books to reading groups,
pass them out one at a time. Have

volunteers count the pupils with books
as each pupil ts given his book.

LESSON 19
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REVIEW-EVALUATION

This lesson aims at determining how well the pupils incorporate the
structures and vocabulary of Unit II into modified language situations.

It is followed by a record sheet. You should attempt to elicit
individual responses from all pupils in these activities, and keep

accurate records. It is recommended that you use a tape'recorder.
Careful use of Lesson 20 should help you to focus on specific problems

your pupils are having.
The dialogues in Lesson 20 do not represent the structures that the
pupils must say. A stimulus is given and the pupil will select his

answer from those structures he knows. The response written is

only an example of a possible response which a pupil may give.

LINGUISTIC PROGRESS CHECK

Asking and answering questions
Using the negative with did and is
Using in back of, in front of, beside, on, and in

CONCEPTUAL PROGRESS CHECK

Distinguishing motions and manner
Identifying and differentiating locations of objects
Comparing sets of objects

Activity

1._Activity

Activity

MATERIALS

1: Have pencils, crayons, erasers, paint, scissors, paste,
chalk and paper on a table in the front of the room.
Use Blink.

2: Use familiar objects which the children can name.
3: Prepare name tags for pupils and use a tape recorder.

Ask three sixth graders to visit and to bring a bag
with their favorite toys, collections, etc.



1. WHAT DID HE DO?
In the front of the room, place on a
table classroom objects such as scis-
sors, paper, paste, crayons, pencils,
paint, chalk and erasers. Have the class
stand around the table and give Blink to

a pupil. Tell another pupil to take the

paste to the far end of the table.
Tell a third pupil to ask Blink what
Pupil 2 did and have Blink respond.
Give Blink to another pupil. Continue

the activity using directives with
draw, paint, write, erase, cut,
use, bring an.alike:-Taasionally
Piave a fourth Fin ask a question to
elicit a negative response.

T: /to pupil 2, pointing to far
side of table/

(Joe), take the paste there.
/to pupil 3/
(Mary), ask Blink what (Joe) did.

P3: /to pupil 1, who is B141ki
What did (Joe) do?

B: He took the paste there.
/to pupil 4/
(Juan), ask Blink if (Joe) drew
on the paper.

P4: Did (Joe) dreg' on the paper?
B: No He didn't draw on the paper.

Continue the activity until each pupil
has had a chance to talk several times.
Have the :pupils return to their seats
by giving individUals and small
groups directives such as walk to
the chair slowl and run to the chair

t. e pupils to be careful
when they are running.

r7No1E?
R7WeTTHipsseated at their desks.
Place several familiar objects in back
of, in front of, beside, on or in
familiar places around the Point
to one of the objects and ask if it is
in back of the table. Have a child re-
spond either yes or no, with complete
sentences. When asking a false ques-
tion, cue the child with Ho. It...

T: /pointing to a truck in
back of the table/

Is the truck in back of the table?
P1: Yes. It's in back of the

table.

1% /pointing to a doll beside chair/
Is the doll in front of the chair?

No. It...

P2: No. It's not in front of the

chair.

Continue until several children have

had a chance to respond. Conclude by

asking individual pupils to bring an
object to you at the cupboard until
all the objects are returned to where

they belong.

3. _ IJESTION TIME: VISITOR
arrange for a chi from sixth grade

to have one of his favorite toys in a
bag. Give each pupil a plainly visible

name tag. Have the class sit in a
semi-circle and sit at the open end
with the visitor. Tell the class

to help you "interview" the visitor.
If necessary, ask the first question

yourself. Help the visitor to respond
to each pupil by name.

T:

VI:

Pl
VI:

P2:

Vl:

What grade are you in?
I'm in sixth grade.
/to pupil raising hand/
(Maria).

Where do you live?
I live on Main Street.

/to pupil raising hand/
(Juan).

What do you have?
/pulling the object from bag/

I have (a plane).

Continue the activity with two other
visitors. Make sure that each question
is answered and that the entire inter-
view is taped so that you can listen to
the questions more carefully at a later
time.

TAKE-OFF PROGRESS CHECK
To distribute supplies, have the class
in groups of six. Have a pupil count
six pupils and give him three supplies
to count and pass out. Then give him
three more to count and pass out. Have

another pupil do the same for another
group of six or with different supplies.
Do this several times during the day
and change the size of the groups.
Keep track of the counting on the
record sheet.

LESSON 20



RECORD SHEET - LESSON 20

Following is a list of the main structures checked in Lesson 20 As each pupil
responds to an item, place a mark indicating whether he Ines a "Standard' or
"Non-Standard" form. Compute the percentage of times the Standard form was
used by dividing the number of Standard form uses by the total number of times
the structure was used, and multiplying by 100. This is the percent of success-
fully manipulated structures. For example:

Structure Standa Non-Standard Total Percentage

What did (-) do? Ni %//,L iW4 15 10/15x100=67%

For this strvzture, there were fifteen responses; 67% of these were in Standard
form.

r STRUCTURE STANDARD NON ST ND RD P RCth

1. What did (-) do?

Did (-) (draw -

No. He didn't 1-1.

. .drew...

...painted....

...wrote....

...used....

...cut....

...brought....

...took....

2. No. It's not (-)
the table.

Yes. It's ( -,the N.

...in back of....

...in front of.

...beside....

...on....

3. Questions GOOD FAIR POOR TOTAL

PERCENT
765M7-

Counting Ability--- -ACCURATE NON-ACCURATE-
PERCENT

TOTAL 7-ATZTIATE"



THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION

We are not only irrested in the success of our lessons, as indicated on
the other side of this sheet, but we would like to take your can-nits into
consideration when we revise the lessons. Therefore, please rate each
lesson (1 s low, 5 st high) and return sheet to:

Michigan Migrant Primary Interdisciplinary Program
3800 Packard Road
Mn Arbor, Michigan 48104

Lesson
----e-atWW01116hty-----RT71716rioatattororrol

Instructional of Pupils Other Areas
Intent Activities Language of

Needs Curriculum

11 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

12 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

13 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

14 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

15 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 ? 3 4 5

16 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5.11_ 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1$ 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

19 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 0 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Suggestions for iarrovino obiectives:

Suggestions- for Stymying acrrvt sees :

Other comments:

NAM

POSMON
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2'he first grade child is curious
about the 'world of objects" around
him. He obserues different shapes, sizes,
colors, and quantities of things. In order
to tali( with his classmates about the objects around
him, the Spanish-speciking child needs to be dole to under' tand
and vse questions and statements of descriptim and identifiattion s English.

LINGUISTIC FOCUS

Unit Three contains question and answer structures in the negative and affirma-

tive which deal with:

SIZE

COLOR

NAMES OF OBJECTS

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS

SHAPE

QUANTITY

Unit Three contains activities which are basically -designed to help the first

grade child with the following

ACQUIRING RESOURCES IDENTIFYING SETS
WITH MONEY BY QUANTITY

SHARING RESOURCES

DEMONSTRATING THAT

DIFFERENT PEOPLE
WANT DIFFERENT
THINGS

ORDERING SETS

IDENTIFYING PHYSICAL
ATTRIBUTES SUCH AS
SIZE, SHAPE MD COLOR

GROUPING OBJECTS BY
SIMILAR ATTRIBUTES
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SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

1
BASIC commun FOCUS: designed to be introduced in Spanish
Demonstrating that a set of one contains one object...a set of ten contains
ten objects

Demonstrating that money is used to purchase goods which satisfy our wants
Demonstrating that scarce resources are sometimes shared
Describing the size of an object as being big or little when compared. with

other objects that are big or little
Demonstrating that a big object needs a big box
Describing the shape of an object as being round or square

S ,.

MATERIPIS:
Activity 1:
Activity 2:
Activity 3:

Activity 4:

Use a box. siraaes , pieces of chalk, erasers and pencils.
Use ten balloons and ten pennies.
Use a small yellow ball, a medium sized red ball, a big blue
ball and three boxes in which the balls fit.
Prepare a large and small circle and square for each child; use
lain paper, pencils, ar caps and small boxes.

1. CCLTUNTOS (to accompany lesson 21)

Cuente hasty cinco piedritas colocfin-
dolas en ma caja. Diga a los nifios
que en la caja hay un catjunto de cin-
co e invftelos pera que repitan con Ud.
Repite la actividad, formando cocjun-
tos de diferentes centidades entre uno
y diet. Cambie varies veces los obja-
tos con que forma los ccnjuntos usando
tize, borradores o lgpices. Forme con-
juatos en la waft, en el suelo o dibfi-
jelos en la pizerra y permita que los
nifios los roman y digan de cugntos
objetos consta coda conjunto.

2. CCI4RANDO BOMBAS

Count five stones, placing them
in a box. Tell the pupils that
there is a set of five in the box and
invite them to repeat with you. Re-
peat the activity, forming different
sets frag one to ten. Change the
objects in the sets several times,
using pieces of chalk, erasers, or
pencils. Form sets on the table,
on the floor, or draw then an
the chalkboard. Allow the child-
ren to form sets and say the number
of objects each set has.

(to accompany lesson 22) BUYING BALLOON

Muestre diet bombes, cugntelas con los
nifios, dfgales que tiene un conjunto
de diet. Pida a algunos nifios que
cuenten centidades de bombes entre
via y diet, sostenigndolas. Gyre los

pars que se refieren a lo que sostie-
nen caw un conjunto de dos, cinco,
eta. Pregunte quign tiene un con-
junto de diet, dos etc. Recoja las
bulbul y repita el

Show ten balloons, count them with the
children, and tell them you have a set
of ten. Ask some children to count
numbers of balloons between one and
ten, holding them. Guide them to call
what they have, a set of two, five,
ten, etc. Ask who has a set of two,
five, etc. Collect the balloons and



ejercicio usando centevos. D6 a um
nifto las bombes y reparta los centavos
entre tree nifios dfindoles conjuntos de
cinco, tree y dos. Permita gore los
nifios que tienen centavos compren bom-
bes a un centavo cads una y se paten
al frente con dos naps ass. Invftelos
a qua comparten las dies bonbas for-

s-dodo ua con junto de dos pars cads

nitro.

repeat, using pennies. Then give one
child the balloons and redistribute the
pennies swag three other pupils, giv-
ing them. sets of five, three and two.
Have the pupils with pennies buy bal-
loons for a penny eac).-A, and then stand
in front with two other pupils. Help
the five pupils stare the ten balloons
forming a set of two for each pupil.

3. CADA CAJA CON SU BOLA (to accompany lesson 23) EACH BOX wrm ITS BALL

Muestre una bola roja grende y una ma-
rina pequefta, hags que los niftos lee

observen e interr6guelos sobre el tame.-

fto, cuando helm dicho que la bola ro-
ja es grande guarde is marina, sues-
tie una azul ids grande que is roja e
interr6guelos de nuevo pars que obser-
yen que is roja es ids pequefta qw:. is
azu!. Muestre una caja suficientesen-
te grande pare la bola roja pero en is
que no quepa la azul. Pida a un nifto

que ponga is bola azul dentro de is
caja, anima° pars que exprese que la
bola c3 ids grende que is caja. D6le
uns ca;ja en donde of quepa la bola,
pregunte por qu6 shots sf cebe la bo-
la en is caja y repita is respuesta
con los nifios. Repita is actividad
usando lee otras dos bolas.

ClIADROS Y RUEDAS

Show a big red ball and a small yellow
ball. As the pupils look at the balls
ask them about the size. When they
have said that the red ball is big, pit
away the yellow ball. Show a blue one
larger than the red and ask them again
about the size to see that the red is
smaller than the blue. Show the class

a box large enough to fit the red ball
in but not the blue one. Ask a child

to put the blue ball inside the box,
encouraging him to say that the ball

is larger than the box. Give him a

box that the ball will fit in, asking
him why the ball fits now and re-
peat the answer with the children.

Repeat the activity using the other
two balls.

(to accompany lesson 210 CIRCLES AND S AtERLS

Muestre un cfrculo de papel, pasendo
su dedo alrededor &gales: "esto ea re-

ftd.o." Proceda igual el nostrar un cu ad-

redo diciendo: "esto es cadrado." D6
a los niffos papel, lipiz y modelos cow
tapites redaadas y ca jitas pequeftas.

Apfdelos yam que tracen un cuadrado
y un cfrculo en el pepel. Reparta
cfrculos y cuadrados en tamenos grande
7 pequefio hechos en pepel. Inirftelos
a jugar de "encontrar." Ud. mostrarl.
un cfrculo grande, mientras ellos lo
observer, repetirgn coo Ud. qug
es. Luego, cerrendo los Nos to-
car& las figures que tienen sobre
la mess haste, encontrar uns igual,

repita pars que encuentren el cfr-
culo pequefto y los dos cuadros.

Show a circle made of paper, .moving
your finger, around it and saying,
"This is zound." While shoving
a square, say "This is square."

Give the children paper, pencils and
models such as round caps and small
boxes. Help them dram a square and
a circle on the paper. Distribute
large and small circles and squares
made of paper. Invite them to
play "To Find." Show a large
circle. As they observe it, help

them tell what it is. Then have
them close their eyes and touch the
figures they have on their tables
to find a similar one. Repeat to
find the small circle and the squares.
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Review

a (....) of (...)

ball, pencil, crayon
write, drew
one-five

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

(This, That, It) is a (block).
Whatss (this, that)?
What's in (this, that)?
What do you do with it?
(I) (play) with it.

plblock,
marble, set,

ay

LINGUISTIC CORENTARY

Typical language problems are: omission
of first do in What do ou do with it?;
substitutiiin of t or at, s for
this, and "wit" owit" &
MK.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Demonstrating that one and one more
is two...four and one more is five

Recalling missing objects
Demonstrating the uses of classroca

resourses

Distinguishing one kind of object from
other kinds of objects by attributes

Identifying a set of one as containing
one object...a set of five as con-
taining five objects

1 CONCEPTUAL COWENTARY

Typical conceptual problems are: difficul-
ty recalling which object should be its the

1 bag, difficulty understanding a set as
containing a number of objects.

Activity I:

Activity 2:
Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use a large box, a ball, block, marble, pencils, crayons, chalk
and Blink.

Use a pencil, crayon, eraser, pieces of chalk, and Blink.
Use a marble, block, ball, and a paper bag.



1. THIS AND THAT
On a table p ace a ball, blocks, and
a marble. Explain to the class that
they are going to play with the toys.

Help a pupil point to the ball and
say, "That's a ball." Give the ball to
Blink and ask what it is. Men have
Blink give the ball to a pupil and re-
peat the question. Guide the correct
response. Then ask the class what he
does with it, and have Blink model and
then guide the response.

T: /pointing to the ball/
That's a ball.

P: /pointing to the ball/
That's a ball.

1: /while giving the ball to Slink/
What's this?

B: This is a ball.
/while giving the ball to pupil/
What's this?

P: /with teacher's help/
This is a ball.

T: What does (he) do with it?
B: (He) plays with it.
T: /to class/

What does (he) do with it?
C: /with Blink's help/

(He) plays with it.
Pupil bounces ball.

Repeat, building with the blocks, and
rolling the marble. Then have pupils
identify pencils and crayons, first
telling and then showing their use.

2. SETS
Arrange the class in a seated semicir-
cle. Place a pencil, crayon, an eraser,
and pieces of chalk on the floor. Draw
two chalk circles and place an object
in each. Point to Circle 1, ask the
class about the set inside, and use
Blink to guide the correct answer.

T: /pointing to Circle 1/
What's that?

B: That's a set of one.
C: /with Blink's help/

That's a set of one.

Repeat the above dialog pointing to
Circle 2. Then remove the object from
Circle 2 and place it in Circle 1.
Count the two objects now in Circle 1

and ask the class about the set. Help
them reply, "That's a set of two."
lace a third object in Circle 2 and

help a pupil point to each circle and
ask the class about each set. Help

the class respond.

T: /counting objects in Circle 1/
One, two.

What's that?
C: /with teacher's help/

That's a set of two.

P: /after third object is in Circle 2,
and pointing to Circle 2/
What's that?

C: That's a set of one.
P: /pointing to Circle 1/

What's that?
C: That's a set of two.

Continue for sets of three through
five, always adding the one item in

Circle 2 to the set in Circle 1.

3. IT'S IN ME BAG
On a table p ace a marble, block, and
ball. Have a volunteer cover his
eyes while another pupil puts one of
the objects in a paper bag. Then have
the volunteer look at the objects left.
Help the class question him about the
object in the bag.

T: /pointing into the bag/
What's in this?

C: /pointing with teacher's help/
What's in that?

V: /guessing/
Its a (marble).

C: /with teacher's help/
Yes. what do you do with it?

V: /with teacher's help/
I play with it.

If the volunteer guesses incorrectly,
he should keep guessing until he
guesses correctly.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
Tairaiii art c class give pupils two pieces
of paper. Have them, construct equival-
ent sets by drawing a large circle on
each piece of paper, choosing a number
and then drawing that many things in
each circle. Have pupils arrange their
sets in order with the sets of others.

LESSON 21
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Review LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

(This, That, It) is a (set of one).
I (want, have) (that set of five).

I
Is (this, that) a (set of five)?
Yes, it is.
No, it's not.

bead, penny

LINGUISTIC COI4IENTARY

Typical language problems are: omission of
it in yeliitis and No, it's not:
substitiltib6-0"jes" form and "beat"
for bead.

-Review CONCEPTUAL. FOCUS Introduce

Identifying a set of one as contain-
ing one object...a set of five as
containing five objects

Identifying a set of six as contain-
ing six objects. .a set of ten as

containing ten objects
Demonstrating that money is used to
purchase goods which satisfy our
wants

Demonstrating that resources are scarce'
and that we cannot satisfy all our
wants

Demonstrating that scarce resources
are sometimes shared

Matching uivalent sets one to one

CONCEPTUAL COPIIENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that a set can contain many
different quantities of objects.

MATERIALS
Activity 1: Use a piece of chalk and Blink.
Activity 2: Use 21 beads, 5 pennies, a table, and Wink.
Activity 3: Use 10 balloons, a table, Wink and Blink.



1. THE CHILDREN SET
grange the class in a semicircle. Se-

lect five pupils to stand near you.
Have a sixth pupil draw a chalk circle
on the floor around the set of five

pupils. Then have him stand away from
the circle. Have the class count the
set. Then ask if it is a set of five.
Have Blink model the response. Point-

ing to Pupil 6, ask if he is a set of

one. After the response, have Pupil 6
stand in the circle and have the class
count the set. Say that this is a set

of six. Ask if it is a set of five.
Use Blink to model the response 195
it's not and to tell what it is. Have

the c ass repeat.

TIC: One two, three,...five.
T: Is this a set of five?
B: Yes, it is.
C: Yes, it is.

T: /pointing to Pupil 6f
Is this a set of one?

C: Yes, it is.
14C: /after P6 is added to the set/

One, two, three,...six.
T: This is a set of six.

Is this a set of five?
B: No, it's not. It's a set of six.
C: No, it's not. It's a set of six.

Continue, adding one pupil at a time
to form sets of seven through ten.

2. FIVE FOR FIVE
Have the class stand in a semicircle
in front of a table. Have Mink show
the class a bead and a penny. identify
them and have the class identify them.
Place five pennies and five beads on

opposite ends of the table as the
class counts. Select a pupil to point
to each and ask if it is a set of
five. Have the class answer.

U: /showing bead and then penny/
This is a bead. This is a penny.

TAC: That is a bead. That is a penny.
TAC: /W places each set on table/

One, two..five. One,...five.
TAP: /pointing to each set in turn/

Is that a set of five?
C: Yes, it is. It's a set of five.

Explain to the class that they can buy

the beads with the five pennies. Se-

lect a girl to buy the beads. Place

sets of seven and nine beads on the

table. Have the class count each set,
as the girl points to each and asks if

it is a set of five. When the set of
five is identified, have the girl buy the
beads with the pennies.

TAP: /pointing to a set/
Is this a set of five?

MC: One, two, three,... (nine).
No, it's n "t. It's a set of

(nine).

P: /pointing to a set of five/
Is this a set of five?

TAC: One, two, three,...five.
Yes, it is. It's a set of five.

TWARTOIREITAINIE
Have a set of ten balloons on a table.

Have the class count the members of

the set. Ask if it is a set of ten.

Select a boy as Blink and a girl as
Wink, telling the class that they each
want a set of ten balloons. Ask each

what he wants, guiding the response.

TAC: One, two, three,...ten.
T: Is this a set of ten?
C: Yes, it is. It's a set of ten.

T: /to Wink/
What do you want?

W: /pointing with teacher's help/
I want that set of ten.

T: /to Blink/
What to you want?

B: I want that set of ten.

Explain that there are not enough bal-
loons for each so Wink and Blink will

have to share. Give each a set of
five, having them count the sets. Ask

each what he has.

W: One, two, three,...five.
1: What do you have?

TN: I have a set of five.

TAKEZOTTINTE
*Have the class list objects in the
room, such as windows, telling what
their uses are. Draw a picture of
each object on the chalkboard. Have
the class count the set members and
repeat why they are listed.

LESSON 22
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Review

Yes, it is.

No, it's not.

INTERDISCIPLINARY
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box, block, ball, marble
car, truck

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

What size is (that) (ball)?
(This) (ball) is (big).
Is (this, that) (ball) (big)?

size; big, little
balloon

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: addition of
of in questions of size, as Of what size...
ommision of it in It is big; non-standard
word order in question Is this balite_
as, Is bigLthis ball? and substitution of
"beek* or Hbeeg" for big.

Review

None

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Describing the size of an object
as being big or little when com-
pared with other objects that
are big or little

Observing that attributes of re-
sources help determine their uses;
a big object needs a big box

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY
Typical conceptual problems are: difficul-
ty in understanding that an object can be
big or little depending on what it's com-
pared to; and size as a class that includes
both Lig and little,.

Activity 1:
Activity 2

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use several big and little balloons and Wink.
Prepare 4 sheets of paper cut almost in half, and pictures of
big and little balls, cars, trucks, and balloons; use
Wink and Blink.

Use a big and a little box, and a big and a little ball.



1. WHAT SIZE IS IT?
Blow up several balloons to various
sizes and give them to pupils. Point
to a big balloon and have the pupi:
hold it up. Ask, "What size is that
balloon?" Have Wink answer, "That bal
loon is big." Ask the class about the
balloon and guide the response.

T: /pointing to big balloon/
What size is that balloon?

W: /pointing to the balloon/
That balloon is big.

T: /to class/
What size is that balloon?

C: /with teacher's help/
That balloon is big.

Repeat, selecting a little balloon and
introducing balloon with little. Then
divide the class into two groups and
guide the pupils to ask each other
about the relative sizes of their bal-
loons as you point to them.

3. THE RIGHT BOX FOR THE RIGHT BALL
Divide the class into two groups and
show them a big ball, and a box that
is big enough to hold the big ball.
Also show a little ball that fits in

- a little box. Help one group ask the
other about the size of objects as
you point to them.

2. BIG AND LITTLE SURPRISES
Have the class seated at their desks.

Have pictures of big and little balls,
balloons, trucks, and cars. Have each
pair of pictures covered by a divided
sheet that can be lifted to reveal one
item at a time. The relative size of
the item will be known only when the
like item is also uncovered. Have Wink
and Blink model questions and assist
the class in answering.

W: /uncovering a ball/
Is that ball big?

B: /with head nodding/
Yes, it is.

W: /uncovering a bigger ball/
Is that ball big?

C: /with Blink's help/
Yes, it is.

W: /pointing at the first ball/
Is that ball big?

C: /with Wink's help/
No, it's not. It's little.

Continue, having Wink help three in-
dividuals, one at a time, ask the
class about the balloons, trucks, and
cars. If necessary, have Blink help
the class to give the appropriate re-
sponses.

Gl:

G2:

Gl:

G2:

/as teacher points to big ball/

What size is that ball?
That ball is big.
/as teacher points to the little
ball/

What size is that ball?
That ball is little.

When all boxes and balls have been
identified, guide a pupil to demon-
strate that the big ball does not fit
in the little box, but it does fit in
the big box.

Repeat the activity with Group 2 ask-
ing about the sizes using the ques-
tion Is that ball big? and Group 1
responding with Yes it's big or
No, it's not. It's littlo.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*DuringalCaFf period, have the pupils
print big and little designs with big
and little pieces of sponge and paint.
Discuss the size Of each design as
compared with others on the pupil's
paper, as well as the designs of other
pupils.

*To break the daily routine, have the
pupils stand beside their desks and
take first a little jump, and then a
big jump. Have them make little cir-
cles with their hands, and big circles
with their arms.

*During clean-up time encourage the
class to sort things into sets of big
objects and sets of little objects,
counting the members of each set as
they put them away.

*Have the pupils bring toys from home
to display on a "Big-Little Table".
Discuss the size of each toy as com-
pared to the others. Have pupils group
the toys by size, then compare groups.

LESSON 23
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Review

What () is that?
It's (big).

big, little

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

Which one is (big)?
This one is (big).
Is this (round) or (square)?

shape; round, square

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: omission

of this or non-standard word order in

I Is MIT round or s uare?, as for example:

1iround or square. This is round or

square? or Is round or square irailriub-

stitut on of "shape" for shape and "es uare"

for square; use of This one no is big or

This one is not big and "wheech" for which.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Observing that attributes of re-

sources help determine their

uses; a big object needs a big box

Describing the size of an object as

being big or little when compared

with other objects

Describing the shape of an object as

being round or square
Demonstrating that round objects roll

easily while square ones do not

Observing that if an object is round

it can't be square and vice versa

Observing multiple attributes of

resources

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty

understanding that "shape" is a class which

includes both round and square.
agliwwww

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use a hula-hoop, big square box, big square bead, marble, and Blink.

Activity 2: Chalk a big square and little circle on the floor; use Wink.

Activity 3: Chalk a big circle and square and a little circle and square on

the floor.



1. TRACE A SHAPE
Have the class sit in the shape of a
horseshoe on the floor. At the open
end, place a hula-hoop, a big square
box, a square bead and a marble. Have
Blink trace around the edge of each
object, one at a time, and ask
the class about the shape. Help
t:nccil::sItinsswerti,:ir:h. either It's

B: /tracing around marble/
What shape is this?

T: /modeling answer/
It's round.

T&C: It's round.

Have one pupil sit in the box and
another sit in the hula-hoop, tracing
the shape of the object with their
fingers. Help the class ask the in-
dividuals, one at a time, about the
shape. Help the individuals respond_
if necessary.

T: /modeling question/
What shape is that?

T&C: /to individual in box/
What shape is Vlat?

P1: /with help, if necessary/
It's square.

Continue the activity, helping a pu-
pil demonstrate that he needs a big
box to sit in and that round objects
roll easily while square ones do not.

2. THE CIRCLE - SQUARE JUMP

Have the class sit in a circle on the
floor. Chalk a big square and a lit-
tle circle in the center floor area.
Choose a group of three pupils to
stand up and jump to the little circle
or the big square while answering the
class's questions about which of the
drawings is big, not bio, little, not
little, square, not square, round,
not round.

T: /to 3 pupils and modeling ques-
tion for class/
Which one is big?

T&C: Uhich one is big?
G: /jumping to square and witn

teacher's help/
This one is big.

After several groups have had a turn
to answer the questions about size
and shape, jump with Wink into the big
square and have Wink ask the class if
it is big or little, and then, if it
is round or square. Help the class
respond appropriately.

U; /in big square/
Is this big or little?

C: /with teacher's help/
It's big.

U: /still in big square/
Is this round or square?

C: /with teacher's help/
It's square.

Repeat the activity, having pupils use
Wink, jump on the little circle, and
ask the same questions.

IEPI-)n-SIUARE3-T1
After pushing the desks to the sides

of the room, chalk a big circle and
square and a little circle and square
on the floor. Choose groups of eight
or nine pupils to play "Follow The

Leader" as you march onto the outline
of each chalked shape. Continuously
ask the questions fromActivities 1
and 2 about the shape and size of the
pupil formations and respond with the
class.

T: /as group forms big circle/
What shape is this?

TtIC: It's round.

Continue the activity, guiding individ-
ual pupils to ask two or three questions
about each shape with each group of
pupils.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Use several shoeboxes, placing a ball
in one, a marble in the second:, and a
block in the third. Seal the tops on
and give the boxes to pupils, having
them tip the boxes back and forth to
guess the shape and size of the objects.

*During art, have pupils take a piece of
light-weight paper and a soft pencil
around the room, rubbing on the floor
tile, jar lids, etc., to see and talk
about the shapes that appear on the paper.

LcSSON 24
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REVIEW

LINGUISTIC FOCUS - REVIEW

Identifying objects by using this, that, or it with is followed by a noun

Describing objects by using this, that, or it with is followed by an adjec-

tive

Asking about the size and shape of objects

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS - REVIEW

Observing that one and one more is two,...nine and one more is ten
Identifying a set of one as containing one object...a set of ten as contain-

ing ten objects
Describing the size of an object as being big or little when compared with

other objects that are big or little
Describing the shape of an object as being round or square
Identifying the function of a resource

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Prepare 45 orange and 10 green paper circles, about 5" in diame-
ter; use a stapler, tape, and a table.

Activity 2: Prepare individual pictures, one for each pupil, of big and lit-
tle balloons, bags, beads, marbles, blocks.

Activity 3: Draw 3 circles and 3 squares on the floor with chalk; use 1
square bean bag.



1. PAPER CIRCLE CHAINS
Have the class sit in the shape of a
horseshoe with a table at the open
end near a bulletin board or wall.
On the table have a stapler, forty-
five orange and ten green paper cir-
cles. Tape one green circle hiah on
the wall and say that it is a set of
one. Then have a pupil ask the class
what it is. Staple a green circle on
the bottom of an orange circle demon-

strating the concept of "One MOW.
As you tape the two stapled circles
high on the wall next to the set of
one circle, say, "This is a set of
two," and have a different pupil ask
the class what it is.

T: /taping one circle on wall/
This is a set of one.

P1: /pointing with teacher's help/
!'hat's that?

T&C: It's a set of one.
T: /taping two circles on wall/

This is a set of to.
P2: /pointing to tso circles/

lihat's that?

C: It's a set of two.

Continue through ten, always stapling
the orange circles first and adding
"one more" green one on the end of
each string as below:

ramie

2. PUPIL POP UP
Arrange pictures of big and little
balloons, bags, beads, marbles and
blocks in a big circle on the floor.
Have each child sit on one picture.
Move in front of individuals and
guide them to "pop ur" to show their
picture. Inquire about each picture.

T: /standing in front of pupil and
pointing at hidden picture/
Nhat's that?

P: /"popping up" to show picture/
It's a balloon.

Nave individuals one at a time be the
"questioner". Then, repeat the

activity, having the class hold their
pictures in front of them. Use What
size is (that balloon)? and Is (that
balloon) (bia)f Let individuals be-
come the size "Questioner".

3. HIT A SHAPF
Have the pupi s sit on the floor in a
circle. Chalk three circles and three
squares in the center area. Have one

pupil toss a square bean bag onto one
of the chalk shanes. Guide him to ask

the class about the chalk shape.

P1: /pointing to proper chalk shape
and askina with teacher's help/
That shape is that?

C: It's (round).

After several pupils have tossed the
bag and asked "hat shape is that?,
change the question to Is it round
or mare? and have several pupils ask

that question. Then holding up the
bean bag, ask about its shape and use.

T: /holding up square bean bag/
what shape is this?

C: It's square.
T: l'hat do you do with it?

C: I nlay tlith it.

SUGGESTED FIELD TRIP
Arrange to take the class, in small
nroups, through a department or gro-
cery store after lessons 16-24 have

been completed. On the way to the

store have the Groups discuss how to
behave safely on the Nis and inside

the store. Have each aide or mother
help her group identify and describe
the merchandise, using questions and
statements, about the names, sizes,
shanes and functions of the articles,
After the trip collect pictures of the
merchandise seen by the class. Put
tape on the back of the pictures and
set them on the chalk ledge. Ask the
class to identify that they saw on the
trip using the nuestion !That's in the
store? Tape the pictures to the board
as tie pupils touch them. After the

pictures have been identified, aid the
class in grouping them by asking their

shape, etc. Continue, encouraging
any grouping pupils may select.
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SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIESS PROGRAM

I MIGRANT

BASIC CONCEPTUAL FOCUS: designed to be introduced in Spanish:
Identifying articles of clothing
Demonstrating that people want many things
Distinguishing -whether or not objects are same size
Ordering sets ccataining one-five
Describing objects by color
Classifying like sizes and colors of clothing
Determining how Raw articles of clothing are the same color

MATERIALS:
Activiiy- 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

Activity le:

Prepare a boy and a girl paper doll and cutouts of dresses, and
shirts.
Prepare paper cutouts of 10 jackets, 10 shoes and 10 socks in two
sizes; use a blindfold
Prepare several paper cutouts of jackets, pants, shoes, shir' ts
dresses, socks in red, yellow and blue, and a piece of paper in
each c, of those colors.
Prepare 4 strips of different colors, using red, blue, yellow,
green, white or black paper.

1. 14SECO3 DE PAPEE, (to accompany lesson 26) PAP1M DOLL,

Seale las camisas, pentalones y ves-
tidos de distintos niflos, pregunte a
is clase que son. Muestre camisas,
vestidos y pantalones de mufieco de
papel y permits a tres nitios que es-
cojan las piezas que prefieran. Pre-
gunte a is close ciliates piezas tiene
cads uno de esos nifios. Muestre una
=Hem de papel sin vestido, pregunte
que necesita la mufieca. Ayude a is
close a preguntar a los niflos con
recortes si tienen vestidos. El pri-
mero de los tres niffos que encuentre
un vestido se lo pondre, a la =Recs.
Repita usando un =Heap sin camisa.

Point to several ptrAls pants, shirts
and dresses. Ask the class that they
are. Show paper doll shirts, pants,
and dresses and have three pupils
choose several items that they like.
Ask the class how many articles of
clothing each child has in his hands.
Show a girl paper doll without cloth-
ing. Ask what the doll needs. Help
the class to ask the three pupils with
the cutouts if they have dresses. The
first of the three pupils to find a
dress puts it on the dolls. Repeat
using a bay paper doll without a shirt.

22 BUSCANDO LAS MAULS (to accompany lesson 27) FINDING THE BIG ONES

Muestre recortes de medics en dos ta-
macs preguntendo que son. Esccada
las pequeflas. Muestre las grandee y
pregunte amp son. Muestre 8610 las
pequeflas y repita, is pregunta. Mos-
trend° una de cads tonal° pregrurteles

Show cutouts of large and small socks
and ask what they are. Hide the -..all
ones. Show the large socks and ask
about their size. Then show only the
small socks and repeat the question.
Showing a sock of each size, ask the



si son iguales. Repita. la actividad

con recortes de sacos y zapatos. Vgn-
dele los ojos a unnifio e invitelo a
que forme un conjunto de tres sacos
grandes. RepitaLvendgndole los ojcs
a diferentes nifios y perndtigndoles

que formen conjuntos de uno a cinco
con recortes grandes o pequeflos. Ayu-
de a un nifio a organizar los coujuntos

por su cantidad.

class if they are the same. Repeat
the activity with cutouts of jackets
and shoes. Blindfold a pupil and in-
vite him, to form a set of three large
jackets. Repeat, blindfolding dif-
ferent pupils and asking them to form
sets of one to five, with large or
small cutouts. Then, help a pupil
order the sets from one-five.

3. JUGANDO DE TIERDA (to accompany' lesson 28) PLAYING STORES

Forme con mesitas un mostrador y colo-
gne medics, camisas, vestidos, sacos,
pantalones y zapatos recortados de pa-
pel rojo, amarillo y azul. Un nifio

serf'. el "vendedor", los demgs vendrgn

de uno en uno a comprar. Ayude al
"compradar" Para que pregunte si tie-
nen camisas. El "vendedor" mostrarg
una roja y el "camprador" guiado por Ud,
preguntarg si tiene otros colores. El
"vendedor" mcstrarg otras de diferentes
colores y UA, preguntarg a la clase de
qug color es cada una que muestre.
Repita la actividad hasta gee cada ni-
fio haya "comprado" una pieza. Muestre
un trozo de papel amarillo y pida que
los nifios que tienen ropa amarilla
se pongan de pie. Forme un grupo con
ellos. Repita con rojo y azul. Pre-
gunte si los nifios de un grupo tienen

del mismo color y haga la misma pre-
gunte con nifics de grupos distintos.

It. DEL MISMO COLOR

Make a counter with tables. On the

counter place socks, shirts, dresses,
jackets, pants, and shoes cut out of
red, yellow, and blue paper. One

pupil will be the "storekeeper", and
the others will come one at a time to
shop. Help the "customer" -co ask if

the "storekeeper" has shirts. The
"storekeeper" will show a red one and
the "customer", guided by you, will
ask if there are other colors. The
"storekeeper" shalt other shirts of
different colors and you ask the class
the color of each shirt he shows.
Repeat the activity until each pupil
has "bought" an article of clothing.
Then show a strip of yellow paper and
ask the children who have the yellow
clothes to stand, forming a group.
Repeat with red and with blue. Ask
if all the pupils in one group have
the same color. Ask the same question
with pupils of two groups.

(to accompany lesson 29) THE SAME COLOR

Repartatiras de papel rojo, azul,
amarillo, verde, blanco y negro.
Llame a un nifio que lleve zapatos ne-
gros. Pregunte de qug color son sus
zapatos y diga a los niIos con tiras
de ese color que se las den al nifio.
Repita la actividad con nifics que ten-
gan prendas de vestir en los colores
de las tiras de papel. Cuando todas
las tiras de un color estgn en mans
de un nifio invite a la clase pare que
las cuente. Pregunte de cugntas tiras
consta el conjunto qu.e tiene cada ni-
no. Hfigalos comparar si dos conjuntos
son iguales o diferentes.

Distribute strips of red, blue, yel-
low, green, white, and black paper.
Ask a pupil who is wearing black
shoes what color his shoes are. Tell
the pupils with paper strips that
match the color of the shoes to give
the strips to the pupil. Repeat the
activity with pupils who have cloth-
ing of each of the other colors.
When all the strips of a given color
are in the hands of the pupil; have
the class count them. Ask how many
strips of paper make up the set that
each child has. Have the pupils
compare the sets to see if the two
sets are alike or different.
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Review

What's this?
It's a ().
I want (===).

It's a set of (three).

three -five

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

What are (these, those)?
Those (are, aren't) (dresses).
They're (dresses).

clothes: dress, dresses, shirt,
shirts, pair of pants, pants

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: substitution
of is for are; loss of-verb are, as they dresses
for thsy're dresses: loss of plural endings; sub-
stitution of-age-for those, "Jeese" for these,
dare for there, 'rchireliTshirt, maren" for
aren't, and pant for pants.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying sets of three-five Identifyinn articles of clothing
Distingui;hing clothing as a class
Demonstrating that people want
many things

Classifying like items of clothing
Ordering sets containing three-five

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding clothing as a class that in-
cludes dresses, shirts, and pants.

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Prepare magazine cutouts of 2 dresses, 2 pairs of pants and 2
shirts; use a string, 6 paper clips, and Wink.

Use a clothing catalog and Blink.
Prepare a box with a picture of a washing machine taped on the

front, magazine cutouts of 1 shirt, 2 pairs of pants and 3
dresses; use all of the cutouts from Activity 1 also.



1. HANGING CLOTHES

Hang a string "clothesline" in front
of the class. Have magazine cutouts
of two dresses, two pairs of pants, and
two shirts on a table. Have one pupil

"hang up" a dress with a paper clip.
Have him ask the class what the cutout
is. Model the correct response. Then
"hang up" the other dress yourself.
Have Wink touch the dresses and ask,

"What are these?" Model the response.

P: /hanging up dress and with
teacher's help/
What's this?

T: /modeling response/

It's a dress.

C: It's a dress.
W: /touching dresses after teacher

puts dress on line/
What are these:

T: /stepping back and pointing
to dresses/
Those are dresses.

C: Those are dresses.

Continue, using 1;hirt, shirts, pair of
pants, and pants. Then point to all
the clothes on the line and say, "Those
are clothes." Ask the class to repeat.

T: /indicating, all the cutouts/
Those are clothes.
What are those?

C: /with teacher's help/
Those are clothes.

2. CATALOG SHOPPING
Have the class sit on the floor in
front of you, separating the girls
and boys. Showing a catalog page of
dresses, have Blink and the boys ask
the girls, "ghat are those?" Help the
girls trick the boys saying, "They're
shirts." Have Blink's group respond,
"Those aren't shirts." Help the girls
give the right answer.

B: /to girls, pointing at dresses/
What are those?

Bs: What are those?
T: They're shirts.
Bs: They're shirts.
B: Those aren't shirts.

Bs: Those aren't shirts.
T&Gs: They're dresses.

Continue the activity, turning to
pages of shirts and pants so that the
girls can be the "questioners."

Then return to each page and ask individ-
uals to point to desired item.

T: /showing page of (dresses)/
Which ones do you want?

P: /after pointing to several dress-
es and with teacher's he p/
I want those.

3. THE LAUNDROMAT
On a table in front of the class, have
a box with a picture of a washing ma-

chine taped on the front. Put maga-

zine cutouts of three shirts, four
pairs of pants, and five dresses in

the "machine." Have two helpers at

the "laundromat." Have one helper
take out the clothes, one by one, ask,
"What is this?" and give each item to

the other helper. Helper 2 "sorts the
clothes" by arranging them in sets of

like items and asks, "What are these?"

Guide the class to respond appropri-
ately to both helpers.

P1: /with teacher's help and taking
item from "machine"/
What's this?

C: /with teacher's help/
It's a (dress).

P2: /sorting clothes into groups of
like items and with teacher's
help/
What are these?

C: They're (dresses).

Continue until all items are identi-
fied and grouped. Then arrange the

sets in order; three shirts, four
pairs of pants, five dresses. Hold up

each set, helping the class count the
items and name the set.

TEX: /teacher holding up shirts/
One, two, three.
It's a set of three.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*At free times, let pupils play with
a box of old clothes. Encourage them
to talk about 'heir own clothes'as well
as the "dress up" clothes.
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Review LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

I want a ( ) .

(This, That is ( ).

(These, Those) arili-r ).

Uhat (size) are (these, those)?

a set of (two)

big, little

Are (these) (the same size)?
(These) (are, aren't) (the same size).

They're different.

socks, shoes, jackets
the same, different

LiOGUISTIC COEMEHTARY

Typical language problems are: loss of verb

are; loss of plural ending; substitution of
Trabos" for shoes, " akes" for- jackets,
"siiiTfor siliTand Geeferen"-ii7different.

I

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying articles of clothing
Describing the relative size of an
object

Identifying sets of one-five

Distinguishing whether or not objects

are the same size
Demonstrating that different people

went different things
Ordering sets one-five

CONCEPTUAL COMMEnTARY

A typical concept/al problem is: difficulty
understanding that cutouts differing in only
one attribute are not the same.

hATERIALS

Activity 1: Prepare red, yellow & blue paper cutouts of 2 big & 4 little

shoes, 2 big & 4 little socks, and 4 big & 2 little jackets,

making sure that each of the 3 colors are used for each type of

clothing; use 3 shoe boxes, ',link and Blink.

Activity 2: Use 2 big and 2 little cutouts of shoes, jackets, and socks from

Activity 1 and Wink.
Activity 3: Use cutouts from Activity 1 for sets of 1 and 5 jackets, 2 and 4

shoes, 3 socks and a paper bag.



1. HIDDEN CUTOUTS

On a table have three shoe boxes, and
cutouts of shoes, socks, and jackets.
Using Wink, identify one, then several

shoe cutouts. Put the shoe cutouts in

one box. Ask the class what they are
and use Blink to guide the response.

U: /holding up shoe cutout/

This is a shoe.
/holding up several shoe cutouts/
These are shoes.

What are these?
B&C: They're shoes.

Introduce sock, socks, jacket, 'act kets

in the same manner. Have Wink hide her
eyes while Blink mixes up the three
boxes. Wink tries to guess what
is in each box, while Blink and the
class respond.

W: /guessing and pointing to a box/
Are those jackets?

B: /looking in the box and modeling/
No. Those aren't jackets.
Those are shoes.

B&C: /while class looks into the box/
No. Those aren't jackets.
Those are shoes.

W:. /pointing to a second box/
Are those socks?

B&C: /looking into the box/
Yes. Those are socks.

Repeat having groups and then individ-
uals question each other.

2. SAME SIZE GAME
Display on a board two big and two little
cutouts of shoes, socks, and jackets.
Point to two big socks. Ask their size.
Tell the class they're the same size.
Ask if they are the same size and have
Wink give the response. Repeat the a-
bove showing a big and a little sock,
stressing the size difference.

T: /pointing to both big socks/
What size are those?

C. /with Wink's help/
Those are big.

T: They're the same size.
Are they the same size?

C: /with Wink's help/
Yes. They're the same size.

T: /pointing to a little sock/
What size is that?

W&C: That's little.

T: /pointing to a big and little sock/
Those aren't the same size.
They're different.
Are those the same size?

C: /with Mink's help/
No. They're not the same size.

They're different.

Continue, having several pupils come

up and choose any two cutouts. Have

them show the cutouts to the class,
and ask, in turn, if they :ire the same

size. Guide the correct response.

P: /choosing a big and a little shoe/
Are these the same size?

C: Ho. Those aren't the same size.
They're different.

3. PICK A SET
In a paper bag place five sets of cut-
outs having one, two, three, four, and

five members. Include sets of shoes,

socks, and jackets. Clip each set to-

gether. Blindfold a pupil and have

him take a set from the bag. Help him

ask the class what he has After he

has identified his sets remove the
blindfold, and help him hang his
set on the bulletin board so that all

the members of the set are visible.
Guide him to tell what set he has.

P: /with teacher's help after taking
a set of two jackets from the bag/

Are these shoes?
C: No. They aren't shoes.
P: Are these jackets?
C: Yes. They're jackets.

T&P: One, two.
It's a set of two.

As pupils identify sets by number, help
arrange them in order of quantity. Vary
the activity by having pupils ask if
different cutouts are the same size.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*During free- times let pupils cut out
articles of clothing they would like to

have from old catalogs. Encourage the

class to identify and group them as they
are put on a bulletin board.
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Describing objects by color
Distinguishing whether or not objects
are the same color

Demonstrating preference in satis-
fying needs

F MICHIGAN
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Review

They're (jackets).
That's a (jacket).
It's

Yes. ihiy're the same
I want these (jackets).

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

socks, dresses, shirts, jackets

That color are they?
Uhat color are (these, those) (socks)?
(Those clothes) (are, are not) (red).
(Two) are (red).

color; red, yellow, blue

LINGUISTIC CONIENTARY

Typical language problems are: addition of
of before what, as in Of what color are
these clothes?; substitution of "jellow"
for yellow and "ret" for red.

Review CONCEPTU

Identifying articles of clothing
Classifying resources by attributes

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

ANIMIIIMI10.

A typical conceptual problem is: difficul-

ty understanding color as a class that in-
cludes yellow, blue, and red.

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Prepare 3 or 4 pictures each of red clothes and blue clothes with
tape on the back of each picture or use the red and blue cutouts
from Lesson 27; use Blink.

Prepare 1 red, 1 yellow and 1 blue dress and shirt cutout; use 1
red, 1 yellow and 1 blue jacket cutout from Lesson 27, and Wink.

Prepare 1 red, 3 yellow and 5 blue sock cutouts; use 1 red, 1
yellow and 1 blue sock cutout from Lesson 27.



1. COLOR CLOTHES
Have several pictures of red clothes
and-blue clothes taped to the board
grouped by color. Using Blink, point
to one set and Nave him ask its color.
Model the reply for the class.

B: /touching red clothes/
What color are these clothes?

T: Those clothes are red.
T&C: Those clothes are red.

Next ask groups of pupils, then
repeat with the blue set. Next, point
to each set in turn, telling what color
it is not and asking what color it is.

T: /pointing to red set/
Those clothes are not blue.
What color are they?

C: /with teacher's help/
They're red.

T: /pointing to blue set/
Those clothes are not red.
What color are they?

C: They're blue.

Continue, dividing the class in two
groups. At the board, help Group 1
take your place in the second dialog
while Group 2 answers the questions.

2. CLOTHES DROPPING
Arrange the class in a circle. Have
paper cutouts of three jackets, three
dresses, and three shirts. Have one
item in each set blue, one red, and
one yellow. Using Wink, show the
yellow items, having her ask their
color. Model the reply for the class.

W: /showing yellow clothes/
What color are these clothes?

T: Those clothes are yellow.
T&C: Those clothes are yellow.

Drop the clothes in a circle, then se-
lect a pupil to group the yellow clothes
and ask individuals about them.

T: /after P groups yellow clothes/
What are those?

P: They're clothes.
T: /touching one/

What's this?
P: That's a (jacket).

T: What color is it?
T&P: It's yellow:

T: /pointing to entire sut/
Are those the same color?

T&P: Yes. They're the same color.
This set is yellow.

Continue, selecting different pupils
to group the red and blue sets.

3. CHOOSING COLOR CLOTHES
With the class in a cirETIF, show paper

cutouts of socks. Have two red, four

yellow, and six blue ones. Drop the

socks in the circle and have three pu-
pils group them by color. Ask each

pupil the color of his socks, then
have the class ask the question of

each of the pupils. Next, have the

class ask each pupil, "How many socks

are (red)?" Aid the responses.

T: What color are those socks?
Pl: They're (red).

MC: /to Pupil 1/
What color are those socks?

P1: They're (red).
T: /to class, pointing at P l's set/

How many socks are (red)?
T&C: One, (two). (Two) are (red).

It's a set of (two).

Continue, grouping all the socks in one

pile. Say that you and the three pu-
pils want socks. Guide the pupils in
choosing any socks that they want.

T: /selecting two socks from pile/
I want these socks.

P1: /selecting two socks/
I want these socks.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
4During social studies, explain to the
class that all people need clothes.
Show pictures of clothes from different
countries. Have pupils select the
clothes they would like to have and stand
in front of the class. Have them iden-
tify the clothes and color when appro-
priate. Compare items in different sets
by touching one item in each set asking
if they are the same or different size,
shape, and color. Next, help the class

generalize that different people want
different things.
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Review LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

(Those clothes) are (red).
They ('re, 're not) (clothes).
They're (red).

socks, shoes, pants, jackets,
dresses

red, yellow, blue

Are (those socks) (blue)?
Are (they) (red) or (yellow)?
Are they (shirts) or (dresses)?
How many (socks) are (green)?

green, black, white

LINGUISTIC COMENTARY

Typical language problems are:
use of non-standard word order, as
Are blue those socks? for Are those
socks blue?, substitution of block
for black, and loss of verb are, as
They green for They're green.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Describing objects by color
Identifying articles of clothing
Demonstrating that different people
want different things.

Observing the classification of
resources by attributes

Distinguishing the color of an
item from 2 given colors

Distinguishing clothing item from
2 given clothing items

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: the con-
tinuance of difficulty in understanding
color and clothing as classes including
many elements.

MATERIALS
Activity 1: Prepare cutouts of 4 white and 4 green socks, 1 red and 10 black

shoes, 3 blue, 1 red and 3 yellow dresses, 3 yellow and 4
green jackets, 5 black and 5 blue pants; use 1 red shoe, 1
yellow jacket from Lesson 27 and 1 blue, 1 yellow and 1 red
dress from Lesson 28; use 3 tables and Blink.

Activity 2: Prepare cutouts of 3 blue shirts; use 1 blue shirt from 1....sison
26, 2 red, 2 yellow dresses from Activity 1 of this lesson,
Nink and a display board.

Activity 3: Use cutouts from Activity 1 of this -lesson of 2 blue and 2 yellow
dresses, 4 white and 2 seen socks and 10 black and 2 red shoes,
Uink and Blink,



1. COLOR TABLES
Have three tables in an open area.
Choose one pupil to stand behind the

second table. On each table have sev-
eral cutouts of green, black, white,
red, yellow, and blue clothing. Use

socks, shoes, pants, jackets, and
dresses. Take the class to the first
table and help them identify the colors

of the clothes.

T: /pointing to (blue) clothes/

Those clothes are (blue).
T&C: Those clothes are (blue).

Go to the seccad table. Heln the
class ask the "table pupil" about
the color of specific sets of clothes.

T: /pointing to blue socks,
asking pupil at table/
Are those socks blue?

14C: Are those socks blue?
P: Yes, they are.

While at the last table, have Blink
choose an article of clothing he wants.

T: /to Blink/
Mich one do you want?

B: /pointing/
That (shirt).

T: /to Slink/
that color is it?

8: It's (blue).

Continue, having several pupils choose
what they want and identify the color.

2. CHOOSES
have cutouts of four blue shirts, two
red dresses, and two yellow dresses on
a display board in front of the class.
Ask if the cutouts are clothes.

T: /pointing to cutouts of clothes/
Are these clothes?

C: Yes. They're clothes.

Divide the clothes into two
shirts and dresses. Have Wink choose
three pupils to be "questioners",
with a volunteer answering. If the
volunteer does not answer correctly,
have Wink respond and model the re-
sponse.

V: /pointing to dresses/
Are they shirts or dresses?

1-!'sG: Are they shirts or dresses?

Y: They're shirts.
U: sk). They're not shirts.

Thev!re dresses.

Remove the shirts. Divide the dresses
into two sets; red and yellow. Have

Uink heln his groun ask a volunteer
the colors of the sets.

1': /pointing to the red dresses/
Are the dresses red or yellow?

Wsrs: Are the dresses red or .yellow?

V: They're red.

Repeat the activity with other proms
of three asking questions and other
volunteers answering.

3. COUATLIG SETS
Have the class sit in two groups. Have

cutout sets of two blue and two yellow
dresses, four Ilhite and two green socks,

ten black and two red shoes. Display

the two sets of socks. Have Wink point
to the set of two green socks and help
one group ask about the color and then
the quantity. Have Blink help the oth-
er groun resnond appropriately to each
Question.

/nointinp to green socks/
Are those socks green or white?

B02: They're preen.
4: /modelina question/

How many socks are green?
Gl: How many socks are green?

BV2: One, two.
Two are preen.

Continue with the white socks and other
sets, havinp first !!ink point to items
as Group 1 asks questions, and then
Mink point to items as Group 2 asks
questions.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Use white finger naint. Have pupils
add powdered paint in various colors
to see and talk about the colors that
suddenly appear.

*After telling Little Red Riding Hood,
have the class re-tell it, using blue.
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REVIEW-EVALUATION

This lesson aims at determining ham well the pupils incorporate the
structures and vocabulary of Unit 3 into modified language situations.
It is followed by a record sheet. You should attempt to elicit
individual responses from all pupils in these activities, and keep
accurate records. It is recommended that you use a tape recorder.
Careful use of Lesson 30 should help you to focus on specific problems
your pupils are having.

The dialogs in Lesson 30 do not represent the structures that the
pupils must say. A stimulus is given and the pupil will select his
answer rT-om those structures he knows. The response written is
only an example of a possible response which a pupil may give.

LINGUISTIC PROGRESS CHECK

Askin about the size, shape and color of objects using What IN) is (N)?,
Is N ?, How many (N) are (Adj) ? and Is it (A l?

Desc in OD ects by using this that or it with is followed by an adjective

Describing nouns by using are follow by the same-fiolor)
Describing groups of objects by using numerals with are followed by an

adjective or noun

CONCEPTUAL PROGRESS CHECK

Distinguishing sets of objects by color, size, and shape
Demonstrating that different people want different things
Classifying sets of clothes by number and color
Classifying objects by color and shape

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use 3 solid colored balls, balloons, big and little blocks;
a table, Via and Blink.

Activity 2: Use colored cutouts from Lesson 29: 4 jackets, pants, dresses,

shoes and socks; use Blink.
Activity 3: Place 2 soap squares, 3 cardboard squares, 2 round beads,

2 plates and a ball in 10 bags, use solid colored objects;
have enough colored lollipops for each pupil.



1. ATTRINTflff
On a tabTe in the front of the room,
have balls, balloons, and big and lit-

tle blocks. Divide the class into two

groups. Give Blink to a pupil in

group one and have another pupil in

that group take one object. Cue

Blink to ask a question about the
size, color or shape. After a pupil
responds, give Wink to a pupil in
group two and repeat. After a pupil in

each group has an object, have them
stand together and ask if the sets are
the same or different color, size or
shape. Have a volunteer respond.

T: /guiding pupil in group 1 to take
one object, then to Blink/
Ask (Joe) what color that ball is.

B: What color is that ball?
Pl: This ball is red.
T: /after repeating activity with

another pupil/
Are those the same (shape)?

V: Ho. Those are not the same
(shape).

Have the pupils remain in front and re-

peat four times. When eight pupils are
in front, group them according to the
shape of their objects. Have pupils

ask them specific questions about the
objects using little, round, square,

red, etc.

T: /to pupil in class, pointing to
a ball/
Ask (Jo) if this ball is (little).

Pl: Is this ball (little)?
P2: Ho. This ball is not (little).

Continue until all pupils have a chance
to ask or answer questions. Conclude

by having the pupils with square toys
and then the pupils with round toys
bring them to you at the cupboard.

2. CLOTHING
Place on a table four pictures each of
jackets, pants, dresses, shoes and socks.
Have a pupil come to the front and ask
him what he wants. Have him hold his
picture so that the class sees it.

T: /to pupil in front/
What do you want?

P1: /taking picture of (shirt)/
I want this (shirt).

Continue until eight pupils are in

front. Use Blink to ask volunteers

questions such as How many are pants,
shirts, clothes, the same color, red,

etc., aninirt:manysitWare (red)?
As the volunteer responds, have him
point to the appropriate pictures and

have those pupils take a step forward.

B: /to volunteer/
How many shirts are green?

V: /pointing to each green shirt/

One,...four. Four are green.

Continue the activity having different
pupils come to the front and giving
pupils a chance to be Blink.

3. QUESTION TIME: ATTRIBUTES

Distribute two soap squares, three card-

board squares, two round beads, two
plates and a ball among ten bags. Have

the lollipops in your desk. Hold

a bag, telling the class to ask you

about the size, shape or color of the

object hidden. Continue until the at-

tributes of size, shape and color are

guessed. Than pull out the object.

T: /holding and pointing into a bag/
Ask me about the color of this.
/to pupil raising his hand/

Jose.
P1: Is it yellow?
T: Yes. it's yellow.

/after the attributes of shape,
sizes and color are guessed/
This soap is yellow. Its square.

After three bags, vary the activity
saying, "Ask me about this." Then

display the lollipops and guide
the class to ask a volunteer ques-
tions about the lollipops. After the
attributes are discussed, pass out a

lollipop to each pupil.

TAKE-OFF PROGRESS CHECK
*At art time, display many clothes
cutouts. Ask pupils to pick which

they want. Then allow them to draw

designs on the cutouts, talking
about the colors they use.

LESSON 30



aECORD SHEET - LESSON 30

Following is a list of the main structures checked in Lesson 30. As each pupil
responds to an item, place a mark indicating whether he uses a "Standard" or
"Non-Standard" form. Compute the percentage of times the Standard form was
used by dividing the number of Standard form uses by the total number of
times the structure was used, and multiplying by 100. This is the percent of
successfully manipulated structures. For example:

Structure Standard Non-Standard Total Percentage

What size is
that ball? 7Ig ))1141 15 10/15x100=67%

For this structure, there were fifteen responses; 67% of these were in Standard
form.

STRUCTURE STANDARD NON-STANDARD TOTAL
PERCENT
STANDARD

1.

2.

2 &3.

3

What (color) is that Noun)?

This (N) is (Adjective).

This (N) is not (Adj).

These (N) are the same

(color).

These (N) are not the same
(color).

Is the N Ad'

(Three) are (Adj).

(Three) are the same (shape)

(Two) are (N).

How many (N) are (Adj)?

How man are N

How many.Are the same color ?

....-

LiamAnymtlAtilL,_,..._

Is it Ad' ?
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MIGRANT

PROGRAM
ORAL LANGUAGE LESSONS UNIT 4

INTERDISCIPLINARY

2*e first grade Mild is of asked
to work in groups as well as individually,

c0
and with adults as well as peers. In order to
interact meaningjislly and share tasks with peer groups
and the teacher, custodicrn, bus driver, cook, etc., the Span-
ish- speaking child needs to be able to wulerstand and use ques-
tions and statements about roles and tasks using English language structural.

LINGUISTIC FOCUS

Unit Four basically contains questions and answer structures in the present pro-

gressive, singular and plural, which deal with:

THE IDENTITY OF SCHOOL WORKERS AND

HELPERS AND THEIR ROLES

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS

Unit Four contains activities which are basically designed to help the first grade

child with the following:

IDENTIFYING SCHOOL WORKERS IDENTIFYING SETS BY
AND THEIR ROLES QUANTITY

WORKING TOGETHER TO ACCOM-
PLISH GROUP TASKS

SATISFYING CLASSROOM NEEDS
THROUGH SHARING CLASSROOM
RESOURCES

ORDERING SETS

BEHONSTRATINS SCHOOL
WORKERS AT WORK AND
AT REST

IDENTIFYING AND DISTIN-
GUISHING ACTIVITIES
OF SCHOOL WORKERS

FORMING SETS AND SUB- IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES
SETS OF SCHOOL WORKERS OF SHAPES



MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

PROGRAM

INTERDISCIPLINARY ORAL LANGUAGE
SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

BASIC CONCEPTUAL FOCUS: designed to be introduced in Spanish:
Identifying school workers and their roles
Classifying school workers into sets
Identifying school workers as working or resting
Observing and reporting the effects of actions on objects
Observing that rearranging members of a set does not change the number property
of the set

Classifying school workers by their activities

TERIALS:
Activity 1: Use the pictures from English Lesson 31.
Activity 2: Use the pictures from Activity 1 of English Lesson 32.
Activity 3: Use 2 big pieces of paper, the picture from Lesson 32 of the cook

fixing lunch, the pictures from Lesson 33 of the custodian fixing
a desk and a bus driver fixing a bus, and the 3 accompanying pic-
tures of the school workers when they have finished their tasks.

1. MAESTRAS Y PORTEROS (to accompany

Muestre un cuadro de un )oftero sacu-
diendo, identiffquelo, p:egunte qug
haze el portero. Colkaelo en la pi-
zarra. Proceda igual con cuadros del
portero pintando, la maestra ensefiando
y la maestra sacudiendo. Sefiale los
cuadros en que la maestra y el portero
estfin sacudiendo. Pregunte qu4 hacen
ellos. Un nifio tomando esos cuadros
en sus manos interrogarg a la clase en
igual forma. Cd6ntelos con los nifios
y ayeelos para que digan "Es un con-
junto de dos." Proceda igual on los
otros dos cuadros, diciendo cada vez
"Es un conjunto de unc."

lesson 31) TEACHERS AM CUSTODIANS

Show a picture of a custodian dusting
and identify him. Ask what he is do-
ing and put the picture on the chalk-
board. Continue with pictures of the
custodian painting, a teacher teaching,
and a teacher dusting. Pointing to
the two dusting pictures ask the class
what the workers are doing. Give the
two pictures to a child and have him
ask the class the same question. Help
the pupils count the pictures and
identify the number of the set, saying,
"It's a sat of two." Continue with
the other two pictures, saying, "It's
a set of one" each time.

2. TRABAJAN Y DESCANSAN (to accompany lesson 32) THEY WORK AND REST

Presente
haciendo
Haga que
almuerzo

una lfimina de una cocinera
el almuerzo. Identiffquela.
los nifos noten que hate el
diciendo "Estg haciendo el al-

Show a picture of a cook fixing lunch.
Identify her. Have the class note
that she is fixing lunch by saying,
"She is fixing lunch. She is working."



muerzo. Est& trabajando." Muestre
otra labia de la cocinera descaniando.
Coloque ambas en la pizarra. Pregfinte-

les si la cocinera estg trabajando o
descansando en cada una de ellas.

Proceda igual con lfiminas de la maes-
tra, el chofer y el portero, trabajan-
do y descansando. Un niFo retirarg
las Amines de trabajadores trabajando.
Ayude a la clase a contar los miembros
del conjunto que qued6 en la pizarra.

Pregunte cugntas son. Proceda igual
con el conjunto en manos del nib°.

3. TRABAJANDO

Show another picture of the cook rest-

ing. Place both pictures on the chalk-
board and ask the class whether the
cook is resting or working in each of
the pictures. Continue with pictures

of the teacher, bus driver, and custo-
dian working and resting. Ask a child

to pick up the pictures of the workers
working. Help the class count the
members of the set that is on the
chalkboard. Ask:how many there are.
Proceed in the same way with the set

the child picked.

(to accompany lesson 33)

Eh la pizarra pegue dos pliegos de pa-
pel grandes. Muestre un cuadro de una
cocinera haciendo el almuerzo. Pregun-
te qui6n es y qu6 haze. Ponga el cua-
dro sobre uno de los papeles. Muestre
otro cuadro de la cocinera con el al-

muerzo terminado. Sefislando el almuer-

zo pregunte qug es y quign lo hizo.
Colciquelo en el otro papel. Proceda
igual con cuadros similares de un por-
tero arreglando un escritorio y con 61
arreglado y de un chofer arreglandc el
autobfis y con 61 arreglado. Hgga notar
lo que cads trabajador estg haciendo y
el trabajo terminado. Cuente con los

nifios los cuadros que tiene en cads, pa-
pel. Pregunte de cugntos miembros cons-
ta cads conjunto. Canbie la posici6n
de los cuadros en cads conjunto varias
veces contando cads vez los miembros
que lo forman.

4. LOS TRABAJADORES

On the chalkboard tape two big pieces

of paper. Show a picture of the cook

fixing lunch. Ask the class who she

is and what she is fixing. Place the

picture on one of the papers. Show
another picture of the cook with the

lunch finished. Pointing to the lunch

ask what it is and who made it. Place

the picture on the other paper. In

the same way, show similar pictures of
the custodian fixing a desk and having
fixed a desk, a bus driver fixing a
bus and having fixed a bus. Have the

class note what each worker is doing
and what he has done. Count with the

class the pictures on each piece of
paper. Ask how many members each set

has. Change the picture positions in
each set several times, counting the
members of each set each time.

(to accompany lesson 34) NE WORKERS

Escoja ninos que tomarfin el lugar del
portero, cocinera y chofer. Sugiera
acciones que estos nihos simularfin ha-
cer: La "cocinera" cocinando, el "por-
tero" arreglando una mesa y el "cho-
fer" manejando el autolAs. Identiff-
quelos y pregunte a is clase qu& hace
cads uno. Ayude a los niEos para que
los cuenten y digan "Es un conjunto de
tres." La clase con su ayuda pedirg
la "cocinera" y al "portero" que sacudan
el lugar donde trabajaron. Pregunte qu6
hacen. Ayude a la clase para que los
cuenten y digan "Es un conjunto de dos."

Choose three pupils to pantomime a cus-
todian, a cook, and a bus driver. Sug-

gest actions for the pupils to pretend
to do such as the cook cooking, the
custodian fixing a table, and the bus
driver driving a bus. Identify each
person and ask the class what each one

is doing. Help the class count them
and say, "It's a set of three." Help

the class tell the,cook and custodian
to wipe up the place where they worked.
Ask what they are doing. Help the

class count them and say, "This is a
s't of two."



MICHIGAN

MFRAnT

PROGRAM

INTERDISCIPLINARY
ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 31

Review

It's a set of (two).

one, two
paste, draw, walk, run, paint

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

What's (the teacher) doing?
(She)'s (teach)ing.

teacher, custodian

teach, dust

LINGUISTIC CCOMENTARY

Typical language problems are: substitution
of "wass" or what for what's, " teacher" for
teacher, and use of thiIVsouiiaTOTthe "ng"
sound, as "doin" for doing, "teaching for
teaching, aiawdustie for dusting.

Review

Identifying a set of one-two

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Distinguishing actions
Identifying school workers and
their various roles

Classifying school workers by
their specific roles

CONCEPTUAL CnMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that school workers perform
specific tasks, but that they also perform
some similar tasks.

Activity 1:
Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATENALS

Use a crayon, jar of paste, Wink and Blink.
Use the accompanying pictures of a teacher

dusting, Wink and Blink.
Use the accompanying pictures of a teacher

painting, and the pictures from Activity

teaching and a custodian

dusting and a custodian
2, Wink and Blink.



. GUESS TEITETTOTI
Have a crayon and paste near the class.
Have Wink give the crayon to one pupil
and whisper that he should pretend to
be drawing. As the pupil "draws", have
Wink ask the class what the pupil is
doing. Have Blink help the class re-
spond.

W: /while pupil "draws"/
What's (Paul) doing?

B: (He)'s drawing.
B&C: (He)'s drawing.

Then, have another pupil pantomime past-
ing. Continue, having other individu-
als perform the actions of walking and
running. Then separate the class into
two groups. Have a pupil from Group 1
perform one of the above actions while
his group asks Group 2 what he is doing.
Have Blink help Group 2 and Wink help
Group 1.

W: /modeling, as pupil pantomimes/
What's (he) doing?

W&Gl: What's (he) doing?
B3G2: (He)'s (past)ing.

After Group 1 has had several pupils
pantomime, have Group 2 become the pan-
tomiming-and-question group.

2. SCHOOL WORKERS
DispFay a picture of a teacher teaching
Identify the teacher and ask the class
what the teacher is doing. Use Blink
to help the class reply.

T: /pointing to teacher/
That's a teacher.
What's the teacher doing?

B: (She)'s teaching.
B&C: (She)'s teaching.

Continue, haying !link show the class a
picture of a custodian dusting. Repeat
the dialog, using custodian and dusting.
Then have Blink pliiwiiiiTer", drawing
shapes on the chalkboard as Wink looks
on. Identify Blink as the "teacher" and
ask what Blink is doing. Repeat with
Blink as the "custodian". Next aid vol-
unteers to pantomime the "teacher" and
the "custodian".

3. WORKERS D6 DIFFERENT JOBS
Divide the class in two groups. Dis-
play the four pictures: a teacher
teaching, a teacher dusting, a custo-
dian dusting, and a custodian painting.
Have Blink point to the teacher teach-
ing and ask, "What's the teacher do-
ing?" Have Wink respond. Then have
Blink and one group repeat the ques-
tion and Wink and the other group
repeat the response.

B: /pointing to teacher teaching/
What's the teacher doing?

H: (She)'s teaching.
B&Gl: What's the teacher doing?
W&G2: (She)'s teaching.

Repeat with the custodian, using What's
the custodian doing? and He's painting.
Next, use the teacher teaching and the
teacher dusting, then the custodian
dusting and the custodian painting.
Repeat again, using all four pictures.

Help a volunteer group the pictures,
making one set of dusting, one of paint-
ing and one of teaching. Point to each
picture in a set and ask what each is
doing. Then count the set with the
class and identify the number of the
set.

T: /pointing to first picture/
Mhat's (he) doing?

C: (He)'s dusting.
T: /pointing to second picture/

Hhat's (she) doing?
C: (She)'s dtsting.

TIC: /counting/
One, two.

T: It's a set of two.
/to class, pointing/
What's that?

C: It's a set of two.

Repeat with each of the other pictures,
using, It's a set of one.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Take the class to visit the custo-
dian's workroom and watch as he shows
them various tasks he performs. Then
have him go outside with the class and
show them his tasks outside the building.

LESSON 31
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NTERD I SC PLI NARY
ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 32

Review

That's a ( ).

(She)'s (

Its a set of (three).

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

Is (the cook) (work)ing?

Yes, (she) is.
No, (she)'s not.

(She)'s fixing lunch.
Is (she) (work)ing or (rest)ing?

bus driver, teacher, custodian cook, lunch
one-four fix, drive, I-ork, rest

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: use of non-
standard wood order in questions, as Is
working the teacher?; loss of is, is No, she
not; use of -in for -ina; mispiieed stress;
use of "resa.1Er rest; and difficulty with
the vowel iound of work.

Review

Identifying school workers and
their various roles

Distinguishing actions
Identifying sets of three-four

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Demonstrating school workers at
work and at rest

Classifying school workers into
sets

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficul-
ty perceiving the different elements of a
school in the abstract representation in

Activity 2.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Prepare a model of the school, using colored blocks; use the ac-
companyingpictures of a teacher teaching and a custodian paint-
ing from Lesson 31, a cook fixing lunch and a bus driver driv-
ing, and a picture of each resting; use Wink and Blink.

Activitic 2: Use 6 desks, Octures from previous activities of a teacher, a
custodian and a cook to be pinned on pupils as labels, and 'link.

Activity 3: Use the pictures from Activity 1 and the accompanying working and
resting labels.



1. BUSY SCHOOL UORKERS
Construct a model of the building as
in Lesson 2, Activity 1. Identify the
custodial, kitchen, and classroom areas
by using pictures of a custodian paint-
ing, a cook fixing lunch, and a teacher
teaching. Outside the "building" show
a picture of a bus driver driving. Use
Blink to model the identity of each of
the "school workers". Ask what each is
doing. Have Blink model the reply.

B: /pointing to picture of a cook/
That's a cook.

B&C: That's a cook.
T: What's the cook doing?
B: She's fixing lunch.

B&C: fixing lunch.

Repeat, using bus iriver with driving.
Continue with the custodian and teacher.
Next, show the picture of the cook fix-
ing lunch and have Blink ask, "Is the
cook fixing lunch?" After Wink models
the response, help the class repeat it.

B: /showing cook picture/
Is the cook fixing lunch?

W: Yes, she is.
T&C: Yes, she is.

Repeat, using, Is the cook (driv)ing?
and No, she's not. She's fixing lunch.
Continue with the teacher, bus driver,
and custodian pictures. Then divide
the class into two groups. Help Group
1 then Group 2 take Blink's place in
the second dialog.

2. TORII% HITH BLINK
T Arrange four desks as in the accom-

panying diagram. Select four pu-
pils, placing three before "teach-
er", and one before "custodian".
Select pupils to pantomime"teach-
er", "cook", and "custodian". Pin

Cook on the picture labels for each
"worker". Hith Blink take the class on
a "tour" of the "rooms". Instruct the
"school workers" to work thin rest.
Have Blink ask if the workers are work-
ing or resting. Model the first reply.

B: /near teacher working/
Is the teacher working or resting?

T: She's working.

Cunt

T&C: She's working.
B: /as teacher rests/

Is the teacher working or resting?
T&C: She's resting.

Continue, visiting "custodian" then
"cook", each working then resting.
Repeat, selecting different pupils as
"workers" and "pupils". Help individ-

uals take Blink's place in the dialog.

3. i4ROUPING THt SCHOOL WRKERS
Have pictures of "our school workers"
at work and at rest. Put tape on the
back of the pictures and set them on
the chalk ledge. Have pupils go to
the board and identify a worker. Ask

about what each worker is doing. Help

the pupil tape up the picture. Ask

the class about the picture and then
have the class ask the pupil about it.

P1:

T:

P1:

T:

C:

P1:

/selecting teacher working/
This is a teacher.
Is she working?
Yes, she is.
/to class after P1 puts picture
on board/
Is she working or resting?
She's working.
/to P1 with teacher's help/
Is she working or resting?

She's working.

Repeat with the other pictures. Then

help a pupil place the pictures of all
the workers resting in one group and
all the workers working in another.
Help the class count the members of
each set and identify the number.

T&C: /counting set of workers working/
One, two, three, four.
It's a set of four.

T&C: /counting set of workers resting/
One, two, three, four.
It's a set of four.

Then help the class label each set of
workers with the accompanying labels.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Save the labels and keep a list of the
pictures in the two sets in Activity 3

for use in Lesson 34. Discuss the ways

in which pupils can help school workers.

LESSON 32
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Review

That's a ( ).

It's a set of four.

LINGUISTIC FOCUS

chair, door, floor, lunch, bus
cook, custodian, bus driver
fix, cut, dust, paint

Introduce

Hhat are you doing?
I'm (fix)ing (a desk).
Are you (fix)ing (a desk)?
Yes, I am.

No, I'm not.

sweep
desk, grass

LINGUISTIC COMEHTARY

Typical linguistic probleis are: loss of
are and 'm as in What you doing? and I fix-
ing a deSR; use of Yes, I'm for Yes, I am
and "des" for desk.

Review COHCEPTUA

Identifying school workers and
their various roles

Identifying a set of four

L FOCUS Introduce

Identifying and distinguishing activi-
ties of school workers

Identifying, matching, and grouping
people and pictures into equivalent
sets

Demonstrating that rearranging sets
does not change their number prop-
erty

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding fixing as meaning two differ-
ent processes.

Activity 1:

Activity 1:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use the accompanying pictures of a custodian fixing a chair, fixing
a desk, sweeping the floor, cutting the grass, and from Lesson 31,
a custodian painting a door, and dusting a desk, and Blink.

Use pictures of the cook fixing lunch from Lesson 32, the custodian
fixing the chair from Activity 1, and the picture of the bus
driver fixing the bus from accompanying Spanish Activity, and Blink.

Use a picture of a teacher, custodian, bus driver, and cook all work-
ing, and Wink and Blink,



THE-EDSTODIAN'S JOBS
Show pictures, one at a time, of the
custodian fixing a desk, fixing a chair,
painting the door, sweeping the floor,
cutting the grass, and dusting the desk.
Guide the class to identify the desk in
the picture of the custodian fixing the
desk. Divide the class in two groups.
Have Blink and a pupil from Group 1

pantomime the action in the picture.
Model the question What are you doing?
Help Group 2 repeat-Thi45estion and
have Blink model the answer for the pan-
tomiming pupil from Group 1.

T: /pointing to desk/
That's a desk.

TIC: That's a desk.
T: /as B&G1 pantomime fixing desk/

What are you doing?
T&62: What are you doing?

B: I'M fixing a desk.
Pl: I'm fixing a desk.

Repeat with the other pictures. identi-
fying new objects and having Blink mod-
el the responses I'm painting the door,
I'm sweeping the floor, Tum cutting the
grass, ana I'm dusting the desk. Al-
ternate the groups' roles.

2. THE FIXERS
Disp ay pictures of a cook fixing lunch,
a cistodian fixing a chair, and a bus
driver fixing a bus. Divide the class
in Wo groups. Point to the appropriate
picture and explain that the cook is
fixing lunch. Have Group 2 pantomime
the action. Use Blink to model the
question Are you fixing lunch? for Group
1. Help Group 2 respond.

T: /pointing to cook/
The cook is fixing lunch.

B: Psdeling for G1 as G2 pantomimes/
Are you fixing lunch?

61: Are you fixing lunch?
62: /with teacher's help/

Yes, I am.

Repeat, pointing to the other pictures
in turn, and identify each. Then ask
the appropriate questions. Alternate
groups asking questions and pantomim-
ing. Then have individuals pantomime
as the class questions them.

3. THE GUESSING MATCH
Select two groups of four pupils to
stand in front of the class. Give each
pupil in Group 2 a picture. Use pic-
tures of the teacher, custodian, bus
driver, and cook. Have the class count
and identify e.ch set of pupils as a
set of four. Explain that as a pupil
from Group 1 pantomimes one of the
school workers tasks, volunteers will
try to guess which task he is perform-
ing. The volunteer who guesses cor-
rectly will match the pantomiming pu-
pil with the picture pupil by having
them stand together away from the
groups. Use Blink to whisper pantomim-
ing roles and Wink to aid the matching.

T&C: /counting each group/
One, ...four. It's a set of four.
One, ...four. It's a set of four.

B: /whispering to P1 in Gl/
You're (fix)ing (the bus).

Vl: /as P1 pantomimes/
Are you (fix)ing (lunch)?

P1: /with Blink's help/
Ho, I'm not.

V2: Are you (fix)ino (the bus)?
P1: Yes, I am.

H then helps V2 match P1 with picture
pupil and guides the pair to stand side
by side away from G1 and 62.

Continue, having the next "matched work-
ers" stand in front of the other "matched
workers" forming two rows, one of panto-
mimers and the other of picture holders.
After all the workers have been matched,
help the class count each row of work-
ers and identify each row as a set of
four.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*During art have the class draw pic-
tures of school workers. Encourage
them to ask about the workers and their
tasks. Point out to the class that some
school workers perform many tasks, and
that some may perform similar tasks.

*Set up a "Workshop Table" with toy
tools, pieces of wood, etc., and a

"Cafeteria" with dishes, plastic food,
etc. During free time, let small groups
of pupils use the area, discussing what
they are doing.
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Review

It's a set of ona.

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

fix, teach

lunch

tables, cupboards, chairs, desks

What does (he) do?
Does (she) (teach) (the class)?
Do you (teach) (the class)?
Yes, I do.

Yes, (she) does.

class

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical linguistic problems are: loss of do
and does; substitution of do for does; add-
ing Wa person s, as in Does she teaches?

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying school workers and their
roles

Demonstrating school workers at work

Identifying school workers performing
similar tasks

Classifying school workers into sub-
sets

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
in choosing pictures of workers doing simi-
lar tasks from many pictures.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use several chairs, desks, tables, cupboards, and Blink.
Activity 2: Use Wink and Blink.
Activity 3: Use the pictures from Lessons 31-33 with tape on the back, and

a bulletin board.



1. THE CUSTODIAN
Select a pupil to be the "custodian".
Place several chairs in the front of

the room. Have the class pretend the
chairs are broken and have the "custo-
dian" fix them. As the custodian
fixes the chairs, tell the class who
he is and what he dces. Have Blink
ask what he does. Guide the class to

respond.

T: /to class/
He's the custodian. He fixes
chairs.

B: /to class/
What does he do?

C: /with teacher's help/
He fixes chairs.

Continue the activity having a new
"custodian" pretend to fix desks, cup-
boards, and tables. Guide the girls
and then the boys to ask the question.

T.- ifEW BLINK IN SCHOOL
Divide the class in two seated groups.
Holding Wink and Blink, have the class
pretend that Blink is new in school,
and Wink will show him the "school work-
ers". Select a pupil to be "teacher"
and several to be "pupils" in front of
the seated groups. Nod to the "teach-
er" and have Blink ask Wink, "Does (she)
teach the class?" Guide Group 1 to re-
peat the question and Group 2 to re-
spond appropriately after Wink models
the answer. Then have Blink ask the
"teacher", "Do you teach the class?"
Have Wink help the "teacher" respond.

B: /to Wink pointing to "teacher"!
Does (she) teach the class?

Gl: /with teacher's help/
Does (she) teach the class?

W: Yes, (she) does. )She teaches
the class.

G2: Yes, (she) does. (She) teaches
the class.

B: /to "teacherk/
Do you teach the class?

P: /with Wink's help/
Yes, I do. I teach the class.

Continue, having other pupils act out
"custodian" and "cook" using fix chairs,
fix lunch, etc. instead of teach.

Guide Groups 1 and 2 to alternate ask-

ing and answering questions.

3. CHOOSE A WORKER
Put a piece of tape on the back of the
pictures from Lessons 31-33, and turn
them face down on a table. Have a vol-

unteer come up front and choose a pic-
ture, show it to the class, and ask
about what the school worker does. If

necessary guide the class to make the

correct response. As the pictures are
identified, tape them on a bulletin
board, and with the class, count and
then identify the set of pictures.

V: /showing picture of teacher
teaching the class/
Does she teach the class?

C: /with teacher's help if needed/

Yes, she does. She teaches the

class.

T&C: /counting the number of teachers/

One.

T: It's a set of one.

T&C: It's a set of one.

Vary the activity by having the vol-

unteer use What does he do? in place

of Does he teach the class)?
Guide t em to make the correct response.
Group school workers who are performing

similar tasks, and identify the number

of the sets.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*During social science help the class

recall Lesson 32, Activity 3 by rear-
ranging the sets made in the 3rd activ-
ity of this lesson to form the sets
made in Lesson 32. Point out that
there are different ways of grouping
elements in a set.

*During social science have the class
pretend that they are in a different

country. Use pictures of a foreign

land to help the class. Ask them what
type of school workers they could ex-
pect to find there and if they would
be similar or different from their own
school workers.

*During free times, let pupils role
play school helpers, using a hammer,
pots and pans, a bus driver's cap, etc.
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REVIEW

LINGUISTIC FOCUS - REVIEW

Asking and answering questions about identity and

roles of school workers and helpers using present

progressive singular structures

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS - REVIEW

Identifying school workers and their roles

Classifying school workers into sets and subsets

Identifying and distinguishing activities of school workers

Activity 1:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use 10 pictures from Lessons 31-34 that show school workers
resting and working, strips of paper in 3 different colors,
and paper clips.

Prepare a rocket ship cutout; use the pictures of school
workers from Activity 1, and Wink.



1. PICTURE ROUND-UP
Collect ten pictures from Lessons 31 -

34 of school workers working and rest-
ing. Give a picture to each of ten
pupils. Have individuals hold up their
pictures and identify the workers. Ask
each pupil what his worker is doing.

P1: /holding up picture/
This is a (teacher).

T: What's the (teacher) doing?
P1: (She)'s (teach)ing.

Next, group the pictures on the chalk -

tray by school workers, which includes
all the pictures. Count and identify
them as a set of ten. Then group the
pictures in subsets of school workers,
resting and working. As you make each
subset, point to each picture and ask
what that person is doing. After a
subset is formed, have the class count
and identify it. Clip pieces of paper
to each item, using different colors
for the set and each subset.

MC: /after counting the ten pictures/
It's a set of ten.

1: /after subsets are formed, point-
ing to each picture in turn/
What's (he) doingi

C: (He)'s (work)ing.
/after pictures in subset have
been identified, and as T points/
One,..(four). It's a set of four.

Clip colored paper to each item in set.

After the sets have been made, point
out that pictures belong to a subset
as well as the set.

2. GUESSING THE WORKER
Select pupils to be school workers.
Have the pupil whisper to you what he
is, then have other pupils question
the "worker" to guess what he is. Aid
the responses when necessary.

P1: /whispering to teacher/
I'm the custodian.

T: /cuing P2/
Do you...

P2: Do you (teach) (the class)?
P1: /with teacher's help if necessary/

No, I don't.
P3: Do you (fix) (chairs)?

P1: Yes, I do. I (fix) (chairs).

P3: (He)'s the custodian.

Repeat the activity with different pu-
pils as workers. Divide the class in
two groups. Have the groups alternate
guessing who school workers are by hav-
ing individuals from each group guess.

3. VISITOR FROM SPACE
Have the class pretend Wink is a vis-
itor from outer space. Put Wink on a
rocket ship cutout and have her "fly
in" from "outer space". After she "ar-
rives", have 5er tell the class she is
a space visitor whose mission to earth
is to find out about school workers.
Show pictures of school workers and
have Wink question the class about them.

T: /showing picture of a cook/
This is the cook.

W: Is the cook (work)ing or (rest)ing?
C: She's (work)ing.
W: What's she doing?
C: She's (fix)ing ilunch).

Repeat with several other school work-
ers. Next have a group of pupils take
Wink's place in the dialog.

SUGGESTED FIELD TRIP
Arrange to take the class, in small
groups, through a neighboring school
after Lessons 31-34 have been completed.
Have each aide or mother help her group
identify the school workers and de-
scribe what they are doing. Later, have
pieces of blank paper taped to a wall.
Ask the class to recall what school

workers they saw and what they were do-
ing. As each worker is identified,
draw a stick figure representation of
him and his activity on one of the
pieces of paper. Next, aid the class
in grouping the workers as in Activity
1, clipping pieces of paper on each

item using different colors for dif-
ferent sets.

Have the class recall the workers in
their own school. Draw these on in-
dividual papers as you did the other
group. Ask if the groups are the same
or different. Then point out that they
are more alike than different.
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BASIC CONCEPTUAL FOCUS: designed to be introduced in Spanish:
Identifying attributes of shapes by counting points and sides
Demonstrating pupils helping and resting
Working together or sharing resources to accomplish a group task

I Identifying and discriminating circles, triangles, squares, ana rectangles
Identifying groups performing and not performing tasks

MATERIALS:
Activity 1:
Activity 2:

Activity 3:

Activity 4:

Prepare a big paper square, triangle, and star; use tape.
Use the cutouts of a square, triangle, and rectangle from Activity 1,
English Lesson 36, and a long strip of paper.

Prepare enough triangles and circles for each child; use a piece of
paper and a pencil for each child, a piece of chalk, a phonograph
record and a triangular clothes hanger.

Prepare enough cutouts of squares, rectangles, circles and triangles
so that each 1/4 of the class receives one type of cutout; also
prepare strips of paper the length of one side of the square and
the rectangle.

1. BRINCANDO FIGURAS (to accompany lesson 36)

Raga un cfrculo con los niz:os de pie.
En el centro pegue una estrella grande
de papel. Identifique las puntas de
la estrella. Un nig° brincarg de una
a otra contfindolas. Marque la punta
en donde comenzAron. Otro niffo lo
ayudarg tomfindolo de la mano y contan-
do. La clase escucharg para saber
cugntas puntas tiene. Preguente a la
clase qu6 hate cada niio. Cuando ter-
minen pregunte a la clase cugntas pun-
tas tiene la estrella y c6mo lo supie-
ron. Pida a los que brincaron que se
sienten a descansar y pregunte a la
clase qu6 haven ahora. Renita usando
un cuadrado y un trigngulo.

2. FORMAADO FIGURAS

JUMPING FIGURES

Have the pupils stand in a circle. In
the center tape down a big paper star.
Identify the points. Have a pupil
count the points of the star while
jumping to each point. Mark the start-
ing point. Have another pupil help
the one who jumps, taking him by the
hand and counting. Have the class lis-
ten to know how many points it has.
Ask what each child is doing. Then,
ask haw many points
how they found that
pils who jumped sit
Ask what the pupils
Repeat the activity
a triangle.

(to accompany lesson 37)

Muestre un cuadrado de papel. Cuente

the star has and
out. Have the pu-
down and rest.
are doing now.
using a square and

FORMING FIGURES

Show a paper square and count its sides



sus lados con ayuda de la clase pasan-
do su dedo por cada uno. Algunos nifios

seiialargn y contargn los lados del *Cs.ua-

drado. Diga que con ayuda de cuatro
nifios hargn un cuadrado grande. Co16-
quelos haciendo de esquinas, pida que
sostengan una tira de papel formando el
cuadrado. Pregunte quignes estgn ayu-
dando. Algunos niZos caminando al re-
dedor sefialargn los lados y dirgn oug
son. Repita formando un trigngulo y
un rectgngulo.

With the class, moving your finger
along each side. Have some pupils
point to and count the sides of the
square. Explain that if some pupils
help, they can make a large square.
Place four pupils for the corners and
ask them to hold up a strip of paper to
form the square. Ask who is helping.
Then have some pupils walk around,
point to and i -ratify the sides. Re-
peat, forming a triangle and a rectan-
gle.

3. CIRCULOS Y TRIANGULOS (to accompany lesson 38)

Dibuje en la pizarra un cfrcuio. Ex-
plique qug ester dibujando. Al terminar
pregunte que es. Haga lo mismo con un
trigngulo. Cuente sus lados con ayuda
de los nifios. Dibuje diferentes tipos
de trigngulos en distintas posiciones.
Ayude a los niZos a contar los lados
cada vez. Pregunte qug son. Reparta
trigngulos y cfrculos de papel a los
nifios. Muestre un disco y diga que le-
vanten la figura que se le parece.
Pregunte cOmo se llama la figura que
los nifios levantan. Repita usando un
gancho de alambre para ropa y un
trigngulo. Reparta holes de papel y
crayolas y pida a los niflos que dibu-
jen cfrculos y trigngulos en ellas.
Mientras lo hacen, pregunte qu6 hacen.

CIRCLES AND TRIANGLES

Draw a circle on the blackboard. Ex-
plain what you are drawing. Ask what
it is. Do the same with a triangle and
count its sides with the help of the
class. Draw several types of triangles
in different positions and help the pu-
pils count the sides each time. Ask
what they are. Pass out a triangle and
a circle to each pupil. Show a phono-
graph record and tell them to hold up
the figure that is similar to the re-
cord. Ask the name of the figure the
pupils are holding. Repeat using a
triangular clothes hanger. Then pass
out pieces of paper and crayons and
ask the pupils to draw circles and
triangles on them. While they are
drawing, ask them what they are making.

4. TODAS LAS FIGURES (to accompany lesson 39)

Muestre un cuadrado. Cuente los lados
y puntas con los nifios. Use una tira
de papel del tamafio de un lado para de-
mostrarles que los cuatro lados son
iguales. Proceda igual con un rectgn-
gulo demostrando que dos lados son mgs
largos Insista en el nombre de cada
figura. Divida la clase en cuatro gru-
pos, d6 a cada nifio una figura de modo
que un grupo tenga cuadrados, otro rec-
tgngulos, otro cfrculos y el otro
trigngulos. Pida a un grupo que se
ponga de pie mostrando su figura. Pre-
gunte a la clase qu6 muestran. Invite-
los para que dibujen con su dedo esa
figure en el sire. Pregunte al grupo
de pie qu6 hacen y qug no hacen los de-
m& nifios. Repita con cada uno de los
grupos.

ALL THE FIGURES

Show a square and count the sides and
points with the pupils. Use a strip of
paper the length of one side to demons-
trate that the four sides are the same.
Do the same with a rectangle showing
that two sides are longer. Ask the
names of each figure. Divide the class
into four groups and give each pupil a
figure so that one group has squares,
another rectangles, another circles,
and the other triangles. Ask one group
to stand up showing the figures they
have. Ask the class what they are show-
ing. Have the class draw this figure
in the air with their finger. Ask the
group that is standing what the others
are and are not doing. Repeat with
each one of the groups.
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Review

What's (he) doing?
(He)'s ( )ing.

(He)'s ( ).

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

What are (you) doing?
(We)'re (listen)ing.

we, they, you (plural)
help, listen, count, learn
helper, points

LINGUISTIC C0111ENTARY

Typical language problems are: loss of
are as in What you doing? tie listening;
substitution of "iu" for you, "dey" for
they, "coup" for count, and 'min" for

1 P21111-

Review

None

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying an attribute of shapes
by counting points

.Demonstrating pupils helping
Demonstrating working together to
accomplish a group task

CONCEPTUAL CffilEMTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: confusion

in counting points instead of sides of a
shape.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Prepare cutouts of a square, triangle, rectangle, and star; use
fasteners for each shape, a display board, Wink, and Blink.

Activity 2: Prepare 2 pieces of paper with outlines of shapes used in Activity
1; use a table, 2 chairs, and Wink.

Activity 3: Prepare a damp paper towel for each pupil; use Blink.



1. COUNTING POINTS
Fasten cutouts of a square, triangle,
rectangle, and star on a display board
in front of the class. Help a volun-
teer tap and count each point on the
triangle. Ask Wink and the class about
the volunteer's counting. After the
response have the volunteer count the
triangle points again. Hold !fink so

her ear is close to the volunteer to
show that she is "listening". Then
ask the class what Wink is doing. Have
Blink help the class respond.

V: /tapping and counting points/
One, two, three.

T: /to Wink and class, pointing/
What's (he) doing?

W: (He)'s counting points.
W&C: (He)'s counting points.

T: /to class, pointing to Wink
as V counts again/
What's she doing?

B: She's listening.
B&C: She's listening.

Choose two volunteers to count togeth-
er the points on the rectangle. Have
Wink model the appropriate answers to
your questions.

Vs: /counting points/
One, two, three, four.

T: /to Wink and class/
What are they doing?

U: They're counting points.
W&C: They're counting points.

T: /to Wink and class/
What are you doing?

W: We're listening.
W&C: We're listening.

Repeat the second dialog with the star,
square, and triangle.

2. _HELPING, RESTING, COUNTING
151Ni7Ifili class into two seated groups.
Seat two pupils at a table and give
each a sheet of paper with outlines of
the shapes in Activity 1. Have two

other pupils stand by the seated pupils
to help count the points. Pointing to
the seated "counters", help Group 1
ask Group 2, "What are they doing?"
Have Wink model the response for

Group 2.

TtiGl: /pointing to seated "counters"/
What are they doing?

W: They're learning to count points.
W&G2: They're learning to count points.

Continue, pointing to the "helpers".
Use They're helping. Help Group 2 ask
the "counters" and "helpers", "What are
you doing?" Take Wink to each set of
"responders" to help them say, "We're
learning to count", or "We're helping".

3. WE'RE HELPERS
Explain that the class can help you
clean up the room. Give each pupil a
damp paper towel to clean his desk
with as Blink helps you clean your own
desk. Ask the class if they are help-

ers. Have Blink help the class sc.y,
"We're helpers." as they are working.

Then ask the class, "What are you
doing?", and have Blink model, "We're

helping."

T:

B:

B&C:

T:

B:

13ZIC:

Are you helpers?
/to class, modeling/
Yes. We're helpers.

We're helpers.
/to class/
('hat are you doing?

We're helping.
We're helping.

Repeat the dialog several times. Then

ask one row of pupils at a time "ghat
other rows of pupils are doing, using
What are they doing? and They're

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*When listening to music, point out
that by listening, the class members
are helpers.

*During clean-up time, use the Activ-
ity 3 dialog to discuss what pupils

are doing.

*Have pupils sit in pairs to count the
points on shapes, taking turns with
one pupil counting the points and one

listening.

*Let volunteer pupils go to a kinder-
garten room to help younger pupils
with their classroom activities.
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Review

They're ()ing.
They're ing ( ).

Yes.
Ho.

we, you, they
count, work

crayon, paper

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

What are (you) (shar)ing?
(Je)'re (shar)ing (crayons).
They're (work)ing together.
Are they working together?

share

together
side

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: substitu-
tion of "chare" for share, and "site" for
side.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Demonstrating working together to
accomplish a group task

Demonstrating sharing classroom
resources to accomplish a group
task

Making shapes from classroom
resources as a group

Identifying attributes of shapes
by counting sides

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: confu-
sion in counting sides instead of points
of a shape.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Prepare, for 1/3 of the class, pieces of paper with black dots in
the form of a triangle; use enough red, blue and green crayons
for 1/3 of the class, Blink and Wink.

Activity 2: Use chairs and Blink.
Activity 3: Use a long piece of twine and Wink.



1. SHARING AND COUNTING
Arrange the class in a circle. Give
every third pupil a crayon and every
pupil to his left a piece of paper on
which you have drawn three dots to
font a triangle. Have ink and Blink
shown how to share the crayons and pa-
per to make shapes by having Pink hold
the paper while Blink connects two and
only two dots. Repeat with "pupil
sharers". Ask Wink, then "sharers",
what they are sharing. Then have the
rest of the class question the "pupil
sharers".

T:

121:

T:

H&Sh:

T&C:

W&Sh:

/to B&W after connecting two dots/
What are you sharing?
We're sharing crayons.
We're sharing paper.
/to "sharers"/
What are you shari ng?
We're sharing crayons.
We're sharing paper.
What are you sharing?
We're sharing crayons.
.01e're sharing paper.

Repeat after guiding "pupil sharers" to
give their items to the pupils on their
left. Repeat one more time, complet-
ing the triangle. Have the puppets
complete their triangle with the class.

Have Wink and the class count the sides
and ask Wink what they're counting.
Have Mink model the response. Repeat
with the entire class.

AC: /counting the sides/
One, two, three.

1: What are you counting?
W: We're counting sides.

W&C: One, two, thrm.
We're counting sides.

2. pRKING TOGETHER
1111 t tie-aass that for Activity 3, all
the chairs must be lined up in two rows.
Explain that if everyone works together,
they can get the job done quickly.
Guide the girls to put their chairs in

a line. Ask the boys what the girls

are doing. Use Blink to model the ap-
propriate answer.

T: /to Blink, pointing to girls/

What are they doing?
B: They're working together.
T: /to boys pointing to girls/

What are they doing?
Bs: They're working together.

Repeat, having the boys move their
chairs. Question the girls on what the
boys are doing.

Next, have the pupils sit. Ask Blink
if the girls are working together.
Have Blink reply that they are resting.

1% /pointing to Gs and asking Blink/
Are they working together?

8: No. They're resting.

Repeat, asking the girls, then the boys
if the other group is working together.
Then have each group ask Blink.

3. COUNTING AHD LEARNING
Using the set-up in Activity 2, have
one pupil in one row hold both ends of

a piece of twine while two pupils in

the other row hold the twine so that a
triangle is forme,'. Have the class
count the sides as you point to them.
Ask Mink what they are doing, having
Mink respond that they are counting
sides and learning together.

T&C: /as teacher points to sides/
One, two,... three.

T: What are they doing?
R: They're counting sides. They're

learning together.
T: /to class, pointing to pupils/

What are they doing?
T&C: They're counting sides. They're

learning together.

Continue, having several more pupils
hold parts of the twine to form another

shape. Count the sides again. Repeat,

selecting different pupils to hold the

twine.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*During social studies, have the class
list items and activities they share

in school. Repeat with items and act-
ivities they share at home.. Then help
the class generalize that they share
many things in many activities.

LESSON 37.
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Review

That's a ( ).

(!t) his three sides.

side

one-three

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

Are you (mak)ing (a circle)?
Who (is, isn't) (mak)ing a (circle)?
(He) (is, isn't).

Yes, we are.
No, we aren't.

make

circle, triangle

LIHGUISTIC COtillENTARY

Typical linguistic problems are: confu-
sion of do and make and non - standard po-
sition onecatiViTas in Vito no is mak-
ing a circle?; substitution of "di:FP--
for circle, and "treeango" for

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Demonstrating sharing classroom re- 1 Identifying and discriminating cir-
sources to accomplish a group task cies and triangles

Demonstrating making shapes from
classroom resources as a group

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: diffi-
culty understanding that there are many
kinds of triangles.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use chalk, Blink.
Prepare a paper circle and triangle; use chalk and Blink.

A

Activity 2:
Activity 3: Prepare 2 pieces of paper, one with a large triangle on it and

one with a large circle on it; use Blink.



1. TRIANGLES

Draw a large triangle on the board.
Identify it and have Blink ask the
class what it is. Guide them to re-
spond. Then, with the class, count
the sides and tell how many there are.

T:

B:

T &C:

1:

C:

/pointing to triangle/
That's a triangle.
What's that?
That's a triangle.
/counting sides/
One, two, three.
It has three sides.

/with teacher's help/
One, two, three.
It has three sides.

now draw two sides of various kinds of
triangles on the board. Have pairs of
pupils complete some of the triangles
sharing the chalk. Help the clas3 ask
if they are making triangles. Then
have the "board" group ask the class
if they are making triangles. Use
Blink to guide the responses.

T: /modeling for class/
Are you making triangles?

T &C: Are you making triangles?
B: /modeling for group at board/

Yes, we are.
G: Yes, we are.

T&G: /to class/
Are you making triangles?

B: /modeling for class/
No, we aren't.

C: Ho, we aren't.

Repeat the dialog changing groups.

2. CIRCUS
On the-aiTkboard draw a large circle
and with the class identify it.

T: /pointing to circle/
That's a circle.

T&C: That's a circle.

Then explain to the class they are
going to play a listening game. Div-
ide them into two groups and select
two ppils from Group 1 to go to the
board. Give one a circle and one a
triangle. Have each pupil outline
the figure he has on the board. Help

Group 1 ask Group 2 who is and who
isn't making a circle or triangle.
Use Blink to help Group 2 respond.

1'; /modeling for Group 1/
4ho's making a (circle)?

IT:G1: Who's making a (circle)?
B: /modeling for Group 2/

(Howard) is.
BnG2: (Hagar:!) is.

T: /modeling for Group 1/
ho isn't waking a (circle)?

T1G1: 4ho isn't making a (circle)?
B: /modeling for Group 2/

(Paula) isn't.
3'G2: (Paula) isn't.

Continue with different pupils and
having Group 2 ask the questions.

3. OUTLINES-INW1U
Divide the class into two groups.
Give each group a piece of paper with
either a circle or triangle on it.
Then have Group I make the outline in
the air of whatever is on their paper.
Group 2 guesses with Blink's help
what Group 1 outlines. Help Group 1
respond.

8M2:

MG2:
T° G1:

/while Group 1
Are you making
No, we aren't.
Are you making
Yes, we are.

outlines circle/
triangles?

circles?

Repeat having the other group outline
what is on its piece of paper. Con-
tinue having individuals outline while
Blink helps Group 1 ask Group 2 who is
and who isn't making a circl' or tri-
angle. iielp the class respond.

BP1G2: Who's making a (circle)?
TtGl: (Robert) is.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*During free moments have members of
the class point out things in the
room that have circular or triangular
shapes in them. Encourage them to
keep a word or picture list.

*Have the class make cookies in the
shapes studied. discuss the shapes
as you cook and eat.

LESSON 38
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Review

A (square) has four sides.

make
triangle, circle, shape

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

I

Which group (is, isn't) making
(squares)?

That group (is, isn't).
Which groups (are, aren't) making

(circles)?
Those groups (are, aren't).

group, square, rectangle

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical lInguistic problems are: substitution

of "dees" for this, "es uare" for square.; con-

fusion of is al-id-ire; oss of plural ending or
substitution of /s/ for /z/ in plural of trian

gles, circles, squares, and rectangles.

Review CONCEPTUAL

Identifying triangles and circles by

name

FOCUS Introduce

Identifying groups by their activities

Identifying squares and rectangles by

name
Discriminating circles, triangles,
squares, and rectangles by their

shapes

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
distinguishing a square from a rectangle.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Prepare circle patterns for 1/4 of the class and triangle patterns

for 1/4 of the class; use several pieces of chalk and Wink.

Activity 2: Prepare a big and a little square and 2 rectangles of paper straws to

display on a board and 4 long and 4 short and 8 equal pieces of

straws to place under the displayed shapes; also prepare straw

pieces for 1/4 of the group to make squares and for 1/4 of the

group to make rectangles; use Blink.

Activity 3: Prepare enough cutouts of circles, squares, rectangles, and triangles

so that each 1/4 of the class receives one type of cutout; use a

piece of paper and a crayon for each pupil.



1. CIRCLES AND IIMAULT§
Divide the class into four groups:
Give each pupil in Group 1 chalk and
a circle pattern, and each pupil in
Group 2 chalk and a triangle pattern.
Have Groups 1 and 2 go to the board
and trace around their patterns. Help
Group 3 ask Group 4 which group is
making circles. Have Wink help Group

4 respond.

T: Which group is making circles?
T&G3: Which group is making circles?

W: /pointing to Group 1/
That group is.

W&G4: /pointing to Group 1/
That group is.

Continue asking, "Which group is making
triangles?" and "Which group isn't mak-
ing (circles, triangles)?" Repeat with
Group 4 questioning Group 3. Continue,
having the groups exchange roles and

materials.

2. SQUARES AND RECTANGLES
Divide the class into four groups. On

a display board, pin up paper straws
to make a large and a small square, and
two long, thin rectangles, one dis-
played horizontally and the other ver-
tically. Under each square, pin up a
set of four equal length straws. Under
each rectangle, pin up a set of four
straws, two long and two short. Iden-

tify each square. Have Blink ask what
it is. Guide the class to respond and
count the sides.

T: /pointing to the square/
That's a square.

B: /to class, pointing to square/
What's that?

C: /with teacher's help/
That's a square.

T&C: /counting sides of square/
One, two, three, four.

A square has four sides.

After both squares have been used, re-
peat using each rectangle. Then take
each straw segment from under each
square and pin it next to a side of
its square to show that it has four
equal sides. Continue with the rec-
tangle segments to show unequal sides.

Have Groups 1 and 2 make squares and
rectangles by rearranging sets of
straws on the floor. Help Group 3 ask
Group 4 about which groups are making
shapes, then which group is making
squares. Use Blink to guide the appro-
priate response.

T:

T&G3:

B:

B864:
G3:

B:

B&G4:

/modeling for Group 3/
Which groups are making shapes?
Which groups are making shapes?
/pointing and modeling for G4/
Those groups are.
Those groups are.
/with teacher's help/
Which group is making squares?
/pointing and modeling for g4/
That group is.
That group is.

Continue asking about the groups making
rectangles and not making rectangles

and squares. Repeat having the groups
change roles and exchange materials.

3. MAKING SHAPES
Divide the class into four groups.
Hand out shape cutouts, giving each
pupil in Group 1 a circle, Group 2 a
triangle, Group 3 a square, and Group
4 a rectangle. Give each pupil a piece
of paper and a crayon. Have pupils

trace their cutouts on the paper. Have

one group ask one of its members about
which group is making a square. Cue

the group by holding up the appropriate
shape. Explain to the three remaining
groups that as they hear about their
group, they are to stand up. Guide the

volunteer to respond correctly.

G4: /to P as T holds up square/
Which group is making squares?

P: /as Group 3 stands up/
That group is.

Continue the activity using the other

shapes. Have different groups ask
other volunteers about the groups.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Collect and discuss objects with the

lessor. shapes. Soak up paint in fold-

ed paper towel pads. Have pupils press

one side of an object onto paint and
then print it on plain paper in designs.

LESS(N 39
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REVIEW -EVALUATION

This lesson aims at determining how well the pupils incorporate the
structures and vocabulary of Unit 4 into modified language situa-
tions. It is followed by a record sheet. You should attempt to
elicit individual responses from all pupils in these activities, and
keep accurate records. It is recommended that you use a tape recor-
der. Careful use of Lesson 40 should help you to focus on specific
problems your pupils are having.

The dialogs in Lesson 40 do not represent the structures that the pu-
pils must say. A stimulus is given and the pupil will select Ms an-
swer from those structures he knows. The response written is only an
example of a possible response which a pupil may give.

LINGUISTIC PROGRESS CHECK

Asking and answering questions beginning with what and
how many using the present progressive, singular and
plural

CONCEPTUAL PROGRESS CHECK

Sharing chalk and working together
Demonstrating making shapes from classroom

resources as a group

Identifying ;Atributes of shapes by counting
points and sides

Identifying roles of school workers
Identifying sets of one - six

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use a piece of colored chalk and a piece of white chalk.
Activity 2: Use 2 pictures of teachers teaching, 2 teachers dusting,

and 2 custodians dusting.



1. MAKING
Draw large colored dots on the board
which form the outline of a square.
Have two pupils come to the board.
Give one pupil a piece of chalk and
guide the pupils to take turns join-
ing the dots. After one side is
drawn, have a volunteer ask a class-
mate what the two pupils are doing.
Then have another volunteer ask one
of the pupils what he's making.

T: /to volunteer, while pointing
to pupils in front/

Ask (Mary) what they're doing.
VI: /to classmate/

What are they doing?
P3: They're (using the chalk).
T: /to second volunteer, while

pointing to a pupil in front/
Ask (Joe) what he's making.

Y2: What are you making?
P1: I'm making a square.

After the square is drawn, guide the
class to count the sides or colored
points with you. Ask the second
pupil in front, "What are we doing?"

T&C: One,...four.
T: What are we doing?

P2: We're counting (sides).

Repeat the activity with a rectangle,
and triangle, having other pupils
come to the front. Vary the dialog
by having a volunteer ask a classmate.
"What are we doing?"

2. tCHOOL WORKERS
OfipTay on the board six pictures of
teachers and custodians working.
Have six pupils come to the front
one at a time and choose one of
the pictures, showing it to the
class. Have a helper approach the
first.pupil, point to his picture
and tell who it is. Have him ask
the pupil holding it .what the per-
son in the picture is doing.

Hl: /pointing to picture/
This is a (1tacher).

T: /to helper/
Ask (Joy) what the (teacher)
is doing.

HI: What's (she) doing?
PI: (She)'s (dust)ing.

Have the helper continue with two
more pictures and then have a second
helper ask the last three pupils
about their pictures.

After both helpers return to their
seats, have a third helper come to
the front. Guide Helper 3 to group
the six pupils according to the
actions in their pictures: teaching
or dusting. Have a volunteer ask
a classmate haw many are teaching-or
dusting. Identify this numberas a
set and then ask the volunteer what
set it is.

T: /to volunteer/
Ask (Juan) how many are (teach)iftg.

V: How many are (teach)ing?
P: (Four).

T: That's a set of (Ibur),

What's that?
V: That's a set of (four).

3. QIIISTION ME: 1MWIRtR
Have the class sit in a horseshoe.
Sit at the open end.and tell the class
that it is "question time" and that
they may ask you any questions about
yourself they would like.

T: (Pedro).
P1: Where do you live?r
T: I live on (B) Street.

/to pupil raising-handl
(Jose).

P2: Do you-have! pets?
T: Yes. I have a dog.

"ontinue for five to-ten minutes and
make sure that each question is
answered,

Using pictures of school workers,
have six pupils each choose one-p4c-
ture and displayrit for the class to
see. Identify the set. of six. school
workers. Then have the pupils stand
in groups so that they form sets of
workers doing similar tasks. Again
identify each set, and then talk
about the lar r set of school work

LESSON 40



RECORD SHEET - LESSON 40

Following is a list of the main structures checked in Lesson 40. As each pupil
responds to an item, place a mark indicating whether he uses a "Standard" or
"Non-Standard" form. Compute the percentage of times the Standard form was
used by dividing the number of Standard form uses by the total number of times
the structure was used, and multiplying by 100. This is the percent of success-
fully manipulated structures. For example:

Structure Standard Non-Standard Total Percentage

This is a
(circle). NOS4 7Y4t4 15 10/15x100=67%

For this structure, there were fifteen res'onses; 67% of these were in Standard
form.

STANDARD NON-STANDARD TOTAL PERCENTAGE

1.

2.

3.

What are they (-)ing?

What are you (-)ing?

What are we (-)ing?

They're (-)ing the ( )

I'm (-)ing the (-).

We're (-)ing the ( -).

...doing

...making

..counting

...using

...drawing

..working

...sharing

r

What's (she) doing?

(She)'s dusting.

he teaching.

How many are (- in ?

This is a set of (four). .

Questions GOOD FAIR POOR = TOTAL

PERCENT
"GOOD"



THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION

We are not only interested in the success of our lessons, as indicated on
the other side of this sheet, but we would like to take your comments into
consideration when we revise the lessons. Therefore, please rate each
lesson (1 = low, 5 = high) and return sheet to:

Michioan Migrant Primary Interdisciplinary Project
3800 Packard Road

Ann Arbor, Hichigan 48104

i

Lesson
Clarity of
Instructional

Intent

. Teachability: Relation to
of Pupils'

Activities Language
Needs

1 Relation to
Other Areas

of
Curriculum

31 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

32 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

33 1 2 3 4 5 1 ? 3 4 ; 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

34 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

35 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

3 6 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

37 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

38 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

39 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

40 1 2 3 4 5 . 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 ; 1 2 3 4
I

5 1

Suggestions for improving objectives:

Suggestions for improving activities:

Other comments:

NAME

POSITION

SCHOOL

CITY



a
am

b

2

WORD LIST LESSONS 1-40

I don't have a car.
I'm in Baker School.

No tango carro.
Estoy en la escuela Baker.

33 Yes, I am. Si.

an 17 He used an eraser. us6 un borrador.

are 2 What grade are you in? ZEn qug grado estgs?

4 How old are you? 4Cugntos aEos tienes?

12 Where are you? LD6nde estgs?

26 Those are shirts. Esas son camisas.

26 Those aren't shirts. Esas no son camisas.

28 Those clothes are not red. Esa ropa no es roja.

37 Are they working together? lEstgn ellos trabajando

juntos?

38 Yes, we are. Si.

38 No, we aren't. No.

awlLy from 13 Go away from the window. Retfrate de la ventana.

back of, in 12 I any ;al back of izary. Estoy detrgs de Mary.

ball 6 I have a ball. Tengo una bola.

balloon 23 That balloon is big. Ese globo es grande.

band-aid 9 He doesn't have a band-aid. El no tiene una curita.

be 18 Be careful! iTen cuidado!

bead 22 This is a bead. Esa es una bolita.

(cuenta)

beside 12 It is beside the cupboard. Estes al lado del armario.

big 23 That ball is big. Esa bola es grande.

black 29 Are these clothes black? LEs esta ropa negra?

Blink 2 His name is Blink. Se llama Blink.
block 21 That's a block. Ese es un bloque.

blue 28 These clothes are not blue. Esa ropa no es azul.

book 7 I don't need a book. No necesito un libro.

box 11 It's in the box. Est en la caja.

bring 14 Bring the paper here. Traiga el papel aqui.

brought 19 He brought me home. El me trajo a casa.
brush 16 He didn't cut the brush. El no cort6 13 brocha.
bus 18 He walked to the bus. El camin6 hacia el autoz

bus driver. 19 What did the bus driver do? /Qug hizo el choferi

came 18 He came home. El vino a casa.
car 6 I have a car. Tengo un carro.
careful 18 Be careful! ITen cuidado!
chair 12 I am beside the chair. Estoy al lado de la sills.
chalk 17 She used a piece of chalk. Ella us6 un pedazo de

tiza.
circle 38 Are you making a circle? astgs haciendo un cfk-

culo?
class 34 Do you teach the class? ansenas td la clase?
clothes 26 Those are clothes. Esa es ropa.
color 28 What color are they? LDe qug color son?



come 13 Come to the table. Yen a la mesa.
18 He came home. El vino a casa.

cook 32 Is the cook working? LEstg trabajando la coci-
nera?

count 36 He's counting points. Estg contando puntas.
crayon 7 I need a crayon. Necesito una crayola.
cupboard 11 It's in the cupboard. Est( en el armario.
custodian 31 What's the custodian doing? ZQug esti haciendo el

portero?
cut 8 He wants to cut. El quiere costar.

16 He didn't cut the brush. El no cort6 la brocha.
16 He cut the paper. El cort6 el papel.
33 I'm cutting the grass. Estoy cortando el cgsped.

desk 33 That's a desk. Ese es un escritorio.
different 27 They're different. Son diferentes.
do 3 Where do you live? bide wives?

16 He didn't cut. El no cort6.
16 Did he paste? &Engom6 el?
34 ro..1.sshe teach the class? anseila ella la clase?
34 Lo you teach the class? ZEnsefias tfi la clase?
17 What did he do? Aug hizo gl?
34 What does he do? ZQu6 hace gl?
21 What do you do with it? ZQug hates con eso?
17 What did he draw? LIQug dibuj6 61?
6 I don't have a car. No tengo un carro.
8 What does he need? ZQug necesita 61?

34 What does he do? Aug hace 61?
9 He doesn't have a kleenex. El no tiene un klinex.
13 Don't run to the table. No corras hasta la mesa.
31 What's the teacher doing? ZQug est& haciendo la

maestra?
34 Yes, I do. (teach the class) St, yo lo hago.
34 Yes, she does. (teach the class) St, ells lo hace.

doll 6 I have a doll. Tengo una maeca.
door 12 I am beside the door. Estoy al lado de la

puerta.
draw 7 I want to draw. Quiero dibujar.
dress 26 Those are dresses. Esos son vestidos.
drew 17 He drew a ball. El dibuj6 una bola.
drive 32 He's driving. (a bus) Est& manejando. (un auto-

bds)
driver 19 What did the bus driver do? LON6 hizo el choler?
dust 31 He's dusting the desk. Estg sacudiendo el escri-

torio.

-ed 16 He needed paste. El necesit6 goma. (de
pegar)

17 He used paste. El us6 goma.
17 He erased a two. El borr6 un dos.

ei t 3 six, seven, eight seis, siete, ocho
-er 17 He used an eraser. El us6 un borrador.
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erase

19

31

17

What did the bus driver do? Nue hizo el chofer?
Nu ester haciendo la
maestra?

Nug borr6 gl?

What's the teacher doing?

What did he erase?
17' He erased a two. El borr6 un dos.

eraser 17 He used an eraser. El us6 un borrador.

fast 18 Run fast. Corre ligero
first 2 I'm in first grade. Estoy en primer grado.
five 2 four, five cuatro, cinco
fix 32 She's fixing lunch. Estes preparando el almuer-

zo.
floor 11 It's on the floor. Estes en el suelo.
four 2 three, four, five tres, cuatro; cinco
from, away 13 Come away from the door. Vente de la mesa.
front of, in 12 I'm in front of Mary. Estoy delante de Mary.

go_ 13 Go to the table. Ve a la mesa.
/made, 2 I'm in first grade. Estoy en primer grado.
piass, 33 I'm cutting the grass. Estoy cortando el cgsped.
green 29 Are these clothes green? /Es esta ropa verde?
group 39 Which group is making circles? grupo estfibaciendo

clrculos?

have

he
help
helper
her
here
hiy
his
home
how

6 I have a book.
A He has scissors.
2 He's in first grade.

36 We're helping.
36 We're helpers.
1 Her name is Mary.

14 Bring the paper here.
19 Take him to the store.
1 His name is John.

18 He came home.
4 How old is he?

I 2n I'm in first grade.
3 I live on Elm Street.

in 2 Dm in first grade.
11 It's in the box.

in back of 12 I'm in back of Juan.
in front of 12 I'm in front of Mary.
:Jail 31 She's teaching.
is I.g. My name is John.

4 He is six years old.
11 The ball is on the table.
21 This is a ball.
22 Is this a set of five?

23 Is that ball. little?
32 Is the cook working?

Tengo un librc.
El tiene tijeras.

El ester en primer grado.

Estamos ayudando.

Somos ayudantes.
Ella se llama Mary.
Trae el papel aqui.
Llgvalo a la tienda.

El se llama John.
El vino a casa.
leugntos afios tiene gl?

Estoy en primer grado.
Vivo en. la calle Elm.

Estoy en. primer grado.
Estes en la caja.

Estoy detrgs de Juam.
Estoy delante de Mary.
Estes ensefiando.

Me llamo John.
El tiene. seis afios.

La bola estg en la mesa.
Esta es una bola.
LEs gste un conjunto de
cinco?

LEs esa bola pequefia?

Usti trabajando la coci-
nera?
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32 Yes, she is. Si.

32 A°, *chefs not. Bo.

38 He is. El.

38 He isn't. El no,
it 11 It's on the box. Estt sobre la caja.

22 Yes, it is. Si.
17 Erase it. B6rralo.
21 I plainJ3.th it. Yo juego con ells.

jacket 27 Those are jackets. Egos son sacos.

kleenex 9 He doesn't have a kleenex. El no tiene un kiinex.

learn - 36 We're learning to count points. Estamos aprendiendc a

contar puntas.
listen 36 We're listening. Estamos escuchaudo.
little 23 That ball is little. Esa bola es pequefia.
live 3 I live on Street. Vivo en la cal?*
lunch 32 She's fixing lunch. Esti preparando el

alauerzo.
2 I'm in Baker School. Estoy en la eacuela

Baker.
33 No, I'm not. No.

make 38 Are you making a circle? Ettis haciendo mn cir-
culo?

29' by 7sany,sccks are green? LCuintos calcetines
son verdes?

marble 21 This is &marble. Esta es una canica.
(bolita)

me 19 Put me on the bus. Mame en el autobds.
1 Nr name is John. lie llamo Jr:ha.

name 1 1' name is John. Me halo John.
need 7 I need abook. Necesito un libro.

8 He needs scissor*. El necesita tijeras.
nine 4 eisht, nine, ten ocho, nueve, diez
no 16 No. He didn't cut the brush. No. El no cort6 is

brocha.
22 No, it's not. (a set) los no es. (un con-

junto)
not 17 It's not on the floor. No, esti en el suelo.

33 No; I'm not. Jo.

of 7 a piece of paper un pedazo de papel
21 a set of one un conjunto de uno
26 a pair of pants un par de pantalonea

old 4 He's six years old. El tiene seis afloa.
on 3 I live on Baker Street. Vivo en la calle Baker.

11 It's on the box. Est sobre la raja.
one 1 one, two, three uno, dos, tree

17 21 escribi6 un uno.He wrote a one.
24 It&A2 one is big? iCuil es grande?

or 24 Is this round or square? iEs Sate redondo 0

cuadrado?
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29

32

Are they shirts or dresses? /Son camisas o Testi -

dos?
/Est& ells trabajanao
o descenzando?

Is she working or resting`:

paint 16 i needed paint. El necesit6 pintura.

16 He wanted to paint. El queriapintar.
26 That is a pair of pants. Eso es un par de pan-

talones.
flr

Tents 26 Those are Esos son pentalones.

paper 7 apiece of paper un pedazo de papel

9 He doesn't have a paper towel. El no tiene una tog"-

lla de pepel.

TAste 8 He tints to paste. El quiere engomar.
8 He needs paste. El necesita goma.

pencil 7 I vent a pencil. Quiero un ltpiz.

penny 22 This is a fenny. Este es un centavo.
place 7 a piece, of paper un pedazo de papel
play 21 He plays with it. El juega con ells.

21 I Am with it. To juego eon ells.
point 36 He's. counting points. Estfi contend° puntas.

(of a triangle) (de un tritagulo)

14 Put the truck there. Pon el cud& ahf.

ran 18 He ran to the bus. El corri6 al autot6s.
read, 7

39

I want to read. Quiero leer.
grupo esti ha-

ciendo rectsingulos?

rectangle Which group is making rec-
tangles?

red 28 Those are red. Esa rope, es roja.

rest 32 She's resting. Est descansando.
room 2 I'm in 141-z.s B's =OM. Estly en la, clase de

la &-ta. BG

round 24 Is this round or square? /Es esto redando 0
cuadrado?

run 13 Run to the table. Corre a lames.

-a 8 Be vents to read. El quiere leer.

8 He needs scissors. El necesita tijeras.
-8 4 Itn six years old. Tengo seis

26 They're shirts. Son camisas.
is 1 What's your name? £C6mo to llamas?

11 Where's the bell? LD6nde est& is bola?
same 27 They're the same size. Son del miss° talao.
school 2 What school are you in? lEn qug escuela otiwr
scissors 8 He needs scissors. EM necesita tijeras.
set 21 That is a set of two. Es un conjunto de dos.
seven 3 five, six, seven cinco, seis, siete
shape 24 What shape is that? 4De qul forma es eso?
share 37 We're sharing crayons. Fatamos compartiendo

crayolas.
she 2 She's in first grade. Ella est& en priper

grade.
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shirt 26 Those are shirts.

shoes 27 Those ere shoes.

side 37 Were counting sides.

six 3 five, six, seven

size 23 What size is that ball?

slowly 18 E2 walked slowly.

sock 27 Those are socks.

square 24 Is this round or square?

39 'Rich group is making by_uares?

stop 18 11-12P=

store 19 Tate Blink to the store.

sweep 31-; I'm sweeping the floor.

table 11 It's on the table.

take lk Take the paste there.

teach 31 She's teaching.

teacher 31 Plat's the teacher doing:

ten k eight, nine, ten
that 21 That's a ball.

21 What's that?

21 Uhat's in that?
23 That ball.

the 11 Where's the ball?
there lh Take the paste there.
these 26 What are these?

112... 26 They're shirts.

..s
-,e;

- Thtfre counting points.
34 What are they doing?

this 21 This is a 'amt.
21 tai's in this?
23 Ttis ball.

those 26 What are those?

three 1 one, two, three

17 He wrote a three.

12geAl.--wt 37 They're working togtaa.
to 8 I want to read.

13 Go to the table.

took 19 He took Blink to the store.

towel 9 A paper towel
triangle, 38 tire you making a triangley

truck
two

use

6 I have a truck.

1 one, two, three

17 He wrote a two.

17
17

What did he use?
He used an eraser.

west 13 Walk to the table.

Esas son camisas.
Esos son zapatos.
Estamos contend° lados.
cinco, seis, siete
/De qp6 taw:5o es esa
bola?

El camin6 despecio.
Esos son calcetines.
/Es esto redondo o cua-

drado?
SCugl grupo ester ha-

ciendo cuadrados?
Ware!
Lleva a Blink a la tienda.
Estoy barriendo el piso.

Est en la mesa.

Lleva la goma ahf.
Estg enseffando.
LQu6 estg haciendo la
lmestre

ocho, nueve, diet
Esa es una bola.
Aug es eso?
bqu6 hay en eso?
Esa bola.
06nde estg la bola?
Lleva la game ahf.
Qu6 son estos?
Son camisas.
Estill contend° purtas.
LQ126 estgn haciendo ellos?
Este es un bloque.
alu6 hay en esto?

Eats bola.
iQu6 son 6sos?
uno, dos, tres
El escribi6 un tres.
Eatgn trabajando juntos.

Quiero leer.
Ye a la Aesa.
El llev6 a Blink a la

tienda.

Una toalla de papal
iEstgs haciendo un tri-

gngulo?
Tengo un cami6n.
uno, dos, tres
El escribi6 un dos.

Aug usb 61?
El use un bcrrador.

Caminst baste la mesa.



want
8

we 36

vent 18
what 1

6
wbere 3

11
which 24

39

white 29

who 38

window 12

Wink 2
with 21
work 32

write 7
wrote 17

years 4
yellow 28
yes 16

22
you 2

33
36

pour 1

- 7 -

I want to read.
He wants to read.
We're listening.
He vent to sehool.
What's your name?
What do you have?
Where do you live?
Where's the ball?
Which one is big?
Which group is making squares?

Are these clothes white?
Who is making a circle?

I am next to the window.

Her name is Wink.
He plays with it.
She's working.
I went to =mite.
He wrote a one.

I am six years old.
Those clothes are yellow.

Yes, it is. (a scat)
What grade -areadPe-saatreed;ou in?

What are you doing? (singular)
What are 7.92 doing? (plural)

What's our name?

Quiero leer.
El quiere leer.
Estamos escuchando.
El fue a la escuela.
Wan° to llamas?
ZQu6 tienes?
4D6nde wives?

06nde estg. la tole
LCugl es grande?
Leug1 grupo estg ha-
cienda cuadrados?

ZEs estaropablanca?
Qui& estg hacienda
cuadrados?

Estoy al lado de la ven-

tana.
Se llama Wink.
Juega con 61.
Est& trabajando.
Quiero escribir.
El escribi6 ununo.

Tengo seis
Eta ropy es amarilla.
SI. El engom6,

SI es. (un conjanto)
On qu6 grado esters?
tQu6 esters heciendo?

Qug estgn hacienda
Uds.?

ZCOmo te-llamss?



ART SUPPLEMENT
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Blink

mink and Blink are camel puppets. Wink is a girl and Blink is a boy.

They may be hand-sewn or machine stitched. Some of the pieces, such as

the eyes and eyelids, may be glued on. Both puppets can be made from

the same pattern. To differentiate them, Blink, the boy puppet, has a collar

and bow tie. Mink, the girl puppet, has a ruffle around her neck and a

bow on top of her head.

If you have sewn before, you may have scraps for which the patterns can

be easily used. If you have not sewn at all, purchasing felt squares and

using the pattern layout accompaning the pattern would be most convenient

and economical.

Any combination of fabrics or colors may be used. The original puppets

were made of scraps of camel hair wool and cotton. Other puppets were made

completely of felt squares. Both materials worked equally well. Following

is a list of materials that were used to make a puppet from scraps and a

puppet from felt squares:

Materials Scraps
Head, ears, nose, jaw, eyelids
Inner mouth, eyes
Bow, pupil of eyes

Collar

heavy camel hair wool
medium-weight olive green cotton
light-weight turquoise blue

cotton
white cotton muslin
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Felt Squares

Head, ears, nose, jaw, eyelids two squares of gold felt

Inner mouth, eyes one square of green felt

Bow, pupil of eye one square of orange felt

Collar and ruffle -- one square of white felt

Squares of felt may be purchased at a fabric store for about 15i. each.

You will need at least three or four colors to make the puppet colorfUl.

HOW TO MAKE WINK AND BLINK

Read each pattern piece, cut out and lay on material. Pin pattern

pieces in place on material and emit out.

2. Sew head pattern according to directions on the pattern.

3. Sew seams on ears.. Turn right side out. Place at downward angle

in slits (see picture) and sew in place.

4. Pin and sew dart in nose, right sides together; trim excess material;

press seam open.

5. Sew jaw in place on Mad.

6. Sew inner and upper mouth together at seam line. Then sew seamed

inner mouth to nose and jaw at seam line.

7. a.) Place eyes on head and stitch or glue in place. (Hint: place

low and close to nose to give the heavy-lidded look of a camel.)

b.) Place fringed eyelid above eye.and stitch or glue in place.

8. Gather ruffle; adjust gathers to form even distribution. Stitch

to neck.

9. Place collar on neck, adjust, and stitch in place.

10. Fold bow slightly in center and secure with the center tie. Stitch

center tie in place. Put bow on collar of Blink or head of Wink and

stitch in place.

1.
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STEPS 1-5

INSIDE OUT VIEW RIGHT SIDE OUT VIEW

STEPS 6-7

I RIGHT SIDE OUT V EW

STEPS 8-10

FINISHED PUPPETS
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READ PATTERN PIECES FOR HELPFUL SUGGESTIONS

3

D4
bl i

ri,

I EAR X
V
.c.i

OPENING EYE "C;:k
0
3t

HEAD
(CUT TUO)

1 1. Place pattern on material, pin and tut.*

2. Pin and sew darts, right sides together. Trim

1

excess materiaL

1 3. Sew seam right sides together on puppet head.

1 4. Slit opening for ears.

1

5. Nark spot for eye

itn

1-t)

*Use layout if felt squares are used.

refers t, seam lines

refers to fold lines

or cutting lines
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JAW

(cut one)

LONER
MOUTH

(cut one)

(Inner mouth)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ INNER MOON SEAL _ _ ''"'"- '""" -".. 4." "31

1



BOW

FOR

LINK'S HAIR

OR

BLIHK'S COLLAR

(cut two)

i

CENTER TIE FOR BOW
(cut two)

,..'f,op--------
' pupil ofd

eye

(cut two)

1
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For Spanish Activity 1 supporting Lesson 6
Lesson 7



For Spanish Activity 1 supporting Lesson 6

Lesson 7
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For Spanish'Activity 1 suppert:ing Lesson 6
Lesson 7
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VIII;

t:or Snanis) Activity 3 sunnoirtifnr Lesson 8
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For Soanis'a Activity 3 sunnortini, Lesson 8
Lesson 8
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Lesson 8
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For use with many lessons.
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Lessons 7, 8
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Lesson 8
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N
Lessons 14, 18,, 19

rtini Lesson 19Soanish Activity 4, sung
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Spanish Activity 4, sunnortino Lesson 19
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Stwish Activity 4, suomrting Lesson 19
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Spanish Activity 4 supporting Lesson 19
Lesson 18
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Lesson 15
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Lesson 23
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Lessons 23, 25





Lesson 25
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Lesson 25
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Snanish Activity I SW-
norting Lesson 26
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Snanish Activities 1 & 3 sunonrting Lessons 

26 & 28; use as patterns for other lessons 
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For use with many lessons
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Lesson 26



Teacher Teaching
For use with many lessons



Custodian Dusting
use with many lessons
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Teacher Dusting
For use with many lessons





Cook Fixing Lunch
For use with many lessons



Bus Driver Driving
For use with many lessons
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Custodian Resting
For use with many lessons
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Cook Resting
For Ilse with many lessons



Bus Driver Resting
For use with many lessons



Custodian Fixing Desk
For use with many lessons
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a

Bus Driver Fixing Bus
For use with many lessons
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Cook Having Fixed Lunc

Spanish Activity 3,
supporting Lesson 33



Custodian Having Fixed Desk
Spanish Activity 3, supporting Lesson 33
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!MP

'eallir11111m,

WOR K 1 NG
Working & Resting Labels - Lesson 32



Custodian Fixing Chai r
For use in many lessons



Custodlan Sweeping Floor
For use with many lessons
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Rocket Ship - Lesson 35


